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Proceedings
of the

Annual General Meeting.
The Annual General Meeting was held in the Society's room
in the Paffles Museum at 5 p.m. Thursday 21st February 1924.
The Hon. Dr. R. O. Winstedt in the Chair.
1. The Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held 10th February 1923 were read and confirmed.,
2. The Annual Report and Statement of Accounts were adopted.
3. The following amendments to the rules were passed:—
Rule 2 For " T h e formation of a library of books and m a p s "
read " The acquisition of books, maps and manuscripts."
8. Delete the words " An Honorary Librarian."
For " Four Councillors" read "Five Councillors."
11. For " once a month " read " once a quarter."
18. For " in each year " read " of each volume."
4. A letter was read from the Hon. Mr. W. George Maxwell, C.M.G.,
in which he stated that he did not wish to stand again for the
Presidentship. The Meeting heard this with regret, being
conscious of the great assistance Mr. Maxwell had l)een to the
Society as President in the past.
5. The election of Officers and Members of Council for the current
year resulted as follows :—
The Hon. Mr. E. S. Hose,
President
C.M.G.
Vice-Presidents for the S.S.
The Hon. Dr. R. O. Winstedt
and Mr. I. H. Burkill.
Vice-Presidents for the F.M.S.
Mr. J . B. Scrivenor and Mr.
A. J. Sturrock.
Vice-Presidents for the U.M.S..
The Hon. Mr. J . L . Humphreys
and The Hon. Mr. A. F.
Worthington.
Hon. Secretary
Mr. C. Boden Kloss.
Hon. Treasurer
Mr. R. E. Holttum.
Council
Dr. F. W. Foxworthy and
Messrs. A. F. Richards, W.
G. Stirling, J. Johnston, J .
D. Hall.

PROCEEDINGS

6.

7.

v

The Chairman stated that since the General Meeting had been
called there was good reason to 'hope that the Governments of
the Straits Settlements and the Federated Malay States were
willing to come to the assistance of the Society with annual
grants of money. The Meeting therefore agreed that action
regarding the financial position of the Society should be deferred.
A vote of thanks to the Chair, proposed by Mr. J. Johnston,
concluded the meeting.
Annual Dinner.

By permission of the Singapore Club the usual annual dinner
was held at that Club on Thursday 21st February at 8 p.m.
The Hon. Dr. R. O. Winstedt, a Vice-President for the Straits
Settlements, presided. The Patron of the Society, H. E. the
Governor and High Commissioner, Sir L. N. Guillemard, K.C.B.,
K.C.M.G., was present as the guest of the evening. Covers were
laid for twenty-eight.
After the usual loyal toast and an address from the Chairman
who proposed the health of the Patron Sir Laurence Guillemard
made one of his witty and amusing speeches. The speaker, by
Ms ornithological remarks, showed a knowledge of science not often
found in Patrons. He concluded by asking the meeting to drink
to the Society coupled with the name of the recently-elected
Honorary (Secretary, whose reply, together with the health of the
Chairman, brought the more formal part of the occasion to a
close.
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Contributors to the Society's Journal.

Honorary Members.
Year of Election.
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1890.1918. †BLAGDEN, C. O., Shirley, 57 Earl's Court Square,
London, S. W. 5.
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BRANDSETTER, PROF. DR. P., Luzern, Switzerland.

W. R., I.S.O., Hackford Hall, Reepham,
Norfolk,
England.
(Council
1904: VicePresident 1897-1900, 1902, 1904-1905).
1903.1917., †GALLOWAY, SIR D. J., British Dispensary,
Singapore. (Vice-President, 1906-1907: President, 1908-1913).
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England. (Council, 1897-1919: Hon. Treasurer, 1898-1906, 1910-1911, 1914-1919: Hon.
Secretary, 1912-1913).
1922.
JOHORE, H. H. The Sultan of, G.C.M.G., K.B.E.,
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PERAK, H. H. The Sultan of, K.CM.G., The Astana
1921.
Negara, Bukit 'Chandan, Kuala Kangsar, Perak.
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†PERHAM, VEN. ARCHDEACON J., Chard, Somerset,
England.
„
1890.1912. † RIDLEY, H. N., C.M.G., M.A-, F.R.S., 7, Cumberland
Road, Kew Gardens, Surrey, England. (Council,
1890-1894, 1896-1911: Hon. Secretary, 18901893, 1896-1911).
1916.
SARAWAK, H. H. The Rajah of, Kuching, Sarawak.
1885.
SATOW, SIR ERNEST M., Beaumont, Ottery St. Mary,
Devon, England.
1894.1921. †SHELLABEAR, REV. W. G., D.D., c/o Board of Foreign
Mossion, 150., Flifth Avenue, New York City,
U.S.A. (Council, 1896-1901, 4904: Vice-President, 1913: President 1914-1918).
1921.

1921.

COLLYER,

SNOUCK-HURGRONJE, PROF. DR., Leiden, Holland.

P. H., Professor of Malay, Zoeterwondsche Singel 44, Leiden, Holland.

† VAN RONKEL, DR.,
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Kuala Lumpur.
ABDUL-MAJID BIN H A J I ZAINUDDIN,

ADAM,

FRANK,

The

Straits

Trading

Co.

Ltd.,

Singapore.
* ADAMS, SIR Airmen, K. B. E., Penang.
ADAMS, C. D., Baram, Sarawak.
ADAMS, H. A., Kuching, Sarawak.
ADAMS, J. W., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., B.A., M.B., B.C.,

Medical Health Officer, Penang.
ADAMS, P. M., Kuching, Sarawak.
ADAMS, R. H., C/O Standard Bank of S. Africa Ltd.,
10, Clement Lane, London, E. C. 4.
†ADAMS, T. S., Taiping, Perak.
*ADELBORG, F., Siginting Kubber Estate, Port Dickson.
ALEXANDER, C. S., Kuala Lumpur.
ALLEN, REV. G. DEXTER, M.A., Windermere, St.
Thomas Walk, Singapore.
ALLEN, H. C. W., Boustead & Co. Ltd., Singapore.
ALLEN, L. A., Land Office, Ipoh, Perak.
ALLEN, P. T., Supt., Criminal Vagrant Ward, Larut,
Perak.
ALLEN, DR. R., B.SC, Sarawak Oilfields, Miri, Sarawak.
ALLEN, W. H. R., Straits Trading Co. Ltd., Penang.
AMERY, REV. A. J., Outram Road School, Singapore
(Council 1921).
ANDAH, INCHE AHMAD B I N , Johore Civil Service,
Johore.
†ANDREINI, CAPT. E. V., Kapit, Sarawak.
ARTHUR, J. S. W., Land Offic, Penang.
ASTON, A. V., Malayan Civil Service, Malacca.
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* B A N K S , J . E., c/o T h e American Bridge Co., Cambridge, Pa., U. S. A.
BARBOUR, D R . T., Museum of Comparative Zoology,
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass, U . S. A.

1920.

BARDHAM, R A I S A H I B ,
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1923.

Lab. Malacca.
BARNES, J . P . , Kuching, Sarawak.
BARRON, J . M., Malayan Civil Service, Ipoh, Perak.

1910.
1923.

BARTLEY, W., M.B.E., B.A., c/o Secretariat, Singapore.
B A T H U R S T , H . C , M.C.S., B a t u Gajah.

1921.
1914.

1913.
1921.

BAUGHAN, G. E. S., S. S. Police, Penang.
BAZELL, C., Malay College, K u a k Kangsar, Perak.
( H o n . Librarian, 1916-20) : H o n . Treasurer
1921).
* B E A M I S H , C. A., Education Department, Malacca.
B E A N , A. W., c / o Robinson & Co., Singapore.
BEARD, H., T h e Asiatic Petroleum Co., Miri, Sarawak.
BECKER, F . E., Wessyngton Estate, Rengam, Johore.
BELGRAVE, W. N . C., Agriculture Department, Kuala
Lumpur.
B E L L , V. G., Kuala L u m p u r .
B E L L , W. C. B., Bell & Co., Singapore.

1921.

B E N J A M I N , M A J O R E. V., M . C , Asiatic Petroleum

1923.
1909.
1921.
1923.
1921.

S. N., Govt.

Pathological

1922.

Co., Miri, Sarawak.
*BERKELEY, H ., Grik, Upper Perak.
B I C K N E L L , J . W., U. S. Rubber Plantat'ons I n c . ,
Penang.
B I C K N E L L , W. A., 3 Alexander Terrace, Exmouth,
Devon.
BIGGS, L. A. C , Municipal Office, Penang.

1908.

* B I S H O P , M A J O R C. F . , R. A.

1910.
1912.
1884.

1922.
1921.

B I S H O P , D. A., Principal, Baffles Institution, Singapore.
BLACK, M A J O R K., T a n Tock Seng's Hospital, Singapore.
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1923.
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BLACK, J . A., Chinese Protectorate, Singapore.
B L A C K , J. G., Malacca.

1923.

*BLACKER, G. O., 123, Princess Street, Manchester.

1884.

†BLAND , R. N.

,
C.M.G.,
C/O Messrs. H . S. K i n g & Co.,

1921.

9 Pall Mall, London, S. W., England.
(Council
1898-1900: Vice-President, 1907-1909).
BLASDELL, R E V . R., Anglo-Chinese School, Ipoh.

1923.

BOOTHBY, J. V., K u d a t , B . N . B .

1910.
1919.
1921.
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1915.

1913.
1918.
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1909.
1909.
1915.
1910.
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1913.
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191G.

BOULT, F . F . , Limbang, Sarawak.
*BOURNE, F . G., Coroner, Singapore.
BOYD, R., Labour Office, Taiping, Perak.
*BOYD, W. R., c/o Crown Agents, London.
B O Y D - W A L K E R , J . W., P e n a n g .

†BRADDELL, R. S T . J., Braddell Bros., Singapore.
BRADNEY, G. P . , Auditor-General, F . M. S. K u a l a
Lumpur.
BRESLAND, C. W., Land Office, Kuala L u m p u r .
B R O C K M A N , S I R EDWARD L.,

K.C.M.G., 88,

Cannon

St., London E . C.
†BROOKS, C J., Lebong Tandai, Benkoelen, S u m a t r a .
B R O W N , M R . J U S T I C E A. V., Johore Bahru, Johore.
BROWN, C. C , C/O Secretariat, Singapore.
BROWN, D A. M., c/o Messrs. Brown Philips & Stewart, Penang.
BROWNE, T . W., K u a l a Pilah Estate, Negri Sembilan.
B R U N T O N , R. O., Tangga Batu Estate, Malacca.
* B R Y A N , J . M., c/o Messrs. T h e Borneo Co. L t d . ,
Fenchurch St., London, E. C.
B R Y A N T , A. T., Messrs. Bryant & Hyde, Bush L a n e
Chamber, Bush Lane, London E . C. 4. (Council 1907-1910: Vice-President 1912, 1914-1916).
B U R K I L L , I. H, M.A., Director, Botanic Gardens,
Singapore. (Council, 1913-17, 1921: Hon.
Secretary, 1914-1917).
BURR, P . B . F . , Chief Sanitary Inspector, Ipoh,
Perak.
BUTTERFIELD, H . M., Alor Star, Kedah.
*†CALDECOTT, A., c/o Crown Agents, London.
CAMPBELL, F . M., Wardieburn Estate, Kuala L u m pur.
†CAMPBELL,

PROFESSOR

J.

ARGYLL,

M.D., D.S.,

c/o

Messrs. W. and F . Haldane, 4 North Charlotte
St., Edinburgh, Scotland.
(Council, 1917,
1919).
1923.

1918.
1921.
1906.
1921.

C A M P B E L L , HON. J . W, Malacca.

CARPMAEL, H . , Municipality, Singapore.
* C A V E N D I S H , A., Taiping, Perak.
C H A P M A N , W. T., Chinese Protectorate, .Kuala L u m pur.
†CHASEN, F . N., M.B.O.U., Raffles Museum, Singapore.
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CHEERS,
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Rubber Estates Ltd., Lawas via Labuan, S. S.
F., King Edward V I I School, Taiping,
Perak.
COCHRANE, C. W. H., Federal Secretariat, Kuala
Lumpur.
COCKER, T. B., Deputy Registrar, Singapore.
COE, CAPT. T. P., M . C , Malayan Civil Service, Kuala
Lumpur.
*†COLLENETTE, C. L., Gottire Lodge, Woodford Green,
Essex.
*CONLAY, W. L., Kuala Lumpur.
CONNELL, MRS. J. J., c/o Connell Bros., Singapore.
COOK, REV. J. A. B., Gilstead, Singapore.
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RULES
of

The Malayan Branch
of the

Royal Asiatic Society.
I.

Name and Objects.

1. The name of the Society shall be ' The Malayan Branch
of the Royal Asiatic Society.'
2. The objects of the Society shall be:—
(a) The increase and diffusion of knowledge concerning
British Malaya and the neighbouring countries.
(b) the publication of a Journal and of works and maps.
(c) the acquisition of books, maps and manuscripts.
II.

Membership.

3. Members shall be of three kinds—Ordinary, Corresponding
and Honorary.
4. Candidates for ordinary membership shall be proposed
and seconded by members and elected by a majority of the Council.
5. Ordinary members shall pay an annual subscription of $5
payable in advance on the first of January in each year. Members shall be allowed to compound for life membership by a payment of $50. Societies and Institutions are also eligible for
ordinary membership.
6. On or about the 30th of June in each year the Honorary
Treasurer shall prepare and submit to the Council a list of those
members whose subscriptions for the current year remain unpaid.
Such members shall be deemed to be suspended from membership
until their subscriptions have been paid, and in default of payment
within two years shall be deemed to have resigned their membership.
No member shall receive a copy of the Journal or other publications of the Society until his subscription for the current year
has been paid.*
7. Distinguished persons, and persons who have rendered
notable service to the Society may on the recommendation of the
Council be elected Honorary members by a majority at a General
* Bye-Law, 1922. ' ' Under Rule 6 Members who have failed to pay
their subscription by the 30th June are suspended from membership
until their subscriptions are paid. The issue of Journals published
during that period of suspension cannot be guaranteed to members who
have been so suspended."
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meeting. Corresponding Members may, on the recommendation of
two members of the Council, be elected by a majority of the Council, in recognition of services rendered to any scientific institution
in British Malaya. They shall pay no subscription : they shall enjoy
the privileges of members (except a vote at meetings and eligibility
for office) and free receipt of the Society's publications.
III.

Officers.

8. The Officers of the Society shall be :—
A President.
Vice-Presidents not exceeding six, ordinarily two each from
(i) the Straits Settlements, (ii) the Federated Malay States and
(iii) the Unfederated or other Protected States, although this
allocation shall in no way he binding on the electors.
An Honorary Secretary.
An Honorary Treasurer.
Five Councillors.
These officers shall be elected for one year at the Annual
General Meeting, and shall hold office until their successors are
appointed.
9. Vacancies in the above offices occurring during any year
shall be filled by a vote of the majority of the remaining officers.
IV.

Council.

10. The Council of the Society shall be composed of the
officers for the current year, and its duties and powers shall be:—
(a) to administer the affairs, property and trusts of the
Society.
(b) to elect Ordinary and Corresponding Members and to recommend candidates for election as Honorary Members of the
Society.
(c) to obtain and select material for publication in the
Journal and to supervise the printing and distribution of the
Journal.
(d) to authorise the publication of works and maps at the
expense of the Society otherwise than in the Journal.
(e) to select and purchase books, maps and manuscripts.
(f) to accept or decline donations on behalf of the Society.
(g) to present to the Annual General Meeting at the expiration of their term of office a report of the proceedings and condition
of the Society.
(h) to make and enforce bye-laws and regulations for the
proper conduct of the affairs of the Society. Every such bye-law
-or regulation shall be published in the Journal.
11. The Council shall meet for the transaction of business
once a quarter and oftener if necessary. Three officers shall form
a quorum of the Council.
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V. General Meetings.
12. One week's notice of all meetings shall be given and of
'the subjects to be discussed or dealt with.
13. At all meetings the Chairman shall in the case of an
equality of votes be entitled to a casting vote in addition to his
own.
14. The Annual General Meeting shall be held in February in
each year. Eleven members shall form a quorum.
15. (i) At the Annual General Meeting the Council shall
present a Report for the preceding year and the Treasurer shall
render an account of the financial condition of the Society. Copies
'of such Report and account shall be circulated to members with
the notice calling the meeting.
(ii) Officers for the current year shall also be chosen.
16. The Council may summon a General Meeting at any
time, and shall so summon one upon receipt by the Secretary of a
written requisition signed by live ordinary members desiring to
submit any specified resolution to such meeting. Seven members
shall form a quorum at any such meeting.
17. Visitors may be admitted to any meeting at the discretion
of the Chairman but shall not he allowed to address the meeting
except by invitation of the Chairman.
VI. Publications.
18. The Journal shall be published at least twice in each
year, and oftener if material is available. It shall contain material
approved by the Council. In the first part of each volume shall
be published the Report of the Council, the account of the financial
position of the Society, a list of members, the Rules, and a list
of the publications received by the Society during the preceding
year.
19. Every member shall be entitled to one copy of the
Journal, which shall he sent free by post. Copies may be presented
by the Council to other Societies or to distinguished individuals,
and the remaining copies shall be sold at such prices as the Council
shall from time to time direct.
20. Twenty-five copies of each paper published in the Journal
shall be placed at the disposal 'of the author.
VII. Amendments to Rules.
21. Amendments to these Rules must be proposed in writing
to the Council, who shall submit them to a General Meeting duly
summoned to consider them. If passed at such General Meeting
they shall come into force upon confirmation at a subsequent
General Meeting or at an Annual General Meeting.
Affiliation Privileges of Members.
Royal Asiatic Society. The Royal Asiatic Society has its
headquarters at 74 Grosvenor Street, London, W., where it has a
large library of books, and MSS. relating to oriental subjects, and
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holds monthly meetings from November to June (inclusive) at
which papers on such subjects are read.
2. By rule 105 of this Society all the Members of Branch
Societies are entitled when on furlough or otherwise temporarily
resident within Great Britain and Ireland, to the use of the Library
.as Non-Resident Members and to attend the ordinary monthly
meetings of the Society. This Society accordingly invites Members of Branch Societies temporarily resident in Great Britain or
Ireland to avail themselves of these facilities and to make their
home addresses known to the Society so that notice of the meetings may be sent to them.
3. Under rule 84, the Council of the-Society is able to accept
contributions to its Journal from Members of Branch Societies
and other persons interested in Oriental Research, of original
articles, short notes, etc., on matters connected with the languages,
archaeology, history, beliefs and customs of any part of Asia.
4. By virtue of the afore-mentioned Rule 105 all Members
of Branch Societies are entitled to apply for election to the Society
without the formality of nomination. They should apply in writing to the Secretary, stating their names and addresses, and mentioning the Branch Society to which they belong. Election is by
the Society upon the recommendation of the Council.
5. The subscription for Non-Resident Members of the
Society is 3 0 / - per annum. They receive the quarterly Journal
post free.
Asiatic Society of Bengal. Members of the Straits Branch
of the Royal Asiatic Society, by a letter received in 1903, are
accorded the privilege of admission monthly meetings of the
Asiatic Society of Bengal, which are held usually at. the Society's
house, 1 Park Street, Calcutta.

Exchange List and Donations, 1923.

EXCHANGES.
The following is a list of the Institutions and Societies on the
Exchange List,.together with the Publications received from them
during the year 1923.
AMERICA.
Canada.
TORONTO.

Royal Canadian Institute.
United States of America.

John Hopkins University, American Journal of
Philology, Vol. 42, whole Nos. 166-169, 1023.
BERKELEY. University of California, Publications in Zoology, Nos.
2-22, Vols. 1-22, 1921-23. Publications in Entomology,
Vol 1, No. 9, 1922.
CAMBRIDGE. Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard,
(,i) Annual He port, 1921-22.
(ii) Bulletin, Vol. 65, Nos. 0-9, 1923.
CHICAGO. Field Museum of Natural History.
(i) Annual Report, 1921.
(iii) Anthropological Series, Publications 209, Vol. 14,
No. 2, and 211, Vol. 6, No. 5, 1922.
CHICAGO. University of Michigan,
(i) Scientific Series, Vols. 1-2, 1913, and Atlas.
(ii) Annual Reports, 8-12, 1900-1910.
CHICAGO. John Crerar Library, Annual Report, 1923.
LINCOLN. University of Nebraska(i) Annual Report, 1920.
(ii) Bulletin, 182-183, 185, 187-190, 194, 1922-23.
(iii) Research Bulletin, No. 23, 1923.
(iv) Circular, 18 from 30th Annual Report, 1922.
NEW YORK. American Geographical Society, Geographical Reviewr
. Nos. 1-4, 1923, and supplement to No. 4.
NEW YORK. American Museum of Natural Historv, Bulletin, Vols.
43-45, 1920-22.
NEW YORK. New York Zoological Society, Zoologica, Vol. 2,
Nos. 17-18 1923, Vol. 3, Nos. 14-23, 1923.
OBERLIN. Oberlin College—Wilson Ornithological Club, Laboratory, Bulletin, Nos. 22, 20-31, 1919-22.

BALTIMORE.
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P H I L A D E L P H I A . Aeadeany of N a t u r a l Sciences,
(i) Annual'Report, 1921.
(ii) Proceedings, V o l 71,, 1922,
(iii) N a t u r a l History Survey, Bulletin, N o . 7, pt. 2 , 1 9 2 3 .
PITTSBURG. Carnegie Museum.
( i ) A n n u a l Report, 1922.
(ii) Annals, Vol. 1 3 , Nos. 3 - 4 ; Vol. 14, N o . 2 ; Vol. 1 5 ,
No. 1,1922.
(iii) Memoirs, V o l 9, Nos. 1-2; Vol. 10, N o . 1, 1922.
S T . LOUIS. Missouri Botanical Garden, Annals, Vol. S, N o . 3 ,
1921, Vol. 9, Nos. 1, 3-1,, 1922.
W A S H I N G T O N . Academy of Sciences.
WASHINGTON". Smithsonian Instituition, IT. S. National Museum,
( i ) B u l l e t i n , 1 2 1 , 1922 a n d 123, 1923.
(ii) Report on he Progress and Condition of the U. S.
Naational Museum, 1922.
WASHINGTON. United States, Department of Agriculture, J o u r n a l
of Agricultural Research, Vols. 23-25, 1923, a n d Vol.
26, Nos. 1-6, 1923.
HAWAIIAN

ISLANDS.

(HONOLULU).

Bernice

Pauahii

Bishop

Museum,
( i ) Occasional Papers, Vol. S, N o s . 4 , 6, 7, 1923.
(ii) Bulletin, Nos. 1-5, 1922-23.
ASIA.
Ceylon.
ANURADHAPURA. Archaeological -Survey of Ceylon, Annual Report,
1921-22.
COLOMBO. Ceylon Branch, Rayal Asiatic Society.
COLOMBO.
Colombo Museum.
Spoila Zeylanica, Vol. 12, P t .
40, 1923.
India.
BOMBAY.

Bambay Branch, Royal Asiatic Society, J o u r n a l , N o .
74, Vol. 26, N o . 1, 1921-22.
BOMBAY.
Bombay N a t u r a l History Society, J o u r n a l Vol. 2 8 ,
No. 4, 1 9 2 2 ; V o l 2 9 , Nos. 1-2, 1923.
CALCUTTA. Asiatic Society of Bengal,
(i) J o u r n a l a n d Proceedings, Vol. 7, N o . 4, 1 9 2 1 ; V o l
S, N o s . 1-8, 1922-23.
(ii) Memoirs.
CALCUTTA. Indian Museum.
(i) Records, Vol. 2 1 , P t s . 2-3, 1921, Vol. 24, P t . 4,
1922, V o l 2 5 , P t s . 1-4, a n d Indices to Vols- 1 3
and 2 2 , 1923.
(ii) Memoirs, V o l 5, N o . 1 1 , 1922, Vol. 7, N o . 4,
1922.
(iii) A n n u a l Reports. 1920-23.
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CALCUTTA. University of Calcutta, J o u r n a l of the Department
of Letters, Vols. 9-10, 1923.
L A H O R E . Panjab Historical Society, J o u r n a l , Vol. S, N o . 2 , p p .
103-206, 1921.
P U S A . Agricultural Researeh Institute.
S I M L A . Archaeological Survey of India,
(i) Memoirs, N o . 14, 1023.
(ii) Epigraphia Indica, Vol. 16, P t s . 6-7, Vol. 17, P t s .
1-2 a n d 4, 1923.
(iii) Annual Report, 1916.
(iv) Conservation Manual, by S i r J o h n Marshall.
Burma.
RANGOON.
RANGOON.

Archaeological Survey of Burma, Annual Report, 1923.
B u r m a '.Research Society,
(i) J o u r n a l , V o l 12, P h . 2-3, 1922, Vol. 13, P t s . 1-2,
1923.
(ii) Archaeological Surrey of India, Vol. 3 , P t . 1, 1923.
British Malaya.

BORNEO, ( S A R A W A K ) .

Sarawak Museum.

MALAY PENINSULA, (KUALA L U M P U R ) .

D e p a r t m e n t of Agricul-

ture, S. S. and F . M. S., Malayan Agricultural J o u r n a l ,
Vols. 10-11, 1922-23.
MALAY

PENINSULA,

(KUALA

LUMPUR).

F.

M.

S.

Museums,

J o u r n a l , Vol. 8, P t . 2 , 1923, Vol. 9, P t 4, 1922, X I , P t s .
1-2, 1923.
SINGAPORE.
Botanic Gardens, Gardens Bulletin, Vol. 3 , N o s .
1-3, 1923.
SINGAPORE. Singapore Natural History Society, The Singapore
Naturalist N o . 2 , 1923.
SINGAPORE. Paffles Museum and Library, Annual Report, 1922.
Dutch East
JAVA,

Indies.

( B A T A V I A ) . Bataviaaseh Genootschap van Kunsten en
Wetenschappen,
(i) Notulen r a n de Algemeene en Directievergaderingen,
Deel 59, P t . 4, 1921.
(ii) Tijdschrift voor Indische Taal., Landen Volkenkunde, Deel, 6 1 , P t s . 4-6, 1922, Deel, 62, P t s ,
1-3, 1923.
(iii) Oudhcidkundig Verslag, P t s . 2-4, 1922, P t . 1, 1923.
(iv) Oud Batavia, Eerste Deel a n d Tweede Deel, 1919.
(v) N a t u r u k u n d i g Tijdschrift voor Nederlandsch-Indie,
Deel 82 a n d 83, 1922-23.
(vi) Rapport en, 1923.
(vii) Schets du Karo-Bataksche Spraakunst, Deel 6 3 ,
1922.
(viii) Lajang Damar- Woelan (Javaansche Tekst).

EXCHANGE LISTS A N D DONATIONS
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Commissi e voor do Volkslectuur,
(i) Jaarboek ran het Mijnwezen in Nederlandsch OostIndie, 1920 and 1921.
(ii) Atlas Behoorende bij het jaarboek, 1919, 1920,
and 1921.
(iii) Bijlagen, 1919.

JAVA, (BATAVIA).

JAVA, (BATAVIA).

Het Algemeen Proefsitation det A.V.R.O.S.,.

Mededeelingen,
(i) Rubberserie, Nos. 37-38, 1923.
(ii) Algemeene Serie, Nos. 15-17, 1923.
JAVA, (BATAVIA).

Topografische Dienst, Jaarverslag, 1921 and

1922.
Bibliotheek van het Department van
Landbouw, Nijverheid en Handel, Treubia, Vol. 3, Pts.
1-4. 1922-23, Vol. 4, Pts. 1-4, 1923.
JAVA, (BUITENZORG.) Jardin Botanique de Buitenzorg, Bulletin,
JAVA

(BUITENZORG).

Ser. 3, Vol. 5, Pts. 3-4, 1922-23.
Siam.
BANGKOK. Natural History Society of Siam, Journal, Index to
Vol. 4, Vol 5, Vol. 6, Pts. 1-2, 1923.
BANGKOK- Siam Society, Journal, Vol. 17, Pt. 3, 1923.
BANGKOK. Vajiranana National Library, Publications.
Indo-Ghina.
HANOI. L'Ecole Francaise de PExtreme Orient, Bulletin, Tome
21, No. 2, 1921, Tome 22, 1922.
SAIGON. La Societe des Etudes Indo-Chinoises.
MANILA.

Philippine Islands.
Bureau of Science, Philippine Journal of Science, Vol.
21, No. 6, 1922, Vol. 22, Nos. 2-6, 1923, Vol. 23, Nos.
1-5, 1923. . .

China.
SHANGHAI. North China Branch, Royal Asiatic Society,
(i) Journal, Vol. 54, 1923. "
(ii) Anthropology of Northern China, Extra Vol. (2,
1923.

TOKYO.

Japan.
Asiatic Society of Japan.
Australia.
Royal Society of South Australia.
(i) Transactions and Proceedings, Vol. 46, 1922.
(ii) Index to Transactions, Proceedings and Reports,
Vols. 25-44, 1901-1920.
(iii) Index to Memoirs, Vols. 1-11, 1899-1912.

ADELAIDE.
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SYDNEY.

EXCHANGE LISTS AND DONATIONS
Royal

Society of New South Wales.
EUROPE.
Belgium.

BRUXELLES.

Societe Beige d'Etudes

Coloniales.

Finland.
HELSINGFORS. Finska Vetenskaps- Societeten,
(i) Acta Societatis Scientiarum Fennicae, Tome 50, P t s .
4-5 1922.
(ii) Commentationes Humanarum Litterarum, Tomus 1,
Nos
. 1-2, 1922.
(iii) Comntentationes Phusico-Mathematicae, Tomus 1,
Nos. 20-43, 1922.
Civ) Commentationes Biologicae, Tomus 1, Nos. 4-0,
1922-23.
(v) Arsbok-Vuosikirja, Vol. 1, 1922-28.
France.
H A V R E . Societe de Geographic du Havre, Bulletin 39, 1922.
MARSEILLES. Societe de Geographie et d' Etudes Coloniales.
(i) Bulletin, Tome 4 3 , 1920-1921(ii) Exposition
Coloniale Nationale
de MarseilleSemaine- Internationale des Geographes des E x plorateurs et des Ethnologues, 1922.
P A R I S . Commission Archeologique de l'I ndo-Chine.
P A R I S . L'Ecole des Langues Orientales.
P A R I S . Societe Asiatique de Paris,
(i) J o u r n a l Asiatique, 11 Serie, Tome 20, Nos. 1-2,
1922.
(ii) Table Generate des M a t u r e s . 11 Serie, (1913-1922)
1922.
(iii) Les Fetes du Centenaire,—1922. 1923.
(iv) J o u r n a l Asiatique, Tome 202, No. 1, 1923.
P A R I S . Societe de Geographic, La Geographie, Tome 40, Nos.
4-5, 1923.
PARIS. Societe de Geographie Ccmmerciale de Paris, " Revue
Economique Francaise," Tome 44, P t s . 4-5, 1922, Tome
45, P t s . 1. 2, and 4, 1923.
P A R I S . Societe de l'Histoire des Colonies Francaises .
P A R I S . Societe de Linguistique de Paris.
(i) Memoirs, Tome 23, fasc. 1, 1923.
(ii) Bulletin, N o . 73, 1923.
Germany.
BERLIN.

Deutsches Insititut d'Entomologie,
(i) Entomologische Mitteilungen, Bd. 12, Nos. 1-4,
1922-23.
F R A N K F U R T . Senokenbergischen
Naturforschenden
Gesellschaft,
Senckenbergiana, Bd. 1-4, 1919-22, Bd, 5, Nos. 1-4, 1923.

EXCHANGE LISTS AND DONATIONS
Great
LONDON.
LONDON.
LONDON.

LONDON.
LONDON.
LONDON.
LONDON.
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Britain.

British Museum ( N a t u r a l H i s t o r y ) .
Royal Anthropological Institute, J o u r n a l , Vol. 52,
July-December, 1922.
Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland,
(i) J o u r n a l , Vol. 53, 1923.
(ii) Centenary Volume, 1823-1923. 1923.
Royal Botanic Hardens, Kew, Bulletin, 1922.
Royal Colonial Institute, Vol. 13, N o . 12, 1922, Vol.
14, Nos. 1-10, 1923.
School of Oriental Studies, London Institution. Bulletin,
Vol. 2, Pt. 4, 1923, Vol. 3 , F t . 1, 1923.
Zoological Society of London,
(i) Proceedings, P t s . 1-4, 1923.
(ii) A List of Fellows, Members and Medallists, 1923.
Holland.

AMSTERDAM.
AMSTERDAM.
chap,
(i)
(ii)

Koloniaal Instituut, Jaarverslag, 1922.
Koninklijk Nederlandsch Aardrijkskundig Genoots-

Tijdschrift, Feel, P t s . 1-5, 1923.
Systematisch Register van het Tijdschrift ran het
Koninklijk Nederlandsch Aardrijkskundig Genootschap, 1923.
(Jaargang 1905 tot en w e t 1922).
1923.
(iii) Geological Petrographical and
Palaeontological
Results of Explorations carried out from 19111919 in the Island of Ceram, by L. Rut ten and
W. Holtz.
H A G U E . Koninklijk Instituut voor de Taal., Land, en Volkenkunde
van Nederlandsch Indie,
(i) Bijdragen, Deel 19, pt, 3, 1923.
(ii) Was Malaka Emporium voor 1400 A .D., Genaamd
Malajoer? E n Waar Lag Woerawari, Ma-Hasin
Langa,
Batoesawar?
door
G. P .
Rouffaer,
{Being a reprint from the Bijdragen, Feel, 1 1 ,
Pts. 3-4, 1921).
(iii) Lijst der Leden Enz. op. 1 April, 1923.
L E I D E N . Ethnographisches Reichsmuseum, Verslag run
den
Directeur, October, 1921 to September, 1922.
L E I D E N . Universiteits Bibliotheek.
L E I D E N , 'S Rij'ks Museum van Natuurlijke Histoire, Zoologische
Mededeelingen, Vols. 1-5, 1915-1920, Vol. 6, P t s . 1-3,
1921, Vol. 7, P t s . 1-2, 1922.
Sweden.
STOCKHOLM. K. Svenska Vetenskapsakademien Handlingar.
UPSALA. Royal University Library, Zoologiska Bidrag, Bd. 8,
1923.
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Switzerland.
ZURICH

Naturforschende Gosellschaft, Vierteljahrschrift,
67, Pts. 3-4, 1922, Bd. 68, Pts. 1-2, 1923.

Bd-

Donations.
America

(North).

Canada.
H A L I F A X . Nova Scotian Institute of Science, Proceedings and
Transactions, V o l 15, P t . 2, 1919-20.
OTTAWA. Canada Department of Mines,
(i) Bulletin, 3 5 , '1922.
(ii) Memoirs, Nos. 129, I 3 0 , 132, being Nos. 110, 111,
and 113, Geological Series(iii) S u m m a r y Report, 1921, Pts. B and E.
(iv) Summary Report (Mines Branch) 1921.
(v) Report for the Fiscal Year ending March 3 1 , 1922,
(vi) Titanium, by A. H. A. Robinson, '1922.
(vii) Silica in C a n a d a : its occurrence, exploitation and
uses, 1923 (Mines B r a n c h ) .
U n i t e d S t a t e s of A m e r i c a .
BOSTON.

Museum of Fine Arts, Bulletin, Vol. 20, No. 122, 1922,
Vol. 2 1 , N o . 1 2 3 , 1923.
C I N C I N N A T I . Lloyd Library, Mycological Notes, Vol. 7, Nos.
1-2, 1922.
ITHACA. Cornell University Agricultural Experiment Station,
(i) Memoirs, 15 numbers, 1921-1923.
(ii) Bulletin Nos. 411-413, 1922.
MISSOULA. University of Montana, Bulletin 255, 1922-23.
N E W ALBANY. Contribution to Indiana Palaeontology, by 6 . K.
Greene. Vol. 1, Pts-. 1-20, 1898-1904; V o l 2, Pts. 1-3,
1900.
America

(South).

Brazil.
SAN PAULO. Museu Paulista, Revista do Museu Paulista, Tome 13.
Mexico.
MEXICO.

I n s t i t u t o Geologico de Mexico, Boletin, Nos. 38, 39, 42,
1922-23.
ASIA.
British

MALAY

PENINSULA,

(KUALA

Malaya.
LUMPUR).

Evans

(I.

H.

N.)

Studies in Religion, Folklore, a n d Custom i n British
North Borneo and the Malay Peninsula. 1923. P r e sented by the Author.
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DONATIONS
PENINSULA,

(BATU

GAJAH).

Newton

(R.

Bullen)

On

Marine Triassic Shells from Singapore, 1923. Presented
by J . B . Scrivenor.
SINGAPORE. Winstedt (R. O.) Malaya: The Straits Settlements
and the Federated and Unfederated Malay States, 1923.
Presented by the Author.
SINGAPORE. Botanic Gardens, Bulletin, Vol. 3, Nos. 1-3, 1923.
Dutch E a s t Indies.
JAVA, ( B A T A V I A ) . Balai Poestaka, " S r i Poestaka," 1923.
JAVA. ( B A T A V I A ) . Sluyter's and Co. East Indian Magazine, Vol..
3, No. 1 1 , 1923.
Siam.
BANGKOK. Royal
1920-21.

Survey

Department

Philippine
MANILA.

of

the

Army.

Report,

Islands.

Bureau of P r i n t i n g .
(i) Leyes Publicas, Tome 16, 17, 1923.
(ii) E l C a r a d e r de Rizal, 1923.
Japan.

TOKYO.
TOKYO.

Kaiserliche Universitat zu Tokyo, Mitteilungen aus der
Medizinischen Fakultat, Bd. 36 H. 1, 1922.
Ornithological Society of J a p a n , Bulletin, Vol. 3, Nos.
14-15, 1923.
EUROPE.
Egypt.

CAIRO.

.Ministry of Public Works, Zoological
Publications Nos. 37-38, 1923.

Service

Report,

France.
BEAUVAIS. J a n e t (Charles) Considerations sur Petre vivant, P t 2, 1921. Presented by the Author.
P A R I S . Societe D' Editions Geographiques Maritimes et Coloniales,.
La Revue Maritimes, Nouvelle Serie No. 3 8 , 1923.
Holland.
HAGUE.
LEIDEN.

Linscihoten-Vereeninging, Vijftiende Jaarverslag, 1922.
Rijk's Herbarium,
(i) Mededeelingen, Nos. 42-47, 1922.
(ii) Zoologische Mededeelingen. Deel 7. P t s . 3-4, 1923,
Italy.

ROME.

Reale Societa Geografica Italians, Bolletino, Serie 5, Vol11, P t s . 9-12, 1 9 2 2 ; Vol. 12, P t s . 1-6, 1923.
T R I E S T E . Accademia Scienza ed Arte, Annali di Teosofia.

Annual Report.
of the

Malayan Branch, Royal Asiatic Society
for 1923.

Membership.

The membership of the Society at the close of the
year stands at 627, as compared with a total of 543
at the end of 1922. There are 15 Honorary Members, 4 Corresponding Members and 608 Ordinary Members.
During the year 90 new Members were elected by the Council.
Their names are :—
HONORARY MEMBER.

Dr. W. L. Abbott.
ORDINARY MEMBERS.

Dato Sedia Raja Abdullah
Mr. E. C. Hicks
Mr. C. O. Beamish
Mr. Eu Tong Sen, O.B.E.
Rev. Keppel Garnier
Mr. A. E. Coleman Doscas
Mr. C. H. Sansom
Mr. H. S. Yates
Mr. G. O. Blacker
Mr. J. V. Cowgill
Mr. F. E. Lease
Mr. H. P. Hacker
Mr. H. T. Clarkson
Mr. E. W. P. Gilman
Mr. P. H. V. Hanitsch
Mr. J. A. Lacomble
Mr. W. F. N. Churchill
Mr. L. R. Daines
Mr. A. Gilbertson
Mr. A. E. Rambaut
Mr. A. T. Hancock
Mr. S. V. Sanmugam
Mr. A. A. Woods
Mr. P. A. Anthony
Mr. A. V. Aston

Mr. Arnold Bailey
Mr. C. W. Bresland
Mr. J. G. Black
Mr. J. V. Boothby
Mr. R. O. Brunton
Mr. R. J. F. Curtis
Mr. G. Hemmant
Mr. A. A. Henggeler
Dr. H. Kraemer
Mr. A. A Lermit
Mr. P. A. B. McKerron
Mr. F. J. Morten
Mr. H. E. Nixon
Mr. C. C. Reade
Capt. R. M. Robertson
Mr. J. M. Robson
Dr. E. O. Travers
Mr. L. D. Whitfield
Mr. D. P. White
Mr. H. B. Wilkinson
Capt. F. W. Howl
Mr. T. A. W. Page Turner
Mr. F. E. Becker
Mr. J. W. Campbell
Mr. F. Cobbe
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Mr. E. V. G. Day
Inche Abdul Kader bin Daud
Mr. H. Egmont Hake
Mr. A. D. Holland
Mr. W. H. Thome
Mr. W. S. Reeves Tucker
Mr. V. H. Winson
Mr. W. S. Cookson
Mr. Gan Khek Keng
Mr. A. Gilmour
Mr. C. J. K. Grieve
Mr. Sidney Halford
Major O. B. Haines
Mr. O. D. Martyn
Mr. A. A. Mulloy
Mr. F. G. Ridout
Mr. G. H. Sworder
Dato Abdullah bin Jaafar
Mr. J. A. Black
Inche Ahmad bin Andah

Wan Idris bin Ibrahim
Sheikh Abdullah bin Yahya
Mr. H. C. Bathurst
Mr. N. D. Dalton
Mr. H. G. Gardner
Dr. P. Witners Green
Mr. F. Hartnett
Inche Mahmudbin Mohamed Shah
Mr. G. E. Greig
Mr. R. S. Opie
Mr. J. M. Barron
Mr. P. B. F. Burr
Mr. George R. Fulton
Mr. G. A. R. Gater
Mr. D. H. Hodgson
Mr. J. E. H. Nicholson
Mr. H. E. Savage
Mr. E. D. Shearn
Dr. R. L. Symes

The Society lost by deaths Mr. W. R. T. Clement, Capt. H. E.
Adams, Mr. A. G. Bratton, Mr. E. R. Koek, Mr. P. C. Russell, Mr.
W. D. Vissers and Mr. D. M. Barry.
Two resigned their membership during the year.
Council.

The Council lost by retirement from Malaya Mr. H.
Robinson, for some years a Vice-President for the Straits
Settlements, and Mr. J. E. Nathan, a Member of the Council;
Major J. C. Moulton, O.B.E., after serving as Honorary Secretary
since 1921, resigned and was succeeded by Mr. C. Boden Kloss.
Messrs. A. F. Richards and W. G. Stirling were co-opted to fill
vacancies in the Council.
General Meeting.

The Annual General Meeting was held on the
10th February at Kuala Lumpur, F. M. S.
This is the first time the Society has held a meeting outside Singapore and the departure from custom was taken to signalise the
change of name from " Straits Branch" to " Malayan Branch,"
Royal Asiatic Society. The meeting was followed by a dinner at
the Selangor Club at which were present H. E. Sir Laurence
Guillemard, Patron of the Society, and 52 members and their
guests.
Journals.

Two journals of 392 pages with eleven plates, one map
and a number of text-figures were issued during the
year; one in April and one in October; while a third has been in the
printer's 'hands for some time. The published numbers contain
twenty-two short notes and twenty-two longer contributions dealing
with Zoology, Botany and Geology, History, Numismatics, Languages and Literature, Folklore and Tales. The shorter papers are
equally catholic in nature.
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Several important papers are in hand but the Council anticipates
difficulty in meeting the cost of publication of all contributions
offered.
Finances.

The " Life Members' Reserve " stands at $4700 against
a membership of eighty-nine. In addition there are
20 Honorary and Corresponding Members who pay no subscription.
The Society finishes the year with a bank balance of $1585.64
(of which $500, a contribution from the Federated Malay States
Government, is to be reserved for printing " Trong Pipit") as
against $2378.84 at the end of 1922. This difference is due chiefly
to the following facts :—
1. In 1923.13 members compounded for Life Membership as
again 26 in 1922.
2. Revenue from sale of Journals and Maps was $540 less in
1923 than in 1922.
3. In 1922 $490 was received in payment of subscriptions for
the year 192.3-26, in 1923 advance subscriptions amounted to $125.
4. The amount spent on printing was $400 more in 1923 than
in 1922, chiefly owing to additional expenditure on illustrations.
As against this the Society is due to receive $200 from the Government of Kedah towards the cost of printing the Geological Map of
Langkawi.
Subscriptions for 1923 and previous years still
amounted to about $1200.

unpaid

Library.

The library of the Society, hitherto kept in the Society's
room, was transferred " on permanent loan" to the
Raffles Library. But little use had been made of the library hitherto and it was felt by the Council that it would receive more attention
and care in the larger library where, with the works dealing with
Malaysia belonging to the latter, the Society's books will be available
to members at any time.
In the Annual Report for 1922 attention was drawn to the
large increase in the number of publications received by donation
and also by exchange. The number received in 1922 was 352 as
against 525 in 1923. Six Institutions were added to the Exchange
list during the year thus bringing the total up to 87.
Royal Asiatic Society. The Centenary of the Royal Asiatic
Society was celebrated in London in
July: Messrs. H. N. Ridley, C.M.G. and I. H. Burkill with Dr. R.
Hanitsch, represented the Malayan Branch.
C. BODEN KLOSS,

Hon. Secretary.

„ Subsidy from the Government of Kedah
for printing Trong Pipit
„ Profit on Annual Dinner

„ Sales
Journals
-Maps

„ Interest
on Investments
on Current Account

„ Subscriptions
for theyear 1923
for previous years
for 1924-26
Life Members

To balance at Mercantile Bank
Petty Cash in hand, Jan. 1st . .

Receipts.

.,
„
„
„
„

Hon. Treasurer.

E. E. HOLTTUM,

Bookbinding
Refund of excess payments
Commission on cheques
Sundries ..
Cash
Balance at Mercantile Bank Dec. 31st
Petty Cash in hand

„ Stationary
„ Postage
„ Salaried . .

By Printing
Journal Vol. I, part 1
Journal, Vol. I, part 2
Illustrations
Geological Map
Circulars, etc.
Line blocks for Journal No. 86 . .

Payments.

Receipts and Payments Account for the year ending December, 31st.
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I N D E X TO G E O L O G I C A L M A P S
published by the
Geological Dept. F . M. S.

GEOLOGICAL SKETCH MAP
OF

SINGAPORE ISLAND

Drawn & Printed by F. M. S. Surveys No. 3 0 7 - 1 9 2 3 .

The Geology of Singapore Island.
With a geological Sketch-map.
By J. B. SCRIVENOR.

The geology of Singapore Island has been dealt with in a few
old papers by Logan and others. In the Geological Magazine for
1901 Mr. R. Bullen Newton gives a list of these papers under the
title " Notes on Literature bearing on the Geology of the Malay
Peninsula" (Geol. Mag. 1901 pp. 128-134) and since then Mr.
Newton has described fossils found at Mount Guthrie (Fossils from
Singapore, Geol. Mag. 1906 p.p. 487-496) and I have published two
short papers (Notes on the Igneous rocks of Singapore etc., Geol.
Mag. 1909. pp. 17-22, and, The Sedimentary Rocks of Singapore, Geol. Mag. 1908. pp. 289-291). In " T h e Igneous rocks
of Pulau Ubin and Pulau Nanas " (Quarterly Journal Geol. Soc.
London LXVI, 1910. pp 420-434). I have discussed in some
detail the petrology of the granite and associated igneous rocks on
Pulau Ubin and at Changi.
The object of the present paper is to give a general account of
the geology of Singapore Island without entering into minute
petrological detail. The petrology of the igneous rocks is very
interesting but I have very little to add to what has been already
published, and the subject, moreover, is one that only appeals to
specialists.
The results given now are the outcome of field work in Singapore during a few visits spread over a long period, but the greater
part was done recently in 1922.
The map that accompanies this paper attempts to give the
limits of the geological formations. Owing, however, to the extent
to which the rocks are weathered and the abundant vegetation, these
limits can only be taken as rough approximations. By searching
enquiries in gardens and the back premises of dwelling-houses it
would doubtless be possible to improve them, but the result would
not be worth the embarrassment experienced by the enquirer, and
the annoyance of the house-owners. Geological-mapping in the
heart of Singapore Town is a different thing from the same work in
the heart of the jungle; and diffidence has forced me to leave unsettled the momentous question whether Government House is on
granite, or sandstone and shale, or on the junction of these two
formations.
On the Choa Chu Kang Road and the Jurong Road the boundary of the granite is clear. It is also fairly easy to locate on the
Reformatory and Ubi Pandau Roads. From there to Cavanagh
Road it is hard to follow. On Cavanagh Road the granite appears
to extend eastward towards Government House. The filter-beds
north-west of Cavanagh Road are on granite; the filter-beds southeast of Cavanagh Road are on shale and sandstone: the junction
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must almost coincide with the junction of Cavanagh and Newton
Roads. On Ballestier Road the granite-junction can be located
fairly closely, beyond that it is indefinite and the junction of granite
and alluvium must be taken as a very rough approximation based on
surface features. The landward limits of the granite at Changi are
aslo indefinite.
General features.
Singapore Island has, roughly, a diamond-shape. The long
diagonal lies east and west, with Changi at the eastern extremity:
The short diagonal lies north and south with Mount Faber and
the islands Pulau Brani and Blakang Mati about the southern end.
The most pronounced physical feature in Singapore Island is
the long ridge of which Mt. Faber is a part, though divided by a
depression through which the Alexandra Road runs. The Mount
Faber Ridge trends north-west and south-east. Beyond the ridge,
which is all formed of sandstone (weathered quartzite) and shale,
is a large stretch of rolling country forming the west of the island
and composed, as far as can be judged from the scanty evidence, of
sandstone and shale with ironstone (laterite) on the surface.
Judging from evidence in the Straits of Johore, however, and in
Johore, it is probable that in this area there are volcanic rocks and
hypabyssal rocks associated with the sandstone and shale. The
Kranji and two other rivers have a little alluvium covering the
sandstone and shale.
North-east of Mt. Faber is Singapore Town, the greater part of
which is built on sandstone and shale. These rocks formed Mt.
Guthrie, now cut away, and can be seen to-day in what remains of
Mt. Palmer, Mt. Wallich, the hill on which Fort Canning stands,
Pearl's Hill, Mount Sophia, and Mt. Emily. In 1905 they were
well exposed on the site of the Tan Tok Seng Hospital, between
the Ballestier and Moulmein Roads. Sepoy Lines, the Prison,
and PearPs Hill Reservoir are believed to to be also entirely on
these rocks. Pulau Brani and Blakang Mati are formed of the
same rocks. The southern angle of the island, then, comprising
the greater part of Singapore Town, the Mt. Faber Ridge and the
important islets, Pulau Brani and Blakang Mati, is formed of
sandstone and shale. Close to the north of the angle and forming
part of the land on which the town is built, is the granite, which
has been intruded into the sedimentary rocks.
In this southern part of its outcrop the granite does not form
any marked features. Its limit is hard to trace: nearly all the rock
is weathered and very soft. The only hard granitic rocks I have
seen in or near Singapore Town are between the railway and the
filter-beds near Newton Road Station, and near the railway west of
Barker Road. Goodwood Hill, Monks Hill, Cairn Hill, and the
land round the Botanical Gardens are believed to be formed of this
rock, judging from the soil and traces of much weathered rock
found here and there.
The only marked natural features in the whole granite area
are Bukit Timah, Bukit Panjang and other hills near them. The
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best view of them is obtained from the Mt. Faber ridge. They are
low, unimposing hills, but have proved very useful as the source of
hard stone for the Johore Causeway, railway ballast, and road-metal.
East of the north-and-south diagonal of the island the granite
continues as low rolling ground, and there is reason to believe that
it is joined to the granite of Changi, from which it would follow
that nearly the whole of the east of the island is granite, but covered
with alluvium over a great part of the area. The part certainly
not granite is that formed of shale and sandstone in the neighbourhood of the Ballestier Road. How far this shale and sandstone
extend under the alluvium is not known, and I must repeat that
the boundaries of granite and sandstone and shale is this part of the
island are hard to locate on the surface.
Changi, at the extreme east of the island, is granite and close
to the granite island Pulau Ubin, where large quarries are worked.
Between Changi and Singapore Town is an extensive area of
alluvium and what I have termed " high-level alluvium " which will
be described later. The high-level alluvium forms hilly land along
the Changi and Tampines Roads and is best exposed at Tanah
Merah Kechil.
Beyond Blakang Mati are many other islets south of Singapore.
Some of these, if not all, are known to be of shale and sandstone,
but 1 have never visited them and they are outside the scope of
this paper.
The shale and sandstone.
Good exposures of these rocks can be seen at " The Gap " on
the Mount Faber Ridge, Pearl's Hill, the Alexandra Brick Works,
Mt. Palmer, and the hills in the neighbourhood of the Tramway
Company's Power Station. The best exposures, however, are on
the land forming the limits of Keppel Harbour. Before the Tan
Tok Seng Hospital was built there was another good exposure of
these rocks on the site.
That these rocks are older than the granite is sufficiently clear
from the high inclination of the bedding in many places. The
Mount Faber Ridge runs roughly parallel to the granite margin
and the general dip of the strata is to the south-west, but there are
local variations, as for instance at the top of the Gap, where in a
small section the dip is reversed, although the general south-west
dip is obvious on the Buena Vista road leading up from the seashore.
At Mt. Guthrie, a hill now cut away that was situated off the
Anson Road, near the entrance to the docks, the dip of shale and
sandstone was 75° to the west-south-west, but local variations occurred there also.
In Keppel Harbaur there are good exposures on Blakang Mati,
the mainland, on " St. James " and Pulau Hantu. At the narrow
entrance to the harbour they are well exposed on either shore and
are practically vertical, striking about north-west and south-east.
On Pearl's Hill the sandstone and shale dip towards the southeast. On Mt. Emily the beds are highly inclined towards the
1924] Royal Asiatic Society.
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north-east; at the Filter Beds they dip a little south of east; near
the Tan Tok Seng Hospital they dip to the south-east.
The vertical strata on Blakang Mati, and high dips elsewhere,
show that these rocks have been greatly disturbed by earth-movements. If the beds were younger than the granite the same earthmovements must have affected the granite also, but there is no sign
of such movements in the granite, which is well exposed in several
quarries, therefore one must conclude that the granite is younger
than the sedimentary strata and was intruded as a consequence of
the earth-movements that tilted the latter. No. metamorphosed
rocks have been found at the junction with the granite.
Petrologically the coarser sandstones are interesting in that
they contain pebbles of chert and of volcanic rocks, the latter
belonging to the Pahang Volcanic Series. Coarse sandstones with
these pebbles can be seen in the sections at the entrance to Keppel
Harbour. The chert contains the remains of Bryozoa and other
organisms.
A small pebble of schorl-rock was also found in the sandstone,
but pebbles of granite resembling the granite of the island have
not been found.
Fossils have been found in fine-grained beds of these sedimentary rocks. In 1906 I found fossils in a silty rock in an excavation on Mt. Guthrie. These were described by Mr. R. B.
Newton (Geol. Mag. 1906. pp. 487-496) as estuarine. Mr. Newton
wrote that the beds containing them " may be of Middle Jurassic
" age and about the horizon of the Inferior Oolite of England or the
" so-called Bajocian of Continental Geologists. They possibly re" present an extension or outlier of the Upper Gondwana rocks of
" India, as well as forming part of the fossiliferous areas of Eastern
" Asia, including Korea, Japan, and Siberia, which have yielded a
" similar vegetation." (loc. cit. p. 488).
The fossils found were presented to the British Museum of
Natural History. They comprise marine mollusca and plantremains (including a seed) collected by myself and Dr. Hanitsch.
I also found obscure vegetable-remains in shale at Tanjong Malang,
close by Mt. Guthrie, and a piece of fossil wood at Mt. Wallich.
Fossils have also been found by me in a cutting near the top of
the road that leads to the Mt. Faber Ridge by way of Morse and
Pender Roads, and a collection made by Mohamed Dahim, one of the
. Geological Department staff. These fossils have been fully described by Mr. R. B. Newton in the Annals and Magazine of Natural
History, Vol. xii, 1923, pp. 300-321 (with one plate). His conclusions are as follows:—
" From a study of this small fauna discovered in the Singapore
" Sandstones it is possible to trace specific connections with that
" characterizing certain Trias deposits of Europe.
" Similar resemblances have been recorded by Dr. Mansuy in
" his palaeontological researches on the Triassic rocks of Indo" China. In those deposits that author was able to trace faunistic
" affinities with European types occurring in the German Muschel" kalk, as well as in the Alpine and Mediterranean Trias. RelationJournal Malayan Branch [Vol. II,
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" ships were also observed among the same horizoned faunas of the
" Himalayas, where the Ladinian, Carnian, and Norian stages of
" the Trias formation have been recognized, whilst Dr. Trechmann
" has alluded to similar affinities in connection with fossils from
*"the New Zealand Trias. It is difficult,-however, to attempt a
" close correlation of the Singapore deposits with the eastern
" developments of the Triassic system, on account of the paucity of
" fossils, although the tabulation of the fauna as inserted on pp.
" 318 and 319, exhibiting more or less the distribution of the species
" that have been recognized, may be of service in this direction.
'"The facies of the fauna is distinctly that belonging to the St.
" Cassian Beds of the Austrian Tyrol; on the other hand, two or
" three forms suggest an origin among the older deposits of the
" Muscholkalk, whereas others exhibit a later or Rhaetic character.
" Lithologically the same throughout, it is certain that the Singa" pore deposits must be of one geological horizon, and forming, as it
" seems possible, a continuation of the Myophorian Sandstone of
'"Pahang develo})ed some 200 miles north of Singapore, which has
"been regarded as of Rhaetic age, although, like the Singapore
" material, containing both St. Cassian and Muschelkalk species.
" This Rhaetic age of the Pahang fauna was determined by
" myself in 1900. A few years later, when studying Rhaetic fossils
" from the Napeng Beds of Burma, Miss Healey, referring to the
" occurrence in those beds of Modiolopsis gonoides, and recognizing
" the same shell in the Pahang Sandstones under my determina" tion of Pleurophorus elongatus, then stated that " t h i s (identification) confirms Mr. R. B. Newton's opinion that the Myo'" phorian Sandstone in which these casts occur is Rhaetic or Upper
" Triassic."
" For the present, therefore, we may consider the Singapore
'" Beds as of Upper Trias or Rhaetic age until better-preserved and
"more varied material is available to facilitate a greater accuracy
'" of statement as to their true position in the Triassic Series."
Quartz-porphyry and volcanic rocks.
Apart from the granite, igneous rocks have been found in a
few localities. On Pulau Pergam, an islet in the western portion
of the Straits of Johore, quartz-porphyry with a chloritic base
occurs. Puartz-porphyry was also found as a boulder in excavations
near the junction of Orchard and Grange Roads.
Near the junction of Orchard and Grange Roads again boulders
of andesitic ash and of dolerite have been found.
On the hospital site near the Ballestier Road, boulders of
dolerite and trachyte were found.
An interesting rock was found many years ago heaped beside
the road bordering the Ballestier Reservoir. This was a volcanic
ash with chert full of fairly well-preserved radiolaria. The latter
were described in an unpublished communication by Dr. Wheel ton
Hinde, but they did not indicate any definite age and the locality
from which the rock came was never discovered. It was believed
to have been an island near Singapore.
1924] Royal Asiatic Society.
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These occur on P u l a u Nanas, a small island between Johoreand P u l a u Ubin, and on the Johore Mainland near P u l a u Nanas.
The rocks are quarried on a large scale on Pulau Nanas and on t h e
mainland and are familiar as road-metal in Singapore and Johore..
They are compact, fresh rocks: on Pulau Nanas the quarries afford
excellent sections of them.
H i t h e r t o these rocks have been assumed to be older than thegranite of P u l a u Ubin (i.e. the Mesozoic granite) and fragments
of granite found in the ash on Pulau Nanas, a granite differing
from that of P u l a u Ubin, have been assumed to come from an older
granite mass. Recent work in Johore, however, and the islands off'
the East coast of Johore and Pahang show that there may be extensive outcrops of Tertiary lavas and ashes like those of N o r t h
Sumatra and it must be admitted that these rocks may be younger
than the P u l a u Ubin granite.
Granite.
Nearly the whole of the central position of Singapore I s l a n d
is formed of granite, and there is reason to believe that under thealluvium of the eastern part of the island there is granite also.
Everywhere the granite is much affected by weathering, but thequarries of Pulau Ubin, Changi, Seletar, Bukit Panjang and Bukit
Timah, afford abundant specimens of the fresh rock; and these
quarries show that there is a marked difference in the granite as one
travels from west to east. Near the western margin the granite has
a high silica percentage; the amount of dark mica is not large.
Quartz and felspar are abundant. A tourmaline-rock has been
found at B. Timah, where also granite-porphyry occurs. I n a
granite quarry at Bukit P a n j a n g I found, in 1906, a pocket of
cassiterite, molybdenite, chlorite, and calcite. Later, tin-ore
(cassiterite) was found in quantity by Mr. Loveridge at Bukit
Mandi. Later again, about 1921, further specimens of molybdenite were found in one of the Bulkit Timah quarries. These
were exhibited at the Malaya-Borneo Exhibition.
The granite on the western edge of the outcrop is of an
" acid " type in which one may expect to find tin-ore and its satellites. On travelling over the outcrop to the east, however, a less
acid type is found, characterized mainly by the occurrence of hornblende as well as dark mica.
I n 1922 a good example of this rock was being quarried at
Seletar, near the t u r n i n g into Mandi Road. I t was a handsome
dark granitic rock with abundant dark mica, hornblende, (sometimes with a core of pyroxene), felspar, and a fair amount of quartz.
At Changi again, the granite is of a hornblende variety, but
the exposures are not very good. On the island of P u l a u Ubin, on
the other hand, the exposures are all t h a t could be desired. The
rock is, in the main, hornblende-granite, but cutting it and included
in it are other rocks that have been described in my earlier paper.
J o u r n a l Malayan Branch [Vol. I I , .
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No evidence has been found pointing to the acid granite of
Thikit Panjang and Bukit Timah not being of the same age as the
hornblende-granite of Seletar, Changi and Pulau Ubin.
Kaolin occurs in connection with the granite of Singapore, and
if it can be found in sufficient quantity free from ironstain, should
be important commercially.
The granite of Singapore has proved to be of great value
locally in the construction of the mole in the Roads and of the
Johore Causeway. For the latter granite' has been quarried at
Pulau Ubin and Bukit Timah.
The igneous rocks associated with the granite.
When these rocks, referred to above, were first described in
1910, the exposures were better than now. They showed that veins
of quartz-norite, masses of quartz-biotite-gabbro, and veins or
masses of a fine grained rock, enstatite-spessartite, occurred in the
granite of Pulau Chin. In 1922 I saw new sections which suggested
that, the " masses " of gabbro and enstatite-spessartite were formed
by veins of these rocks being cut by later intrusions of granitic-rock
(aplite). If this view is correct, though I cannot say the evidence
is very good, then the sequence of events in the granite magma of
Pulau Ubin was :—
1. Consolidation of hornblende-granite.
2. Intrusion of quartz-norite, quartz-biotite-gabbro, and enstatite—spessartite into the hornblende-granite.
3. Intrusion of fresh granite material, cutting some of the
veins in section 2.
High level alluvium.
In the east of the island the Tampines Road, the Changi and
East Coast roads run through country formed of low hills between
50 and 100 feet above sea-level. These Lills are formed of alluvium,
which is well exposed at Tanah Merah Kechil. It consists of sand
and clay. The sand has a high percentage of felspar, derived from
granite, but also contains shale pebbles. Staurolite occurs among
the heavy minerals.
The extent, thickness, and coarse grain of these alluvial beds
precludes their having been formed by the existing river's in this
part of Singapore Island, which are nothing more than tidal creeks,
but these characteristics do strongly suggest that the beds belong to
a former period when Singapore was united to the mainland, and
that they may be old terraces of alluvium formed by the Johore
River, now separated from them by the Straits of Johore. In
Sumatra such terraces have been found as much as 140 m. above
sea level. Their exact age is unknown, but they are assumed to be
quarternary.
These high level alluvial beds in Singapore should be thoroughly searched for remains of prehistoric man and implements.
The most noticeable recent deposits are muddy alluvial flats,
covered with mangrove, that border the creeks. They are of no
1924] Royal Asiatic Society.
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particular interest geologically. In the vicinity of Kranji, however, and elsewhere there is reason to believe that beds of alluvium
rich in kaolin derived from the granite occur.
In Singapore Town evidence has been found of very recent
accumulation, due to human agency. Thus slag was found when
the foundations of Messrs. John Little & Co's present premises:
were excavated. In 1921 Mr. W. H. Mawson sent rocks from excavations on Collyer Quay, among which was one closely resembling;
Hint and also a specimen of stibnite.
General.
Singapore is a small island, but the discovery of fossils in theshale and sandstone, and the extent of the exposures in the granitequarries make it interesting geologically. It forms part of one
of the unsymmetrical ribs of the Peninsula, that begins in Kelantan,
as the Tahan Range of quartzite mountains, and is continued
through Dutch Islands to Singkep.
The granite is part of the great mass of granite which is
exposed on the surface in many of the Peninsula ranges and which
yields the rich tin-deposits. The shale and sandstone are part of a
widespread shallow-water formation that was deposited on the coast
of the ancient continent Gondwanaland. In the Dutch Indies
granite, norite and gabbro occur of the same age as the Singapore
rocks, and the same shale and sandstone are found. In Sumatra
fossils like those of.Mt. Faber (Rhaetic) have been found in similarrocks.
I feel sure that a thorough search in the islands near Blakang
Mati (St. John's Island etc.) would yield further collections of
fossils. An opportunity was missed during the excavation of the
new dock at Tanjong Pagar, where, I was told, fossil vegetable
remains were seen, but not collected. The high level alluvium
should also be searched.
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Some old Private ' Letters from
the Cape, Batavia and Malacca
(1778-1788).
By

P.

C. HOYNCK VAN PAPENDRECHT.

When I passed for the first time through the Straits of Malacca
in Octoher 1880, on my way to Singapore where I was to spend
nearly twenty years of my life, T little thought that a namesake of
mine, Reynier Bernardus Hoynck van Papendrecht, had lived and
died in that neighbourhood nearly a hundred years earlier.
My ignorance of this fact finds an easy explanation in the
remoteness of our relationship. I have to go hack for six generations (to my great-grandfather's great-grandfather) to find a
common ancestor in Johan Hoynek van Papendrecht (1654-1718)
who is also great-grandfather to the Hoynek in question.
It was in 1890 that my attention was drawn to him by an
article in this journal by Mr. (subsequently Sir) W. E. Maxwell on
Raja Haji's war with the Dutch. The author had drawn his information from various sources, Malay as well as European..
Amongst the latter was a translation of Netscher's " Twee Belegeringen" (1) in which my kinsman's name appears several times.
This Reynier Bernardus, who was born in 1753, first entered
the military career, serving as ensign in Count van Bylandt's
dragoons, of which regiment his own father was the Colonel.
In January 1776 he married Louise Jeanne Deutz, daughter
of a lieutenant-general, and two years afterwards he left for the
East to enter the service of the Oost-Indische Compagnie in the
capacity of under-merchant.
During his outward voyage and his stay in the East he corresponded with his youngest uncle Cornelis Paulus Hoynck van
Papendrecht, lawyer at the Hague, his father having died in 1774.
Reynier Bernardus' letters, or part of them, passed directly or
indirectly into the hands of his nephew Cornelis Paulus Hoynek
van Papendrecht, lawyer at Amsterdam, whom I remember quite
well.
Having no children, the latter left the family records of his
branch to my father, with whom he had been on friendly terms,
and these papers passed, at my father's death, to my eldest brother.
The letters in question are amongst them and I have now only
copies before me, as it would be risky to expose the originals to a
journey by post.
(1) This translation from the Dutch had been made by Sir William
Maxwell's sister, Mrs. Isemonger, whom I asked at the time how she came
to know my language. Having been answered that she did not know Dutch
at all, and that she only had her knowledge of German to resort to, I complimented her on the remarkable, " tour de f o r c e ' ' which her translation
represented under those circumstances.
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It is a very old promise I now fulfil in offering to the Society
a translation of these letters, (2) which are partly written in French
and partly in Dutch.
The practice of sending duplicates of homeward letters is
evident from the beginning. There are pages full which are
identical to a word with the preceding message. I shall leave these
out as far as they do not add fresh particulars.
The letters are dated from the Cape of Good Hope, Batavia
and Malacca. The first-named port falls outside the scope of an
Asiatic description, but in a certain sense it has an Asiatic, and
-even Malayan interest, since all travellers who shaped their course
for Malaya in those days had to pass by the Cape. Consequently
the impressions obtained there form part of their experience. I
shall therefore give all the letters as comtpletely as possible. ( 3 )
I may leave out one or two criticisms which must have had
their origin in the special atmosphere in which my kinsman was
placed whilst seeking a position. The whole correspondence being
of a private character, 1 feel in honour bound, even after these 140
years, to observe the discretion which on one occasion he specially
recommends.
The letters are not always pleasant reading. There is too
glaring a contrast between the Company in the difficulties of her
decline and the luxury displayed by her servants. And whilst
it is gratifying to note that Reynier Bernardus, when he finally
reaches a responsible position, can state that his revenues are not
obtained to the detriment of the Company, the very fact that he
mentions this leads to the suspicion that such was not then the
general rule.
I shall now let him tell his own tale.
No. I.
Written in French.
( I leave out whatever is repeated in the subsequent letter from
Batavia).
Cabo de Bonne Esperance 31st March, 1778.
Dear Sir and much esteemed uncle,
I apologize for ( 4 ) now sending you a kind of journal. My
time is too much taken up with gaieties in which I cannot refuse to
assist and by the occupations of my employ, since all the looks I had
to keep of wages, victuals, etc., have to be examined and registered
(2) Mr. C. Otto Blagden reminded me of this promise when he revised
my contribution to Journal No. 67. Even then he promise was an old one;
I am afraid it was made in 1S96 or 1897! But there are extenuating circumstances which I need not record here.
(3) In the paper I referred to, Maxwell expressed the wish to see the
records of the war of 1784 supplemented by local traditions collected in
Malacca. Private letters, written shortly after the war, ought to be even
stronger evidence than traditions that have passed through four or five
generations.
(4) The ward " not " has evidently been accidentally omitted.
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here. Besides the journal will be a lengthy one and I shall have
the satisfaction of sending it to you from Batavia.
We are staying here with Captain de Lille. It is impossible
to describe the kindness and civility which these people show us.
Mr. de Lille's mother is a Lady ( 5 ) Snouekaert by birth, and consequently a full cousin of my wife. We had also been invited by the
Fiscal Boers, who is even a greater prince, but our cousin had
managed to reach us first, having come on board to fetch us as soon
as we had anchored.
The Governor does not treat me as an under-merchant, but
exactly as becomes our birth and with visible distinction. The
day after my arrival he did me the honour of returning my call,
assuring me that he would do everything in his power to be useful
to me. He gives parties expressly for us which only the best
society attends. In fact, dear uncle, he does for us everything that
is imaginable.
I am also much obliged to Mr. Boers who exerts himself to give
us pleasure. He has promised me the strongest recommendations
for Batavia, where he has a brother in a splendid position.
No. II.
Written in French.
Batavia, 20th October, 1778.
Dear Sir and much esteemed uncle,
I hope that the receipt of this letter may give you pleasure
equal to that which we feel in sending it. Being uncertain whether
my letter from the Cape has reached you, 1 shall take the liberty to
repeat what I may have said therein on the subject of my voyage.
We hove anchor at Texel on the 29th December of last year;
a strong breeze, although only half favourable, carried us the same
day into the Channel, and we then rapidly gained the entrance of
the Spanish Sea ( 6 ) where we kept rough weather throughout.
Moreover this is a very dangervtus passage owing to the number of
banks existing which sea-faring people call " On the Grounds." ( 7 )
We crossed the line on the 6th of February, almost without
knowing it; the heat was quite tolerable and not half so bad as it
is here where we are at a distance of 6 degrees. All they had told
us in Europe is pure chaff; but on the 15th of the same month we
were horizontally under the sun ( 8 ) and then it was hot and one
felt it; as it often happens that there is not a breath of wind and
one is worried to death by the flies. We had the luck to get into the
trade-wind and on the 22nd of March 1778 we dropped anchor in
the Cape Roads under the Leeuwen and Tafel'berg, ( 9 ) without
having had a single death or case of sickness.
(5)
birth.
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

" Freule " = the title in Holland of an unmarried lady of nobleBay of Biscay.
" Op de G r o n d e n " , in Dutch in the French text.
He evidently means: vertically.
The Lion's Head and Table mountain.
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Our cousin, Captain de Lille, came on board at once with his
sloop to take us on shore. Nothing can be imagined more gracious
and courteous than the reception and hospitality these people
showed us.
I went to pay my respects to the Governor and I sent in my
papers to My Lords and Masters; then all received me most admirably and during our stay treated us with distinguished courtesy.
The Fiscal Boers even went so far as to send a note on board offering his house, but as you have seen, I had already given my word to
Mr. de Lille.
The Cape was very gay, then, on account of the number of
foreign vessels in the roads; there was dancing every night; but
our amusement was only half-hearted because my little girl, who
had been ill right through the voyage, got worse and passed away
by the will of Heaven on the 4th of April 1778, just the day we had
to embark again.
I will now continue my narrative. At the Cape, people live
much in the same way as in Europe; they dress the same; all the
European vegetables are available, but they have neither taste nor
fragrance; meat, with the exception of game, is very bad. The
place is small and by no means pretty; the houses have no roofs (10)
(which is comical) as these would be blown away by the South East
winds.
No, the Cape is not the spot in India which ] would select as.a
residence; I assure you that the Cape is certainly not the paradise in
India which people in Europe imagine it to be. Its sole advantage
is the moderate climate which it enjoys all the year round.
I do not know, dear uncle, what more I could tell you about the
Cape. The only thing that remains to be said is that in the one
hundred best-stocked cellars in Europe there are not two which
contain the real Cape wine. I have been expressly to the spot
whence it comes; only a small property, at a distance of 3 lieues (11)
from the Cape and named Constantia, which one of the former
Governors has built, giving it the name of his daughter. There is
none but that one place which gives this good wine; whatever
method has been tried to transplant this vine has failed, even on
adjoining land, where other vines grow. Around the Cape all the
peasants cultivate vinyards; they make Stone-wine, Madeira and
several other kinds, but these are not very good; therefore in all
the good houses they drink nothing but European wine.
We left the Cape on the 6th of April 1778 and made sail for
Batavia so as to finish the third part of the way which had still to
be accomplished. But what weather! And cold! And what peril
we were in at every moment! All the time we thought we were
going to founder; our main-mast was already broken : if we had lest
it altogether we should have perished for certain. The Good God
preserved us. We only lost two sailors washed overboard by the
waves, but we had some other deaths in addition.
(10) This must be taken as: no slanting roofs.
(11) The French " lieue " varied from 2½ to3½miles.
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We safely dropped anchor in the roads of Batavia on the 8th
of June 1778. Batavia is the best built city in the world. The
wide streets and the quays are planted with canary-trees (12) which
are all beautifully in line. Besides the town is very strong; the
citadel is a master-piece. Nothing is more charming and pleasant
than the surrounding country. The avenues, plantations and fields,
by whatever gate one leaves the town are the finest to be seen anywhere. The Hague on its best side is nothing compared to Batavia
—but Batavia is unhealthy in a way not to be imagined. Twice
already I have been ill to the point of dying. One is rarely without
fever here. My wife has escaped so far, but then the climate is not
so inimicable to women. It is incredible how many people die.
Several of those who arrived with us died within a month; the
under-merchant Helsevier is one of them. To give you a better
idea still, I may mention that of the 32 soldiers we had on board
for the garrison, only four were alive six weeks after. Outside the
town conditions are less unhealthy, therefore the well-to-do people,
who all live in the country, are not so liable to die.
There are hardly any European soldiers here; the service is
done by a body of negroes such as Papangers, Balinese, Buggis,
Macassarese, Malays, Amboinese, Mandharese, Boutons, Sumbawese,
Parnakans (13) and Javanese. These troops are a hundred times
better than the European soldiers; they arrive as the Company
sends them: they are given a bad coat and bad musket and—lo,
they are soldiers!
The officers are no better; it is almost degrading to be one of
them, and they are completely excluded from good society. The
other day a halbardier of the general's escort was drunk and fell off
his horse. He was summoned before the general who reprimanded
him with the words: "You villain, if this happens again, I shall
forthwith make you a lieutenant." My drunkard promised that
such a thing would not occur again. I quite believe him; my
halbardier (14) gets 100 ecus (15) a month and the lieutenant only
gets 10 more! My halhardier is more respected than the officers.
Really the latter are nothing but crimps. How I thank God that I
have not accepted the brevet of captain of these noble troops.
Luxury simply cries aloud here. The houses are furnished
regardless of cost (16) ; the women must be an enormous expense
(17) to their husbands; cue woman with her fineries on wears more
jewelry than twenty duchesses at Court. ( 18 ) And she will not wear
her jewels twice in the same setting; the jeweller has to change them
for each gala.
No one can he worse educated than the women here, they have
such bad ways of thinking; from whatever point you consider them
you find no good in them.
(12) A native of the Moluccas.
(13) Peranakans?
(14) " Mon Marot d 'helbardier.'' T am at a loss what " marot " can
possibly mean here. A marot is: a fool's bauble, a hobby.
(15) " e c u " — a n old French coin worth 3 livres (francs).
(16) " o n ne pent p l u s . "
(17) " Coutent furieusement."
(18) " qui ont le t a b o u r e t . "
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They detest a European woman, who has consequently much tosuffer, especially if the husband has to play " s'il vous .plait" (19)
There are many peculiar ways in which one has to deal with
the various races,—for instance the Chinese, who are swarming in
Batavia. As to the ridiculous etiquette I have to observe, I am
not yet sufficiently instructed in its particulars; perhaps I can
tell you something more in my next.
Allow me now to revert to my private affairs; I have left these
for the end, since they do not form the most pleasant part of my
letter.
On my arrival here I found that General Riemsdijk had died;
you know, dear uncle, that I had many letters of introduction ta
him and very few to the present general. And I do not even think
that the latter has received the message from the Duke (20),
considering that he is not on good terms with the late general'schildren, who for that reason may not have passed it on to him.
As to all the other letters I had, they might as well have been
delivered by the postman; only the postman would have got paid for
them and I did not even get a " thank you." I must except the
Councillor Fockens, to whom I had nothing but a single little letter;
for from the very first he has put himself out to please me. Mr.
Radermacher who ought to have been my man, my protector, goes on
protesting that he is so; but I do not get on and when there are
vacancies he says they do not suit me or that there is some relation
of an " Honourable " (*) in the way. Still I do rot ask for a
lucrative engagement, but just a living. Look how well he is placed
to get this for me—the general who is his father-in-law, does
absolutely nothing without consulting him; in fact he is called in
Malay the " General Kechil " or the little general.
As for returning home, never. T never think of it—any more
than I think of becoming an emperor.
Let me enumerate the few good situations existing in which
one makes an immense fortune in a few years. The two berths of
Administrator at Onrust, an island containing the richest warehouses and where the homeward-bound vessels take in their cargo,,
afford every opportunity for smuggling and trafficking. Not a
year passes in which the occupants of these posts do not make their
100 sacks, and every sack brings a profit of 1000 ecus. I am not in
the least exaggerating. Just think that these gentlemen pay 10
sacks a year (the recognised bribe) to the water-fiscal, and there are
so many others who fare well by their friends.
Then there are governorships, directorates etc.; it is always
some " Honourable " who graciously accepts such posts.
(19) A so-called French expression used in Holland, but probably not
French at all. It means: to be meek, submissive, to kow-tow. A Frenchman
would probably have said " f a i r e chapeau l a s . "
(20) This must be the Duke of Brunswick-Wolfenbuttel, woh had practically ruled as regent during the latter part of the Stadtholder 's minority.
He had been the Prince's chief tutor and afterwards maintained a (strong
influence over him.
(*) " Edele Heer " The members of Council were thus styled.
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Such are the positions in which a fortune is to be made. But
there are other good places, in which however it takes somewhat too
long before one accumulates a fortune; for instance the posts of
Sabandbaar ( 2 1 ), of the two Administrators of the provisionwarehouse, and of those of the sugar-warehouse. Only one has to
be a relation of some " Honourable " or else—failure is certain ( 2 2 ).
If my family persists in not sending me letters from the
Prince then all the others are not worth the postage.
Unless I get starved to death beforehand I can frankly assure
you that I shall still be unemployed for four years.. There are
twenty under-merchants, and even merchants, out of employ; besides many " Honourables " have daughters to marry and not only
is the son-in-law at once placed in a good berth, but all his clan as
well.
Do not believe T am so unwise as to grumble loudly here; on
the contrary; I am everybody's " very humble servant." I give my
sentiments when they are asked, but only as far as I know that
their expression will please. In short I bend as I am asked to do,
to such an extent that people are wondering how I have so suddenly
learned to swallow the pill, and I can say without boasting that I
am popular with everybody. If you have other correspondents here
they will confirm this.

No. III.
Written in Dutch.
Batavia, 2nd September, 1779.
"Well and high-born Madam and much honoured grandmother,
It has pleased the Almighty God to take my much cherished
wife Louise Johanna Deutz, at the age of 26, after a fortnight's
illness (by the putrid fever here so frequent) from this sorrowful
valley into His Divine Glory. I have esteemed it my duty to
acquaint you with this sorrowful loss, not doubting that you will
take part in my legitimate affliction.
I hope and wish that the Divine Hand will long ward off from
you similar blows.

His widowhood was not to last long, as appears from the
following printed notice, of which there exists also a written copy,
addressed again to his grandmother.
(21) The functions of a " s a b a n d h a a r " are recorded in a later letter.
(22) " Nul op het request.'' He gives this characteristic expression in
Dutch.
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No. IV.
Batavia, 29th July, 1780.
Written in Dutch.

Having the intention, in hopes of God's blessing, and with the
absolute consent of parents and nearest of kin, to conclude a lawful
marriage, the first proclamation of which will take place on Sunday
the 30th of this month, we feel in duty bound to apprise you thereof,
not doubting that you will take some part in our legitimate happiness.
Recommending us in your honoured friendship
B. B. H. v. P.
M. Smit, named Schippers, Widow Carpenter van Westerbeek.
No. V.
Written in French.
Batavia, 20th October, 1780.
Dear Sir and much honoured uncle,
I had every reason to think that my unlucky fate would change,
when I had the advantage of informing you on the 29th July 1780,
of my marriage to Maria Paulina Smit, named Schipipers, the widow
of Mr. Guilleaume Carpenter van Westerbeek, chief-merchant and
commander of Bantam, and daughter of Mr. Thomas Schippers,
Common Councillor of the Indies and President of the Court of
Justice at the Castle of Batavia.
T see myself obliged to spend all my belongings for the honour
of the Company, from which I have not yet received a single penny.
I have patrons in the High Regeney, hut we are in East-India (23)
where nothing is so rare as keeping one's word.
The new General Arnold Alting, to whom I have never been indifferent, promised my late father-in-law that he would give me a
place at the first opportunity. So I must wait and see.
In the meantime, my dearest uncle, I beseech you to interfere
on my behalf with those who have credit in this colony.
The letters of the Directors ( 24 ) have much influence nowadays,
even more than those of His Grace the Duke, of which I have
learned by sad experience.
The present general (this entre nous) is not much of an
Orangist. ( 2 5 ).
I am writing by the same opportunity to my relative Willem
van Heemskerk and to Jan Agges Scholten for letters of recommendation to him. I do the same to Messrs. Pieter Cornells
Hasselaar, Gualterus Petrus Boudaan and Frederik Alewijn
(23) " Het is in Oost-Indie " (in Dutch in the French text.)
(24) " Bewindhebbers " (in Dutch in the French text.)
(25)" is niet seer Prinsgezind " (in Dutch in the French text.) There
were then two factions in Holland: ' ' O r a n g i s t s " and " P a t r i o t s . ' '
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through the medium of my cousins J . Deutz and Deutz d'Assendelft, whom I ask to intercede on my behalf.
I begin to get somewhat accustomed to the climate and for the
last four months I have had no mortal (sic) disease, as I used to
have every three months.
Batavia is a regular cemetary of Europeans.
In the other stations of J a v a and of the so-called Great-and
Little East, ( 26 ) people are well and healthy: here the natives are no
more able than we to resist the climate. Of our slaves who come
from Macassar, Timor, Ternate, the West coast of Sumatra etc.,
two out of three die before they get acclimatised.
I enclose a list of ships making, sail for Europe this year, ( 27 )
a few pamphlets by Mr. van Hogendorp, etc.

Then follows a gap of six years which may be attributed to the
war between the United Provinces and Great Britain and the consequent seizure of ships by men-of-war or privateers.
The war was not officially declared till the 20th December
1780 but as early as the 31st December 1779 a convoy of Dutch ships
was seized and taken into Spithead by British war-ships.
Many letters must have got lost even before the declaration of
war, to wit that which Reynier Bernardus wrote to his grandmother
(see No. I V ) fully eighteen months after the lady had died, which
occurrence his people had certainly notified to him. But some
letters did gat through even in the midst of the war for there is a
short note to a cousin acknowledging the receipt of her letter of
16th March 1782 and stating t h a t he had written to her since on
five occasions. The fact that he thus went on writing home tends to
prove that correspondence was not stopped altogether.
I n the meantime he had been transferred to Malacca and there
he continues the letters to his uncle.
No. VI.
Written in Dutch.
Malacca, 6th September, 1786.
At the death of my second wife, daughter of the Indian Councillor Thomas Schippers, who had also died, I had made up my
mind to return to Europe, but the war with England preventing
this and my health constantly suffering from the Batavia climate,
His Honour proposed me the appointment of either Fiscal or Sahandhaar at Malacca.
I chose the latter, bought a two-masted vessel, loaded it full ( 2 8 )
and was ready to start with her for Malacca, when I got seriously
ill and had to postpone my voyage.
(26) " Groote en Kleine Oost " (in Dutch in the French text.)
(27) T shall give this list at the end of the paper.
(28) " vol en s o e t . " Soet (or zoet in modern Dutch) means: sweet.
The meaning may be: with every prospect of a good profit.
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In the meantime the sea got so unsafe that I was afraid of
falling into the hands of privateers. In two months' time I recovered and left for Malacca in a Company's ship. I had sold my
little vessel, cargo and all, at a profit of 4000 Rixdollars, to Baron
van Dankelman, (29) who, on his voyage to Bengal, had the misfortune to run it on the rocks near Pegu, where it foundered with
all hands.
The bearer can tell you in what state he has left me, both as
regards my blessedness in means and my health. Malacca is as
salubrious as the best place in Europe.
1 am Sabandhaar here; that means Collector of Domain Dues;
and Licence-Master, Councillor of Police, Presiding Member of the
Board of Justice, first member of the College of Orphan-Masters, (30)
President of the College for Matrimonial and Minor Judicial Cases,
first Regent of the Hospital etc., etc.
A Councillor of Police has an office outside the town and enjoys
more privileges and honours than a member of the Indian Council
at Batavia. In one word, I lead the life of a prince; I. live in the
finest house of the town, which is also the best and most modernly
furnished; I have a nice country-place which I occupy when shipping is slack; I further have a splendid property called Tanjong
Kling, on which four villages are situated; if I possessed the sixteenth part of its area in the Meyery, (31) I would be a rich man.
To the house, or properly speaking: Das Herrenhaus, (32) I havegiven the name of " Overkerk."
I cannot tell you the exact number of my slaves, but it is over
sixty.
I have my coach and gig, three sets of horses and two saddlehorses ; altogether I lead a very happy life and were I not so young,
I would never think of repatriating.
Since 1781 we have only had two months of peace; on the war
with England followed one with the natives. Malacca was even
blockaded for 5 months. This has caused me great damage, for
instance it cost me the lost of two vessels. Fortunately I was ableto let two others, the cutter d'Onderneemer and the hooker de
Handelaar for 1000 guilders a month each to the Company. My
piece of land has been thoroughly ravaged by the enemy.
Things are getting better now, trade is going along and I can
resume my sabandhaaring.
The bearer of this letter is Dr. Hoffman, who hails from theHague; he arrived at Batavia as head-surgeon, but has not been
(29) The Stadtholder's 'wife, a Prussian Princess by birth, had brought
with her to Holland, as court-lady, her former governess, Miss von Danckelmann, and was ruled by this political blue-stocking in the same way as her
husband was ruled by Brunswick. The unlucky baron may have been one
of her relatives.
(30) I translate literally. " Wees " means orphan; but the "Wees-en
Boedelkamer'' in Netherlands India corresponds to the Office of Official
Assignee, coupled with that of winding up successions. This may be the
sense in which " Weemeesteren " has to be taken.
(31) A district in the Netherlands.
(32) He fails to explain why the house ought to be called by thisGerman name.
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able to remain there on account of the state of his health. He
has therefore obtained permission to return to Europe in a private
English ship under the Danish flag.
Never, my dear uncle, have I seen a country with greater
freedom in the practice of religion; it is known to every one that
I am a Roman Catholic, but nobody has given me a sour look for
that and it has never stood in my way. Here at Malacca there is a
large community of Roman Catholic Portuguese who have their
priest and who openly hold their divine service in their own church
to which 1 do much good. And I attend church, therefore, uncle
dear, you may be at rest on that account.
Let this letter serve as a kind of circular to my family and my
good friends. Just at this period shipping is brisk and the Company closing its books. Consequently I am too busy now to write to
everybody.
As regards the closing of the books, the Company's affairs are
in a bad and miserable way; it gets terrible blows; its trade is at a
.standstill and it is badly in want of funds.
In Batavia paper-money is used, here at Malacca we have
Assisted the Company with money at a modest little interest of
two per cent a month. From Bengal and the Coast the ships now
and then come back in ballast to Batavia. In Ceylon I am afraid
things will not go well much longer; all those princes are only
watching for a good chance.
The correspondence between the Prince of Cadia (33) and the
colonel of the Luxemburg legion has fortunately been discovered;
the colonel and four superior officers have at once been sent to
Europe in irons along with the documents.
No. VII.
Written in Dutch.
Malacca, 8th October, 1786.
After the death of my father-in-law I was summoned by the
"Governor-General who offered me (rather than wait for a situation
( 34 ) to be appointed either Fiscal or Sabandhaar at Malacca. I
thanked His Honour for his favour, but I observed that it would
take me some time to make a choice, because I had no information
yet to show me which of those two charges was the more profitable
and suitable to me. The General gave me eight days to consider
my answer.
1 chose the function of Collector and licence-Master, commonly called Sabandhaar here. As Collector I receive all the Company's domain-dues of which 1 render account indefinitely ( 35 ) ;
(this much depends on the Governor.)
As Licence-Master I am the chief of the in-and-out-going
custom-duties; I grant permits, letters of redemption, etc.; to this is
attached the function of having all foreigners under my super(33) For Candia = R a n d y .
(34) " at Batavia " is to be understood here.
(35) " Onbepaaldelijk " the meaning must bo: at indefinite periods.
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vision; I have to introduce them and provide them with all they
want ( 36 ) ; in short I am their consud, their attorney.
This as regards the profitable side; now for the honorary
duties:
( H e then recapitulates all his charges, see No. V I ) .
The Governor here is a much greater being than the Governor
General of Batavia. H e is styled " Edele Heer." And the Councillors of Police are in much higher consideration than a Member of
the Indian Council at Batavia; they roll about in gilt coaches, wear
velvet coats, etc.; things which at Batavia are only permitted to
Members of Council.
I have a large office-staff; the most arduous part of my task
is to receive money and to sign my name.
My employment is highly agreeable, profitable and independant
because my revenues are not made to the detriment of the Company.
Having seen a bit of the world and speaking all the languages in
use here I am esteemed by, and popular with, all nationalities.
I t was in May 1781 that the Council at Batavia nominated
me to this office. I t was in my own richly loaden barque that I
had intended to make the voyage to Malacca, together with my wife
who had been born here (whilst Sehippers was Governor of
Malacca) ; but we both fell seriously ill and my wife died. Being
left her sole heir and without children I had resolved to go h o m e ;
but see: then came the news of the war with England and I chose to
betake myself to my destination rather than to die with money at
Batavia. So I sold my barque to Dankelman, formerly Fiscal in
Bengal, who went down with her, and I left for Malacca in the
month of October. ( 3 7 ) .
We got wind of the approach of the English fleet on its way t o
China, but fortunately evaded it by taking refuge behind the
Carimon ( 38 ) Islands. For three days we did not dare to move from
there and I ran the risk of arriving destitute in E u r o p e ; for the
English would certainly have sent us thither and I had most of m y
belongings on board.
But we had the good luck to arrive safely at Malacca and since
then I have not had a single day's illness. People here live to a
great age; they are in robust health and have the look of people at
home. I think I am now quite as stout as Colonel Mar.nette and I
increase so much in weight that I believe I shall be as heavy as m y
late father.
In the beginning of my stay here I gained much by trade and
shipping, but on top of the war with the English came a war
with the natives from which I had to suffer. I lost a vessel which
was ransacked, but I was able let my two other ships to the Com(36) This seems rather
large order. I think he only refers to the
papers which the immigrants had to be " provided with."
(37) Considering the time needed for buying and loading the barque
and his two months' illness, the news of the declaration of war, which
arrived after these events, cannot have reached Batavia before the month
of August. I t must therefore have taken eight months' time (December
178C—August 1781).
(38) " Cardamongose. "
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pany for 1000 Rixdolars a month each ( 3 9 ), and this lasted for two
years and a half, which afforded an alleviation.
The trouble with the natives got so far that we (the Council of
Malacca) resolved to send an expedition of ships and troops to Rhio
in order to seize and destroy that place which belonged to the
aggressor Radj'a Hadji ( 4 0 ). Our fleet only consisting of two ships
and four lesser craft, and being chiefly manned by Javanese and
Chinese (a faint-hearted people) was not a match for Radja Hadji's
powerful army. The Government of Batavia sent some reinforcements of ships and troops and ordered that two delegates of our
Council should have the command of that expedition. It was
decided that these delegates were to be the Vice-Giovernor ( 41 )
Lemker and the Sabandhaar van Papendrecht.
We left with our little squadron and joined the fleet which was
blokading Rhio. We took over the command and ordered everything for a landing.
It was arranged that five of the smallest vessels were to strike
through the hostile fleet and then run up the river, whilst the
troops were to land at another side.
Mr. Lemker and I separated, I led the van with the goerab ( 42 )
" De Snelheid" and Mr. Lemker followed with a small vessel
" Malax Welvaart." We had got past two batteries and defeated
the enemy's fleet when the tide began to fall and all our five vessels
ran aground just under the fire of the three heaviest batteries.
Shortly after this the " Malax Welvaart" was blown up with all
hands through an unknown cause; the vessel burned fiercely ( 43 )
and continued discharging her guns. At last she got adrift and
threatened to set all of us on fire. I ordered all kinds of things to
be thrown overboard and the powder to be kept in safety, trying in
this way to get the other ships afloat again and thus to avoid the
burning ship.
Finally the hindmost vessel succeeded in this and the others
were successively made fast to her and we fortunately got free of
the blazing ship. I was so near to her that my fore-top-sail caught
fire twice from the sparks. Everything was ready on board to set
fire to our own ship and to take to the boats, but through God's
blessing I got free of the burning ship.
During these events the troops had landed but they were beaten
off with great loss.
The wreck remained burning for three days in the channel
through which we had to pass. In the meantime the springtide had
subsided and the blowing up of the "Malax Welvaart" had
deprived us of the flower of our crews and of our strongest vessel.
(39) T repeat this because .in No. V I he mentions the price of 1000
guilders. A rixdollar (rijksdaalder) is worth two and a half guilders.
(40) He calls him Radja Hadja throughout.
* (41) " S e c u n d e . "
(42) Ghurab, the Arab name for a galley, a class of native armed vessel
called Grab by the English in the 18th Century. ( I copy this note from
Maxwell's article in Journal No. 22, p. 190).
(43) " Fiament ' ' certainly not a Dutch word. It sounds like a corruption of the French word fierement.
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The Council of war took the unanimous resolution to raise the siege,
we being in want of everything and far too inferior in strength.
My goerab De Snelheid was riddled and had had her pumps
working without interruption during the fight. I had 62 rounds of
different calibre left after the retreat, having been already engaged
with the hostile fleet two days previously.
I went back to the big flagship and took the fleet to Malacca.
My goerab De Snelheid was found to be beyond repair and had to be
condemned.
By this failure our Governor incurred the displeasure of the
High Government at Batavia. He would have liked to lay the
blame on me, but through my report (you may be able to see it at
the East-India House (44) and some more proofs I succeeded in
coming out of this affair with honour.
The Governor Pieter Gerardus de Bruijn (these are the first
letters of his name (45) is a' Ceylonese who only knows secretarial
work, by which he has made his fortune at Batavia; he knows how
to draw up resolutions with " It is approved and resolved," but he
has not the least idea of cabinet affairs. By his bad correspondence,
mistaken reports, etc., he led into error and exposed our fleet.
There was no love lost between us; really I had no reason to be
a friend of his. Besides I had shown my unwillingness to marry
his eldest daughter, a possibility he had flattered himself with.
Fortunately he could not do me any harm; T have amply as much
influence at Batavia as he has.
Shortly after this Radja Hadji came to beleaguer Malacca in
his turn, assisted by all the Malay princes of the Straits, chiefly and
openly by his brother-in-law Radja Brima king of Selangor ( 4 6 ).
Then we were in great embarassment. Pieter de Bruijn inexperienced and timorous, shut himself up in the fort; the new
Vice-Governor, a valorous and capable gentleman, took the command in the outlying works on one side and I took charge of the
other side. The enemy hemmed us in so closely, except on the seaside, that it was a great boon that Admiral Van Braam came with
the Government squadron to relieve us, in which he would not
have succeeded but for the death of Radja Hadji, in whom all the
natives saw a kramat idoep (i.e. a living saint). No sooner had
he fallen than they broke and fled and we were free of our enemies.
Radja Hadji had ever so many resources, even more than the
notorius Haider Naik on the Coast; he could afford to lose a
thousand men as easily as we could bear the loss of ten. And he
did not need to pay his men nor to provide for their subsistence; in
that way one can wage war for a long time.
Now we are at peace with everybody; may God grant that this
continues, for I gained no advantage by the war (47) ( 4 8 ).
(44) " H e t Oost-Indische H u i j s , " the Compagnie's office at Amsterdam,
(45) This is evidently meant as a sneer.
(46) Salaghor.
(47) " Tk hebbe er geen Zijde bij gesponnen, ' lit: I have spun no silk
by it.
(48) These events took place in 1784. That he only records them in
1786 shows that correspondence must have slackened as the war went on.
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A ship surgeon, called Hofmann can tell you in what state he
found and left me; he sailed for Denmark last September in the
private Danish vessel " De Resolutie" Gapt. Swiem ( 4 9 ).
P.S. Please give part of this letter to my family to read, but
use some discretion in all that concerns the Indian Government.
The next and last letter contains a literal copy of No. VII.
only gives the following new passages.

It

No. VIII.
Written in Dutch.
Malacca, 8th October, 1786.
After the war one wants a rest; to gain this aim I have taken
to me a pretty young widow without children, but with a sweet little
penny. (She is the third). Thanks to God I lead a most happy
life and I regret the time I remained unmarried.
I have no children and do not wish to have any.
There is less objection to girls, but nothing is so unfortunate
to European fathers as to have sons. No matter what good instruction you may give them by tutors they get such a bad way of
thinking. No, if Betty (my wife) makes me a present of one, I
shall send him to Europe in his third year; that is fixed.
In one word, I am very well here and I have no desire to leave.
I have given my attorneys at Batavia order to subjoin to this
letter some articles that may give you pleasure.

Well and happy as he was, his days were then running to their
end. He was not destined to live to the great age of those he described in his praise of the Malacca climate, a praise so widely
different from the voices heard in the present day, decrying as a
" pestilential hole" another port in the Straits. He was taken
away at the age of thirty-four.
His death must have taken place in the latter part of 1787,
since the news reached Holland, via Batavia, in the beginning of
May 1788, as is shown by the final document which I now translate.
No. IX.
Written in Dutch.
Amsterdam, 4th May, 1788.
Well and nobly born Sir and cousin,
Yesterday I received a message from my brother Jacob Van
Heemskerck at Batavia, informing me that he has received a letter
from Mrs. Elisabeth Diderich, housewife of Mr. Reynier Bernard
Hoynck van Papendrecht, in which she communicates the decease
of her husband aforesaid, during his life Under-Merchant and
(49) I repeat this because in a former letter this vessel is mentioned as
English.
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besides Collector and Licence-Master at Malacca; with the kind
request to acquaint the family with this sad occurrence.
(sd.) Van Heemskerck.
To Mr. C. P . Hoynek van Papendrecht,
Advocate at the Court of Holland,
A t the Hague.
I wonder whether his grave is still to be found at Malacca. If
a n y of the members of the Society can ascertain this, and will then
have the kindness to communicate to me what is left of the epitaph
all such particulars will be received most thankfully.
P . C. Hoynek van Papendrecht.
Villa de Tanglin,
Avenue Trespoey.
P a u (Basses-Pyrenees) 15th December, 1923.

List of the Return-ships for Autumn 1780 and Spring 1781.
DIRECT FROM BATAVIA.

First sending.
For Amsterdam:
De Cehemoth, commodore Cornelis Cornelisz.
Concordia, Skipper Evert Wesseling.
For Zealand:
Oud Haarlem, Skipper Arie Kikkert.
Beekvliet, Skipper Ketel Jacobs.
For Delft and Rotterdam:
Vreeburgh, Skipper Adriaan van Kaatersveld.
For H orn and Enkhuizen.
First sailer de Vrouwe Anthonetta Coenradina, Skipper
Cornells Philippus Hoek.
Second Sending.
For Zealand:
via Ceylon :
't Loo, Skipper Jan van der Sloot.
Amsterdam, Skipper Laurens de Sille.
via Coromandel:
De Triton, Skipper Godlieb Mulder.
De Dankbaarheid, Skipper Hendrik Steedzel.
Diana, Skipper Pierre Fredrik Riebe.
De Bovenkerker polder, Skipper Jerriaan Verburg.
Popkenburg, Skipper Joachim Bank.
via China:
Houeoop, Skipper Axel Land.
De Paarl, Skipper Dirk Cornells Plokker.
Middelburg, Skipper Justinus van Gennep.
Hoogcarspel, Skipper Gerrit Harremeijer.
The above list has been written by one of my Slaves. ( 5 0 ).
(50) These words are in Reynier's "handwriting.
J o u r n a l Malayan
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A list of Ants of Singapore and some
neighbouring places.
H . OVERBECK.

From November 1912 up to the end of June 1914 the writer
collected ants in Singapore for Mr. H. Viehmeyer, the well-known
specialist in Dresden. Attempts were made to solve some problems
of the local ant-fauna, and to breed ants by keeping the different
9 9 caught at the lamp in a kind of incubator made of plaster-ofParis which sometimes proved successful. The whole work and
further plans were stopped by the outbreak of the war. The results
obtained so far have been dealt with at length by Mr. Viehmeyer in
the " Archiv fur Naturgeschiehte," 81 Jahrgang, 1915, Abt. A,
Heft 8, pp. 118-168, where is given a full description of all new
species. The following abstract is made from Mr. Viehmeyer's
paper.
The collector has to thank Mr. I. H. Burkill, Director, Botanical Gardens, Straits Settlements, for his kind assistance in determining plants and helping him with literature and for his active
interest taken in the collector's work.
Collecting-grounds.
1. The garden of the collector's house, situated at the 7th
mile, Bukit Timah Road, area about 15 acres, planted with fruittrees, coconut-palms and rubber-trees. Main collecting-ground;
when no other place is mentioned this garden is always to be understood.
2. Bukit Timah Hill, Singapore.
3. Jurong Road, Singapore.
4. Chua Chu Kang Road, Singapore.
5. Mandai Road, Singapore.
6. Ulu Beri, Singapore.
7. Ayer Terjun, Singapore.
8. Pulau Bulan (Kiouw-Archij)elago) south of Singapore.
9. St. Barbe (Pulau Pejantan), a small island in the
Southern China Sea, halfway between Singapore and Pontianak.
10. Gunong Angsi, 2700 ft., west of Seremban, Negri Sembilan, F. M. S.
11. Perhentian Tinggi, a rubber-plantation at the foot of the
Gunong Angsi.
12. Cucub Id., S. W. Johore.
Journal Malayan Branch [Vol. II, 1924] Royal Asiatic Society.
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To the live last-mentioned places occasional trips only were
made, and no systematic collecting could be done. Pulau Bulan
and Perhentian Tinggi did not yield anything not found in Singapore, whilst on Cucub the collector found one and in St. Barbe
three kinds of ants not found in Singapore. A few hours collecting
on the slopes and in the neighbourhood of the bungalow on the topof the Gunong Angsi produced 45 different' kinds of ants, 25 of
which had not been found in Singapore. A closer survey should
give very interesting results.
Methods of collecting.
The ants were collected into small glass tubes and, as far as
possible, the different colonies were kept separate. Following Mr.
Viehmeyer's instructions, different methods of collecting have been
tried. The most successful one was that followed by Forel in the
jungles of Columbia, i.e., searching for colonies of ants in hollow
places in plants and trees, in rotten tree-stumps and branches, in
decaying wood, underneath loose bark, in branches hollow or honeycombed by beetle-larvae and white ants, etc., etc. Very good resultswere yielded by a hedge of small bamboo in the collector's compound, cut down by the gardener at regular intervals, where the
internodes cut open and withered harboured by far the greatest
number of colonies and kinds. The sieve could but rarely be used.
Baiting for ants with honey met with some difficulty in regularly
collecting the ants attracted by the bait. The sweeping of shrubs
and trees with a butterfly-net gave sometimes good results, but was
rather painful for the collector owing to the startling of mosquitoes
and wasps (penyengat). The captures at the lamp during the
evening gave good results throughout the year and yielded many
kinds, the colonies of Which could not be found. Quaint, but sometimes very productive, places of collecting were the cups of the
Nepenthes, or Pitcher-plants, where ants nearly always form the
greater part of the remains of insects contained. White-ant hills,
which harbour many kinds of ants, were rare.
Altogether more than 300 tubes were sent home which yielded
more than 190 different kinds of ants of which 1 genus, 1 subgenus,
16 species, 13 subspecies and 15 varieties were new. The typespecimens Mere in Mr. Vichmeyer's collection.

List of Species.
Subfam. DORYLINAE Leach.
Dorylus (Dichthadia) levigatus F. Sm. var. breviceps Em.
In a heap of rubbish.
Aenictus leviceps F. Sm. var. smythiesii For.
Gunong Angsi, near the bungalow.
* Forms described a s new by Viohmeyer in the paper quoted above
are distinguished 'by being printed in italics.
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A e n i c t u s shuckardi For.
At the lamp.
Subfam. PONERINAE

Lep.

P h y r a c a c e s s i n g a p o r e n s i s Viehm.
Colony in the hollow branch of a mangosteen-tree.
Platythyrea coxalis Em.
I n a dead branch of a living tree, in holes and passages a p parently made by white-ants or beetle-larvae. Single specimens caught now and then.
P l a t y t h y r e a p u s i l l a Em. var. e g e n a Viehm.
In the garden.
P l a t y t h y r e a sagei For.
In a half-decayed t r u n k of a tree lying on the ground.
S t i c t o p o n e r a b i n g h a m i For.
Colonies in decaying.wood; another in the stump of a shrub,
just above the surface of the soil; another in the decaying
trunk of a tree lying on the ground, half in the wood, half in
the g r o u n d ; another under an old tin in the garden.
S t i c t o p o n e r a m e n a d e n s i s Mayr.
Top of Gunong Angsi, in the jungle.
O d o n t o p o n e r a t r a n s v e r s a F . Sm.
Baited with honey in the garden, single specimens from B u k i t
T i m a h Hill.
D i a c a m m a t r i t s c h l e r i For.
Single specimens from Water-reservoir, Thompson Road; from
Bukit Timah Hill, and one specimen in a Nepenthes-cup.
D i a c a m m a r u g o s u m Le Guill. subsp. v a g a n s F. Sm. var. birmana Em.
Top of Gunong Angsi.
Pachycondyla (Bothroponera) insularis Em.
Single specimens found when digging up a white-ant hill between the roots of a tree; colony not found.
P a c h y c o n d y l a ( B o t h r o p o n e r a ) t r i d e n t a t a F. Sm.
Two specimens in a Nepenthes-cup.
P a c h y c o n d y l a ( E c t o m o i m y r m e x ) l e e u w e n h o e k i For.
In a. rotten, half-decayed branch lying on the ground, B u k i t
T i m a h Hill.
P a c h y c o n d y l a ( E c t o m o m y r m e x ) o v e r b e c k i Viehm.
Colony between the roots of a tree in loose earth.
E u p o n e r a ( T r a c h y m e s o p u s ) sharpi For.
As neighbour of, or living together with white-ants; also single
specimens.
E u p o n e r a ( T r a c h y m e s o p u s ) c r a s s i c o r n i s Em.
1924 ] Royal Asiatic Society.
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Euponera (Trachymesopus) darwini For. var. indica For.
Both species, of which only the
are known, came to the
lamp throughout the year, the former rarely, the latter more
frequently.
No
caught which could be determined as such
with absolute certainty. Attempts at breeding in the incubator failed, and so did a two years' search for a colony.
Pseudoponera amblyops Em.
Single specimens in the garden.
Pottera con finis Rog. var. n. singaporensis Viehm.
In the wet pulp of a large fungus on a tree attacked by white
ants, and in the rotten wood of a decaying branch.
Ponera confinis Bog. subsp. n. epinotatis Viehm.
Under a flower-pot in the garden.
Leptogenys (Lobopelta) diminuta F. Sm. subsp. hodgsoni
For.
From the slopes of the Gunong Angsi.
Leptogenys (Lobopelta) peuqueti E. Andre.
In a rotten tree lying on the ground; also single specimens
in the garden.
Anochetus punctiventris Mayr.
Single specimens in the garden.
Anochetus agilis Em.
Single specimens in the garden.
Odontomachus rixosus F. Sm.
In the garden between the roots of a tree; found when digging up a white-ant hill; baited at night with honey; single
specimens from Bukit Timah Hill.
Odontomachus rixosus F. Sm. var. obscurior For.
From the top of Gunong Angsi.
Odontomachus haematoda Linn.
In the garden and from Pulau Bulan.
Subfam. MYRMICINAE Lep.
Sima rufonigra Jerd.
Jurong Road, garden, and in a Nepenthes-cup from Ayer
Terjun.
Sima pilosa F. Sm.
Colonies in dead twigs of Mangosteen-trees and in withered
bamboos.
Sima (Tetraponera) allaborans Walk.
Colonies in dead twigs of Mangosteen-trees.
Sima (Tetraponera) allaborans Walk. var. sumatrensis
Em.
Colony in the dead branch of a shrub; also single specimens.
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Sima

( T e t r a p o n e r a ) a l l a b o r a n s Walk, subsp. c r a s s i u s c u l a
Em.
Two specimens in Nepenthes-cups.
S i m a ( T e t r a p o n e r a ) f u l v a Viehm.
Colony in the hollow twig of a mangosteen-tree. Possibly
only a subspecies of allaborans.
S i m a ( T e t r a p o n e r a ) a t t e n u a t a F . Sm.
Single specimens in the garden.
S i m a ( T e t r a p o n e r a ) difficilis E m . subsp. l o n g i c e p s For.
Colony in the hollow branch of a Chiku-tree.
S i m a ( T e t r a p o n e r a ) s i g g i For. (var. ?)
In the hollowed-out pith-channel of a bough of a mangosteentree. A single wingless
in a similar spot.
Slightly varies from Forel's description; if different, Mr.
Viehmeyer suggests the name var. setifera.
P h e i d o l e nodgii For.
One colony under a flower-pot; another underneath a felled
tree on the ground, colony on the tree not in the ground, but
covered up by the ants with ear,th.
P h e i d o l e i n s c r o b i c u l a t u s Viehm.
From the slopes of the Gunong Angsi.
P h e i d o l e rinae E m .
Single specimens in the garden ; also found on Jambu-fruits
lying on the ground.
P h e i d o l e plagiaria F. Sm.
Gunong Angsi.
P h e i d o l e javana Mayr.
Colonies in rotten wood; underneath a decaying tree lying on
the ground, partly in the tree, partly in the g r o u n d ; in a dead
stump of a tree rilled up with humus, and similar places.
P h e i d o l e e x a s p e r a t a Mayr. var. polita Viehm.
Colony in a rotten branch lying on the ground, Bukit Timah
Hill. I n two Nepenthes-cups the prothoraces of a new form
related to exasperata were found, marked by a singularly
narrow, long head.
P h e i d o l e ( I s c h n o m y r m e x ) l o n g i p e s F. Sm. var. c o n i c i c o l l i s
Em.
I n a rotten, half-decayed branch of a tree, lying on the ground,
Bukit Timah Hill.
P h e i d o l e ( I s c h n o m y r m e x ) l o n g i p e s F. Sm. var. c o n t i n e n t i s
For.
I n a rotten branch of a tree, lying on the ground, Bukit T i m a h
Hill.
and
very aggressive.
R h o p a l o m a s t i x r o t h n e y i For.
In dead ends of twigs of Mangosteen-trees, and in the bark of
the Durian-tree.
1924] Royal Asiatic Society.
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Myrmicaria arachnoides F. Sm.
At the lamp; a single wingless
in a small pasteboard cell
underneath a leaf.
Myrmicaria dromedarius F. Sm.
Gunong Angsi; a number of
, having already shed their
wings, on a path in the jungle, digging holes into the ground.
Cardiocondyla wroughtoni For. subsp. quadraticeps For.
Caught with the net; colonies in withered bamboo, especially
between the fibres of the tubes; in a dry branch lying on the
ground.
Cardiocondyla nuda Mayr.
Single specimens from St. Barbe ld. and in the garden.
Cremastogaster rogenhoferi Mayr.
Caught with the net; in Nepenthes-cups; on a tree, visiting
Coccidae.
Cremastogaster artifex Mayr.
From Jurong Koad, and in Nepenthes-cups. Fairly large
pasteboard nests round branches of trees and shrubs to serve as
colonies, and smaller ones on leaves to shelter Coccidae.
Cremastogaster modiglianii Em. var. sarawakana For.
Single specimens from St. Barbe Id.
Cremastogaster overbecki Viehm.
Colony in a dead branch of a tree honeycombed by white-ants
and beetle-larvae.
Cremastogaster longipilosa For.
Single specimens in the garden; caught with the net; baited
with honey: in Nepenthes-cups from Ayer Terjun.
Cremastogaster spengeli For. subsp. taipingensis For. var.
picata Viehm.
From the top of Gunong Angsi.
Cremastogaster millardi For.
Underneath the bark of dead branches; in dead branches in
passages made by white-ants and beetle-larvae; twice a first
generation in a hollow branch;
frequently at the lamp.
Attempts of breeding three times successful, first generation
up to ten
, of the same size as the first generations found
in hollow branches. Single specimens frequent, also caught
with the not and found in Nepenthes-cups.
Cremastogaster ferrarii Em.
Colonies in withered bamboo; single specimens from Chua Chu
Kang Koad and Cucub Id., also in Nepenthes-cups.
Cremastogaster subnuda Mayr. subsp. politula For. var. ruginota For.
In the stump of a branch on a living tree; single specimens;
also caught with the net.
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Cremastogaster (Physocrema) deformis F. Sm.
Single specimens in the garden, from Chua Chu Kang Road,
Ayer Terjun, Bukit Timah Hill and from the slopes of Gunong
Angsi.
Cremastogaster (Physocrema) inflatus F. Sm.
Nest (made from earth or pasteboard) on a branch high up on
a tree at Chua Chu Kang Road. Seems to breed Coccidae in
the fissures of the bark and underneath loose bark.
Cremastogaster (Decacrema) decamera For.
At the lamp.
Cremastogaster (Decacrema) borneensis E. Andre, subsp.
hose For. var. tubuli Viehm.
In the hollow shafts at the end of the branches of a large treelike Macaranga at Mandai-Road. Very aggressive.
Cremastogaster (Decacrema) borneensis E. Andre var.? or
subsp. ?
Mr. Viehmeyer is not quite sure about this form; should it be
a new one, he suggests the name of macarangae. In the
hollow internodes of the shafts of Macaranga hypoleuca Muell.
Arg. (I. H. Burkill det.) from Bukit Timah Hill and from
the slopes of Gunong Angsi. (See H. N. Ridley, Symbiosis of
Ants and Plants. Annals of Botany XXIV, 1910, pp. 457483, T. xxxv and xxxvi).
Mr. Burkill found in the hollow shafts of a Macaranga
inhabited by ants some Coccidae, the size of which showed that
probably they bad been brought in by the ants when quite
young.
In the same kind of Macaranga from Bukit Timah and
Gunong Angsi the same kind of ant has been found, whilst
another kind of Macaranga was inhabited by another kind of
ant.
Dilobocondyla cataulacoidea Stitz var. fulva Viehm.
Colony in the hollowed-out pith-channel of a twig of a Mangosteen-tree; single specimens in Nepenthe-cups.
Prystomyrmex pungens Mayr.
Caught with the net in the garden.
Calyptomyrmex beccarii K.m. var. glabratus Viehm.
Three single specimens in the garden.
Meranoplus bicolor Guer.
Colony in the ground, narrow passages in loamy soil which go
deep below the surface. Single specimens on the extra-floral
nectaries of the spider-orchid, and on Jambu-fruits lying on
the ground. Moves very slowly.
Meranoplus mucronatus F. Sm.
From Gunong Angsi, colony in a hollow tree.
1924] Royal Asiatic Society.
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Vollenhovia brevicornis Em. subsp. minuta Viehm.
Three single specimens from Gunong Angsi.
Vollenhovia overbecki Viehm.
Colony in a rotten trunk of a tree, Jurong Road; also in the
garden.
Vollenhovia rufiventris For.
Colony in the soft wood of a half-decayed tree lying on the
ground.
Monomorium butteli For. subsp. demochrum Viehm.
A number of
under a flower-pot on a table under the
portico.
Monomorium minutum Mayr. subsp. liliuokalanii For. var.
javana For.
In the garden, and from Gunong Angsi; colony in a dead
branch and in the stump of a branch.
Monomorium floricola Jerd.
In the garden and from Gunong Angsi; in passages made by
white-ants and underneath the bark of trees; on the extra-floral
nectaries of the spider-orchid; colonies under loose bark, in
hollow twigs of the Mangosteen-tree and in withered bamboo.
Monomorium latinoda Mayr.
Single specimens in the garden.
Monomorium destructor Jerd. subsp. mayri For.
Single specimens from St. Barbe Id.
Monomorium pharaonis L.
In withered bamboo; mostly single specimens in house and
garden. One colony in the office between old letters; also
from on board of a mail-steamer.
Monomorium (Martia) atomus For. var. procax For.
From Bukit Timah Hill and in the garden, colonies in dead,
hollowed-out branches; also single specimens and caught with
the net.
Monomorium (Corynomyrmex) n. subg. hospitum Viehm.
4.
and 2
together with a number of
of Monomorium floricola in narrow passages in the stump of a branch.
Solenopsis overbecki Viehm.
Colony in narrow passages in a piece of branch lying on the
ground. Polygynous colony with 4
which had lost their
wings.
Lophomyrmex bedoti Em.
In the rotten trunk of a tree lying on the ground.
Pheidologeton diversus Jerd.
In the garden; colony in wood; a procession of
in the
Botanical Garden; the
at the lamp.
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Pheidologeton affinis Jerd.
In the garden, single specimen found in the act of being carried
away by Plagiolepis longipes Jerd.
Oligomyrmex overbecki Viehm.
Colony in an old trunk of a tree lying on the ground.
Tetramorium guineense Fab.
On trees; in old passages of white-ants; on Jambu-fruits lying
on the ground ;
frequently at the lump. Colonies in wood
and bamboo; one solitary
, having lost her wings, in a
withered bamboo; also from St. Barbe Id.
Tetramorium scabrum Mayr.
Single specimens from the garden.
Tetramorium obtusidens Viehm.
Two
together with Cataulacus praetextus and Technomyrmex albipes in a rotten branch, Jurong Road.
Tetramorium pulchellum Em.
One specimen caught with the net in the garden.
Rhopthromyrmex rothneyi For. var. intermedia For.
Rhopthromyrmex rothneyi For. subsp. sumatrensis For.
Both from Gunong Angsi.
Xiphomyrmex smithi Mayr. var. kanarense For.
Single specimens in the garden ; caught with the net; frequently on Jambu-fruits lying on the ground. Colony in the
ground.
Triglyphothrix striatidens Em.
Chiefly single specimens in the garden; once as visitors of
coccidae on a flower. Colony under a flower-stand, in a hollow
part of the bottom.
Triglyphotrix lanuginosa Mayr.
Single specimens in the garden and from Gunong Angsi.
Cataulacus horridus F. Sm.
One specimen from Gunong Angsi.
Cataulacus praetextus F. Sm., var. sumatrensis For.
Together with Tetramorium obtusidens and Technomyrmex
albipes in a withered branch of a tree at Jurong Road; also in
Nepenthes-cups.
Cataulacus granulatus Latr. subsp. hispidus F. Sm.
Single specimens in the garden; caught with the net; at the
water-reservoir, Thompson-Road. Colonies in withered bamboo.
Strumigenys godeffroyi Mayr.
Colony in the fibrous tissue about the base of the leaves of a
coconut-tree.
Proatta butteli For.
In a white-ant hill in the garden.
1924] Royal Asiatic Society.
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Subfam. DOLICHODERINAE For.

Dolichoderus (Hypoclinea) affinis Em.
Under the bark of a branch of a dead tree.
Dolichoderus (Hypoclinea) affinis Em. var. nigricans Em.
Frequently polygynous colonies with many
having lost
their wings. In one colony an empty pupa of Microdon.
Colonies in withered bamboo and under loose bark; single
specimens from Gunong Angsi;
frequently at the lamp.
Dolichoderus (Hypoclinea) tuberifer Em.
From Gunong Angsi.
Dolichoderus (Hypoclinea) sulcaticeps Mayr.
Pasteboard nests underneath leaves, partly for habitation, partly for keeping Coccidae.
Bothriomyrmex wroughtoni For. subsp. dalyi For.
In the foot of a hollow tree, passages like those of white-ants.
Iridomyrmex anceps Rog.
Colony twice in the ground; single specimens, and caught with
the net;
at the lamp, once in great numbers at night on
a steamer in the Straits of Malacca, at a fair distance from the
shore. Also from Gunong Angsi and Pulau Bulang.
Iridomyrmex levigastus Em.
Colonies in bamboo and hollow branches, in fissures of the bark
or under loose bark, covered up with earth; in the tubers of
a Discchidia in the Botanical Gardens and on a tree at Ulu Beri
under moss and orchids. Single specimens from Bukit Timah
Hill, Chua Chu Kang Road, Ayer Terjun, Pulau Bulang and
in Nepenthes-cups.
and
at the lamp;
very
aggressive.
Tapinoma andamanense For. var. capsincola For.
Colonies in the dry branch of a Jambu-tree, in withered bamboo, and in the hollow twig of a Mangosteen-tree. One polygynous colony with 4
, which had lost their wings.
Tapinoma melanocephalum Fabr.
Colony under loose bark, closed up with earth, and in a branch
lying on the ground.
Tapinoma indicum For.
Colony in decaying wood in the ground, and in the stump of a
tree, not far above the surface of the ground, between the stem
and loose bark, closed up with earth. Single specimens; also
caught with the net; on Jambu-fruits lying on the ground.
Technomyrmex albipes F. Sm.
Colonies in rotten wood, hollow branches and withered bamboo.
Caught with the net; single specimens also from Bukit Timah
Hill and Gunong Angsi.
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Technomyrmex albipes F. Sm. var. cordiformis Viehm.
Colony in a hollow broken piece of a branch of a tree at Ayer
Terjun.
Technomyrmex modiglianii Em. subsp. elatior For.
Single specimens from Gunong Angsi, one specimen in the
garden.
Technomyrmex schimmeri Viehm.
In withered bamboo.
Semonius gtaucus Viehm.
One single specimen in the garden. Of this genus previously
only one species was known from the Kalahari.
Subfam. CAMPONOTIDAE For.
Plagiolepis longipes Jerd.
Very frequent in house and garden; one colony in a hollow
tree;
and
at the lamp; also from St. Barbe.
Plagiolepis exigua For.
Colonies in withered shoots of bamboo close to the ground,
the hollow internodes filled up with loamy soil, wherein the
passages of the colony; also between the longitudinal fibres
of withered bamboo; in a dry branch lying on the ground
and in a hollow twig of a Mangosteen-tree.
Plagiolepis bicolor For.
Caught with the net; colonies under bark or in hollow twigs of
a mangosteen-tree.
Plagiolepis rothneyi For. subsp. splendida Viehm.
Single specimens in the garden, also caught with the net and
very frequent in Nepenthes-cups from Ayer Terjun.
Acropyga acutiventris Rog. var. rubescens For.
Colony in a half-decayed branch lying on the ground, honeycombed with passages partly covered with earth (white-ants?);
part of the colony in the ground underneath the branch.
Seems to be shy of the light.
Oecophylla smaragdina Fabr.
Several nests in the garden; in Nepenthes-cups; from St.
Barbe Id.
Prenolepis jerdoni Em.
Caught with the net in the garden; in Nepenthes-cups from
Ayer Terjun.
Prenolepis (Nylanderia) longicornis Latr.
From Gunong Angsi.
Prenolepis (Nylanderia) butteli For. subsp. malaccana Viehm.
One specimen only from Gunong Angsi. Perhaps a distinct
species.
1924] Royal Asiatic Society.
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Prenolepis (Nylanderia) yerburyi For.
From St. Barbe Id.
Prenolepis (Nylanderia) clandestina Mayr.
Colony underneath the bark of a branch lying on the ground.
Prenolepis (Nylanderia) minutula For. subsp. atomus For.
Colony in the fibrous texture on a coconut-palm under the
base of an old frond.
Pseudolasius circularis Viehm.
caught at the lamp.
Pseudolasius ludovici For.
Caught at the lamp. Attempt of breeding failed when the
larvae had turned into pupae.
Pseudolasius mayri Em. var. elisae For.
Caught at the lamp, Sungei Burong Estate, Cucub Id.
Pseudolasius mayri Em. var. duplicata Viehm.
caught at the lamp.
Pseudolasius martini For.
Caught at the lamp. Possibly a var. or subspec. of the form
described by Forel; in that case Mr. Viehmeyer suggests the
name eximius.
Pseudolasius badius Yiehm.
caught at the lamp.
Genus OVERBECKIA Viehm.
Overbeckia subclavata Yiehm.
Colonies in withered bamboo; one colony in the hollow branch
of a Mangosteen-tree.
Camponotus (Myrmoturba)
Em.
Caught at the lamp.
Camponotus (Myrmoturba)
In withered bamboo; in a
Also from Gunong Angsi.
Camponotus (Myrmoturba)
At the lamp.

festinus F. Sm. var. eximius

arrogans F. Sm.
Mangosteen-tree; single specimens.
at the lamp.
subnudus Em.
(minor).

Camponotus (Myrmoturba) subnudus Em. var. obfuscata
Yiehm.
Colony in withered bamboo; one solitary
in a rotten branch
lying on the ground.
Camponotus (Myrmoturba) tinctus F. Sm.
caught at the lamp; colony in a half-decayed branch lying
on the ground.
Camponotus (Myrmoturba) tinctus F. Sm. var. carinifer
Viehm.
Colony in the rotten trunk of a tree, Jurong Road.
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Camponotus (Myrmoturba) maculatus Fabr. subsp. fatuus
For. var. frater Em.
In a hollow tree.
Camponotus (Myrmoturba) maculatus Fabr. subsp. maxwellensis For.
In a hollow branch of a tree.
Camponotus (Myrmoturba) maculatus Fabr. subsp. mitis F.
Sm.
Single specimens in the garden.
Camponotus (Myrmoturba) maculatus Fabr. subsp. mitis F.
Sm. var. fuseithorax For.
Colonies in the end of a branch of a dead tree, in bamboo and
under an old packing-case on the ground; in the garden and
from the foot of Gunong Angsi. A
caught at the lamp
raised a first generation of
in the incubator.
Camponotus (Dinomyrmex) gigas Latr.
From Bukit Timah Hill, Water-reservoir Thompson Road, and
from Ayer Terjun. single specimens only. One
in a Nepenthes-cup.
Camponotus (Dinomyrmex) inezae For. var. simalurana
For.
In the trunk of a tree honeycombed by white-ants.
Camponotus (Myrmothrix) nicobarensis Mayr. var. exiguoguttatus For.
Single specimens from Gunong Angsi.
Camponotus (Mytmotarsus) nigricans Rog. subsp. nitidiceps
Yiehm.
caught at the lamp.
Camponotus (Myrmomalis) hospes Em. subsp. adultus Yiehm.
Single specimens from the jungle, Gunong Angsi.
Camponotus (Myrmamblys) moeschi For. var. lygaea Viehm.
One solitary specimen from Ayer Terjun, and one in a Nepenthes-cup.
Camponotus (Myrmamblys) bedoti Em.
Colonies in withered bamboo.
Camponotus (Myrmamblys) bedoti Em. subsp. sericellus
Yiehm.
Between bark and stem on a Chiku-tree; two single specimens
together with Dolichoderas affinis, also under loose bark.
Camponotus (Myrmamblys) bellus For.
Colonies generally in withered bamboo; twice in the hollow
branch of a tree. Outside of the colonies only caught once
with the net.
Camponotus (Myrmamblys) bellus For. subsp. adustus Viehm
One specimen, caught with the net.
1924] Royal Asiatic Society.
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Camponotus (Myrmamblys) ephippiatus Viehm.
One specimen, caught with the net.
Camponotus (Colobopsis) gretae For.
From Gunong Angsi; caught at the lamp in Singapore.
Camponotus (Colobopsis) vitreus F. Sm.
Colonies in withered bamboo, in decayed wood and in hollow
twigs of Mangosteen-trees.
frequently at the lamp. One
caught at the lamp raised 6
in the incubator.
Camponotus (Colobopsis) vitreus F. Sm. var. angustata
Mayr.
Colonies in the garden in rotten wood (deserted passages of
white-ants?) and in bamboo; at Ayer Terjun in the stem of a
fern, hollowed out to about 5 feet above the surface of the
ground, with small round entrance-holes at some distance apart.
Also single specimens;
caught at the lamp.
Camponotus (Colobopsis) vitreus F. Sm. var. vittatula For.
Caught at the lamp.
Camponotus (Colobopsis) pilosus F. Sm.
From Bukit Timah Mill and in Nepenthes-cups. Single specimens in the garden and from St. Barbe Id.
Camponotus (Colobopsis) pilosus F. Sm. subsp. gracilentus
Viehm.
caught at the lamp.
Camponotus (Colobopsis) badius F. Sm.
From Bukit Timah Hill, Mandai Road, Gunong Angsi and in
Nepenthes-cups from Ayer Terjun. One colony in the wood of
a living tree (passages perhaps made by white-ants?).
Camponotus (Colobopsis) rothneyi For.
In a hollow branch, Bukit Timah Hill.
Camponotus (Myrmosphincta) camelinus F. Sm.
From the top of Gunong Angsi.
Camponotus (Myrmosphincta) dolichoderoides For. subsp.
overbecki Viehm.
Pasteboard nests under the leaves of a tree at Mandai Road.
Polyrhachis (Campomyrma) fruhstorferi Em. subsp. varlcolor Viehm.
Garden.
Polyrhachis (Myrmatopa) schang For. var. leviuscula Viehm.
Three single specimens caught with the net in the garden.
Colony of another very similar form on a palm-leaf in the
garden.
Polyrhachis (Myrmothrinax) thrinax Bog. var.
Viehm.
Pasteboard nest in the twisted leaf of a shrub.

nigripes
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Polyrhachis (Myrmothrinax) thrinax Rog. subsp. inconstans
Viehm.
Pasteboard nest in the fold of a palm-leaf; also single specimens in the garden.
Polyrhachis (Myrmothrinax) thrinax Rog. subsp. saigonensis
For.
One
caught at the lamp.
Polyrhachis (Myrmothrinax) frauenfeldi Mayr.
One
caught at the lamp.
Polyrhachis (Myrmothrinax) textor F. Sm.
In a "Nepenthes-cup from Aver Terjun.
Polyrhachis (Myrma) mayri Rog. var. ohesior Viehm.
Single specimens from Gunong Angsi and Singapore.
Polyrhachis (Myrma) proxima Rog.
Caught with the net in the garden; single specimens in the
garden and from Bukit Timah Hill.
Polyrhachis (Myrma) pruinosa Mayr.
Single specimens from Jurong Road and Mandai Road; frequently in Nepenthes-cups from Aver Terjun.
Polyrhachis Myrma) striata Mayr. subsp. assamensis For.
Three specimens from Gunong Angsi.
Polyrhachis (Myrma) striata Mayr. subsp. tritschleri For.
One. specimen from Gunong Angsi.
Polyrhachis (Myrma) villipes F. Sm.
One specimen caught at the lamp.
Polyrhachis (Myrma) orsyllus F. Sm.
Gunong Angsi.
Polyrhachis (Myrma) orsyllus F. Sm. subsp. ritsemai
Mayr.
Colony in withered bamboo.
Polyrhachis (Cyrtomyrma) levissima F. Sm.
Single specimens from the garden and Gunong Angsi; colonies
in withered bamboo (garden) and under loose bark closed up
with earth (Gunong Angsi).
Polyrhachis (s. str.) bellicosa F. Sm.
Single specimens from the garden and from Gunong Angsi.
Polyrhachis (Chariomyrma) arcuata F. Sm.
Caught with the net in the garden.
Polyrhachis (Myrmhopla) armata Le Guill.
Single specimens from Bukit Timah Hill and Gunong Angsi.
Polyrhachis (Myrmhopla) tibialis F. Sm. var. parsis Em.
Caught with the net in the garden; in a hollow branch, of which
only the bark remained, lying on the ground; in a Nepenthescup from Ayer Terjun.
1924] Royal Asiatic Society.
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Polyrhachis (Myrmhopla) hecuba For.
Colony in withered bamboo.
Polyrhachis (Myrmhopla) hippomanes Em. subsp. ceylonensis Em.
One specimen at the lamp.
Polyrhachis (Myrmhopla) hippomanes Em. subsp. lucidula
Em.
Colonies in withered bamboo.
Possibly new var. or subsp.; in that case Mr. Yiehmeyer suggests the name lucidissima.
Polyrhachis (Myrmhopla) bicolor F. Sm.
Single specimens from the garden and from Cucub Id.; one
from Gunong Angsi.
Polyrhachis (Myrmhopla) sexspinosa Latr. var. malaccana
Viehm.
One specimen from Gunong Angsi.
Echinopla rugosa E. Andre.
Colony in withered bamboo.
Echinopla pallidipes F. Sm.
From the top of Gunong Angsi.
Echinopla melanarctos F. Sm.
From the top of Gunong Angsi.
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Chinese Exorcists
By

W.

G.

STIRLING.

Exorcising used to he carried on in Malacca weekly, though
it appears less popular today in Singapore and Penang.
I t is
practised mainly by China-born Hokkiens of the vegetarian sect.
At many of these uncanny seances I have stood close to t h e
medium and seen all t h a t took place. At Taiping in 1912, a
vegetarian festival was held where people walked bare-footed across
a large coal tire, in which sinners, I suppose, got their feet burnt
while the just crossed unhurt. Many mediums were present but [
was unable to watch the preparation of these men, as no one except
members of the sect was allowed inside the temple.
Some of
them carried on cord or chain a sort of ball ( F i g . I.) with sharp
spikes about 8 inches long with which they scourged their back
and limbs. As these ghastly-looking persons walked about in the
crowd one could see that their self-inflicted wounds were not mere
scratches. On the fire they danced and jumped about without
apparent discomfort and looked as if they were in a state of delirium.
These festivals, which are organized on account of drought,
sickness or general distress, are nearly always accompanied by a
procession.
This is headed by two men, each carrying a large
Chinese lantern inscribed in large Chinese characters with the
name of the temple whence the chief god is taken. N e x t comes
a man bearing on a red pole a large square black flag, inscribed
with the mystic sign of the " P a t Kwa " or eight-sided diagram.
Behind this flag-bearer, four others carry a litter on which lies
a large d r u m which a fifth man beats. On either side walk eight
men clashing brass cymbals at regular intervals. A number of t h e
local gentry, tradesmen and others follow chanting a prayer a n d
carrying lighted joss-sticks to perfume the way of the God. At
a short distance comes a palanquin upon which the God is seated,
exposed to view, so t h a t He may detect the evil spirits t h a t are
distressing the district. His palanquin is carried shoulder high
by picked men who belong to the particular tribe or clan who
favour the temple. Now and again, as if driven by unseen force
their burden is impelled forward, rather like a piece of wood driven
by waves.
T h e bearers make a dash to the road side and halt.
The palanquin sways violently from side to side, and as suddenly
as it has halted, so it is suddenly impelled forward again. The
bearers with perspiration streaming from their faces get little rest,
1924] Royal Asiatic Society.
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and now and again they omit a weird long drawn cry. The
reason for this spasmodic progression is because the God is supposed to have perceived an evil spirit in the way and has made a
dash to flog him mercilessly with his spirit whip (Fig II.) or to
cut him in pieces with his magic sword. These punishments are
administered by the God through his medium, the most interesting
person in the procession.
Behind the palanquin come the priests and satellites of the
temple and finally the followers of the God and members of the
public. Sometimes more than one God is taken in procession according to the gravity of the distress.
When these processions take place the devout householder will
erect an altar at his door on the route traversed by the God. On
it are placed food, sweetmeats, tea and wine, a pair of lighted red
candles, a censer rilled with lighted incense, and as the God passes
the householder with lighted joss sticks in his hands bows reverently. Sometimes the God stops before a door for a few
moments to refresh himself. As the God moves off, the householder burns a goodly supply of mock paper money, and fires off
a long string of crackers as a thank-offering. Having paraded the
town, the God returns to his temple, and with due ceremony is
restored to his shrine to the sound of much drum banging and
crackers firing.
Each God of repute has at best one medium
" Shan
tung," literally a messenger from the Gods, a fairy, into whom he
descends, to communicate orders and advice to the faithful. In
the procession the medium stands on the poles supporting the
palanquin,, Jus place being just behind the throne on which the God
is seated. From the look of his eyes and his deathly pallor, he appears to be in a state of delirium or trance. He is naked to the waist
and his hair hangs dishevelled down his (back. A long thin dagger
is seated. From the look of his eyes and his deadly pallor he appears
trickles (Fig. I I I ) . With a two-edged sword/he cleaves the air,
assaulting the evil spirits which he alone has the power to see
(Fig. IV.). Suddenly the palanquin halts, and the medium leaps
down and makes an onslaught on some invisible being. Having
cut the .spirit into a thousand pieces he runs back to the palanquin
and resumes his place behind the God.
Other mediums have a thin dagger thrust through their tongue
whence the Mood drips on to sheets of paper, which are eagerly
fought for by the crowd. What more potent charm against evil
could there be, than this blood which contains the power of the
Devil-dispelling God? So these paper charms are highly prized
and are worn on the person or pasted over the door of the house.
At times the God may order that his medium shall be carried
in procession seated on a special red chair, of which the back,
the arms, the seat and the foot-rest are fitted with sharp spikes
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(Fig. V ) . Before the procession, pieces of paper are thrust on
the spikes to catch the blood which flow from the wounds. These
paper amulets also are highly prized as charms against the evil
spirits.

Fig.

v.
T H E SPIKED

CHAIR.

The miediums are carried about for hours at a stretch, sometimes draped in a long red coat with a white fillet round the head.
Livid and ghastly they hold the spirit sword or spirit whip with
which they slay or belabour offending spirits. The spiked red
chairs are fitted with long poles and carried shoulder high by a
gang of sturdy men. At the hack of the chair is fixed a black flag
on which is to be seen the " Pat Kwa " and the character
tau,
" a peck," at the side, at the back a diagram representing the
seven stars of the Great Bear, the character tau denoting this
constellation. This Mack flag controls the spectre world and the
constellation of the Great Bear rules the seasons and the course
of the universe.
Weird blasts are emitted from long trumpets during the procession.
Close to the palanquin of the God are lesser mediums in a
semi-hypnotic state. They dance and jump about, uttering weird
cries and .shrieks in a falsetto voice. On the God's return to his
temple, the medium is released from his spell and returns almost
at once to a normal condition.
The young men who become mediums are generally of a highly
strung and impressionable nature. In ordinary life they are youths
pale and physically weak. They cannot stand the strain and loss
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of blood for many years and the saying " that those whom the Gods
love die early " is applicable to them. The so-called birth of a
medium generally occurs at one of these religious ceremonies either
during the procession, or at the temple. The youth is suddenly
possessed; the expression in his eyes appears unnatural; he begins
to dance and jump about, making guttural noises the while. Gradually he works himself into a frenzy. The by-standers catch hold
of him and prevent him falling down. A priest is called and litters
spells and (incantations over him. Presently the youth starts to
groan, his guttural noises grow louder until his voice is raised to a
high falsetto pitch, intermingled with unintelligible shrieks. As
the priest continues to utter spells over him, the youth stares round;
his limbs shake and he is supported and guided to the altar before
the God. Suddenly he staggers to the altar, and rests himself upon it as if he was going off to sleep. Then he Jumps up
with a start and proceeds to dance. The temple attendants seize
hold of him. Has whole body seems to shake. He grasps the
sides of the table and swaying from side to side stares blankly into
the |gloom beyond, where the God is enshrined. During this time
the priest has been burning (yellow) paper after paper upon which
incantations have been written, while a temple attendant beats
a drum tat first slowly but then faster and faster. The medium
every now and again bangs his clenched first on the table uttering
groans and cries, like a person in great pain. This is the time
to ask questions. An interpreter stands beside him. Questions
are put through this interpreter. Incoherent shrieks are the
answers. These answers are quickly written down in intelligible
Chinese or translated by the interpreter. Finally the spirit announces his intention of taking his departure.
The drum is beaten.. The interpreter takes a cup of water
from the altar. Into it ashes from the yellow papers (bearing the
incantations) burnt at the beginning of the proceedings, have been
mixed.
Taking this water into his mouth, the interpreter spurts it
full on the face of the (medium, who jumps up and throws his arms
above his head. For a second or two he stands there in an almost
theatrical posture, and then sinks back into the arms of the attendants who have been waiting just 'behind him, to restrain him
should he become violent. He revives almost directly, rubs his
eyes and looks around him, and appears a normal being.
It is said that these -men have no recollection of what has
taken place. While the medium is possessed, has face is flushed,
he perspires freely, and the veins on the temples stand out. The
written answers are generally medicinal prescriptions; for most of
the people who come to question these mediums are seeking medical
advice for themselves or others.
These manifestations cannot occur except in close proximity
to the God and if it as desired to consult the oracle where the
patient cannot be moved from his bed, the God is carried to his
1924] Royal Asiatic Society
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house on a litter. On arrival the God is placed on an altar in the
hall and incense, wines, sweetmeats and tea are placed before him.
The God is then invited to descend into his medium who has accompanied the litter, and the prescription is taken down through
the assistance of the interpreter. The medium is stripped of all
upper clothing, a short white apron divided into three parts is tied
round his Joins, and a plain or embroidered red cloth, covering
his stomach, is held in position by means of a cord round his neck
and his waist. In the days of the queue this was unbraided so that
the hair hung down his back in wild disorder. Armed with the
two-edged spirit sword, the medium dances and hops around the
room, uttering cries and shrieks. He whirls the sword about his
head, over the sick man, under the bed; touches the bed, door
posts, windows and furniture; throws aside the sword, seizes the
spirit whip with its carved dragon stock and lashes the air; again
he seizes the ball of spikes (Fig. I.) and slashes his back till the
blood flows; finally he runs a large needle through his tongue, and
the blood is collected on sheets of paper which are pasted on the
sick man's bed and over the windows, and doors of the house. If
his ecstasy carries him further, the medium thrusts a devil-dispelling
dagger through his cheek (Fig. I I I ) .
Presently the interpreter announces that he understands that
the evil spirits are prepared under certain conditions to leave the
sick mam. It may not be necessary for the medium to go to the
full extent of his performance as he may discover the offending
spirit before he has exhausted his rites. The medium will perhaps
dance his way to a spot in the house, or just outside the door to
a tree, indicating by his gestures that the evil spirit has taken
refuge there, and the tree must be uprooted and cult down. This
being done, candles are lighted and offerings placed at the foot of
the tree. Sometimes the tree is not felled but the axe applied 3
or 4 times till the medium indicates that this suffices.
Having run the evil spirit to earth, the God takes leave of
his medium, who returns home. The God however is usually left
in the sick anan's house for a few days to keep watch and see that
the evil s p r i t keeps his bargain. During these few days the
divining blocks are used to consult the God regarding the treatment of the patient.
Should the patient recover, the God must be rewarded. Musicians are engaged and the God is carried back to his temple in
triumph, the next male of kin following to worship and offer thanksgivings at the shrine. Some present must be given to the temple,
and this probably consists of a pair of wooden scrolls on which
Chinese characters in praise of the God have been carved. Needless
to say there is much incense burning and cracker firing. At the
annual festival of the God the sick man must offer suitable contributions.
Should the patient however not recover, the medium must try
again by scourging and mutilating himself to find the evil spirit.
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As the gong is beaten louder and faster, the shrieks of the medium
grow more intense, his hands grip the altar table, and he dries to
the God to capture and punish the evil spirit who has broken faith
and is still molesting the sick man. After a while the interpreter
reports that this has been accomplished, or that the sick man on
account of the evil life he has led is being punished, and may have
to appear at the Court of punishment, where the souls of those
who have lived evilly are dealt with.,
Often the sick man's garments are changed, the clean set of
clothes being taken to the temple and laid out on the altar, when
prayers are offered 'and incense burnt with plenty of mock paper
money by the relations. If the case appears hopeless (and the
temple attendants usually find out the chances of recovery beforehand, as it woulld Riot do for the God to lose face!), the interpretation of the medium's shrieks and eries are framed accordingly
and no definite answer is given.
The daggers thrust by the mediums through their cheeks are
one of a set of five. The hilt of these daggers bears a carved representation of one of the heads of the Five Generals of the North,
South, East, West and the General of the Devil-destroying army
of Heaven (Fig. I I I ) . A set of these five daggers is usually found
on the altar, or stuck into the censer, in front of the God, at the
place where these exorcists practise their rites. The world of
evil spirits has no more powerful enemy than these five Generals,
so that the head of one of them on the hilt of a dagger implanted
in the body of the medium carries the power down the blade into
the medium endowing him with greater power against the evil
spirits.
In most instances the blade of this dagger is passed only
through one cheek.

1924] Royal Asiatic Society.

Chinese Loan-Words in Malay.
BY A. W. HAMILTON.

Since the earliest Chinese settlers in the Peninsula came from
the Hokkien province and alone of all Chinese immigrants have
attached themselves to the soil and come in daily and friendly contact with Malays it is not surprising that almost all the Chinese
words incorporated in the Malay language have been borrowed from
Hokkien, the vernacular of the Amoy district.
There are less than 200 of these loan words and most of them
refer to articles of food and household utensils or games of chance,
with no equivalent in Malay. Where a Malay word exists with a
similar meaning sometimes a Chinese word has been borrowed to
convey a shade of meaning applicable only to Chinese affairs. For
instance hoe a " society " could be expressed by pakatan, or kongkoan a " club " by persakutuan but the Chinese terms are used for
Chinese societies and clubs. Some words have been absorbed either
through the Malay's ignorance of the resources of his own language
or because it is easier to use a common foreign word which People
understand rather than a pure but rare Malay word which the
listener might not know.
For example bali " a cabin " could be rendered as kurong but
both these words in colloquial Malay have been replaced by the
English word " keben.' Similarly kuntau could be rendered bertinju and teyen as berantam etc.
Words marked with an asterisk do not occur in Wilkinson's
Dictionary, whilst those marked with an § occur in Shellabear's
Dictionary.
Hokkien
Malay
uncle: a familiar form of address
aboe
a pelt
to elderly Chinese of the lower
*apek
classes.
a brazier: a small portable earthhang Io
anglo
en stove.
ang khi
a persimmon (pisang kaki Mal.)
*angki
a present or cumshaw given on
*angpau
ang pau
occasions of rejoicing such as the
new year, etc.
a cabin on a junk.
ball
ba li
a dish of vermicelli, pork and
bami
bah min
prawns.
ban ji
banggi or
a swastika-like pattern in Chinese
banji
lattice work or glazed tiles for
windows and balustrades.
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beleko

beh le ko

bepa or
bepang

bi phang

*becha

botan
bo or
*batu bo
*bimpo
*bi or
*kain bi
chemer or
Scheme
*chempiang
chat
chang or
kueh chang
chang

§be chhia

bo' tan
bo
§bin po.
hi
chhen men
cheng piang
chhat
tsang
tsan

chongpoh or
chompoh
chingge

tsong pho

cheki or
main cheki

chit ki

chan

tsan

chun

chhun

chinteng

chhin teng

chinchau

chhin chhau

tsng ge
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a glutinous inspissated syrup
nade from new sugar, etc.
a sweetmeat, of small rectangular slabs of parched rice (b.
pulut), or peanuts (b. kachang),
or sesamum (b. bijan), and sugar.
a riksha; (the Chinese words
denote a horse carriage not a
riksha which is lang chhia or man
carriage).
the rose peony.
a handmill, a quern.
a handkerchief, or small face
towel.
an ornamental fringe of drapery
round the top of a bed.
blind: you blind idiot! (said in
jest or scolding).
gang-robbers.
paint.
a confection of rice put up in
bamboo leaves.
a square net on a bamboo frame
which is lifted out of the water
(Malay tangkul).
a cook.
a procession of decorated cars and
floats bearing children dressed as
puppets, etc., held on occasions of
thanksgiving.
a popular Chinese card game
played with small oblong cards
(daun cheki).
(W. tsap ji ki which is incorrect).
a conical basket used by Chinese
during the festival of the seventh
moon.
a Chinese inch: 1/10 of a Chinese
foot.
a revenue officer: a subordinate
officer of the government Monopolies and Customs Department.
a cooling jelly made from a plant.
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*chian
chinchu

chiu or chu
*chimche n
chukin
chi
che n che n
*chaipoh
*chapjiki

guwa or *goa
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chhidn
tsun tsu

ch iu
chhim chen
*chhiu kin
chin
chhen chhen
chhai po'
imp ji ki

goa

*gimpai

gin pai

*ginchu
hong

gin chu
*hong

hun

hun

*hun

*hoe

*hun
hoe

to entertain: to give a Chinese
dinner.
the supercargo of a Chinese ship:
the owner's representative on
board ship who is both purser and
supercargo.
spirituous liquor.
an air well or open area in the
centre of a house.
a bathing cloth worn round the
loins.
a Chinese measure of weight used
especially in weighing opium: a
mace or1/10of a tael.
Chinese cymbals.
dried and salted turnips.
a lottery of twelve letters or signs
also a game of chance played on
a board with 12 squares corresponding to the letters (the latter
game is often termed chapjiki
panjang).
I : the first person singular sometimes used in speaking to Chinese.
a silver or gold ornament like a
locket suspended round the neck
by a chain.
rouge for the face, lit., vermilion,
the paper on which the stakes for
a Wah Weh lottery were entered,
(hong means to seal up as a package or letter) ; kaki hong a gambling tout who goes round collecting the stakes for a Wall Weh
lottery and enters them on a
staker's ticket; tikam kaki hong
to stake with such a person.
a Chinese weight used in weighing
opium: a candareen or 1/10, of a
mace or 1 /100 of a tael.
(2) a Chinese measure of length
of a Chinese inch.
(3) a share, a portion.
a society especially a secret society
Tian Te Hoe (Thien Te Hoe)
The Triad Society.
Journal Malayan Branch | Vol. II,
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*hoesiu n or
wesiu n

hoe .siun

inchi

ien chi

jepun
jose
*jiho

jit pun
jiau se
ji ho

kingkit
kanar

*kim kiet
*ka na n

kangsin

*kan sin

kongsi

hong si

*kongkoan
kipsiyau

kong koan
*kip sio

*kampoh

kham po'

kun
kuntau
kuchai
*koachi
koyok
kechuak
*kichak
*kapchio

kun
kun thau
ku chhai
koa chi
*ko ioh
ka tsoah
khit chiah
khap chhio

*kekwa or
kek hoa
*bunga kekwa
kiam chhai
*kamchai
1924] Royal Asiatic Society.
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a Chinese priest.
rouge: coloured powder for dyeing sweets, etc.
Japan.
crepe.
a character or phrase used as a
mark or sign: a sign over a door
to represent the firm.
a tiny red lime.
the Chinese olive eaten salted or
as a sweet preserve.
a treacherous person, a traitorous
minister in Chinese plays.
a partnership, a society, an association, a club; kongsi gelap a
secret society.
a Chinese club.
a pipkin : a small earthen pot with
straight handle and spout that
can be put on the fire.
to cover with a cloth (used as a
command to riksha pullers to put
up the hood and apron etc.).
becha berkam poh, a closed up
ricksha (as used by Malay
women).
a border: an edging: a trimming
to box: berkuniau, main kuntau
leeks.
dried melon seeds for eating.
medicinal plaster.
a cockroach.
a beggar.
a gambling game of heads or tails
played by spinning a Chinese cash
on a smooth board.
the chrysanthemum.
salted vegetables especially the
mustard plant soaked in brine.
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kdng kha

lengkeng

leng keng

langkan
*lanchiyau

Ian kan
Ian chiau

lu

lu

loteng
lochuan

lau teng
Iiok' chhoan

*lai or buah lai lai
laichi
nai chi
loki
lo' ki
* l a n g c h a ( P e u . ) lang chhia
losun or *sa- loh sun
kit losun
*naik l o t a n g
I6h tang
mek
*min

meh n
mi n

*misoan

min soa n

nyolo
*nia
pa p u w i

*hiu n lo.
nian
*poah poe

pakau

phah kau

pangkeng

pang ken g

panju
po

*pan jiu
po

a hamlet or large communal shed,
usually on a river occupied by
Chinese engaged in some pioneer
undertaking such as a gambier
estate: kang kha denotes a port or
landing place near the limits of
navigation upstream.
the dragons eye fruit (Malay,
mata k u c h i n g ) .
a balustrade: a railing.
the penis: a term of abuse (W.
Ian).
you: the second person singular
employed in speaking to Chinese.
an upper storey: upstairs.
a strong silk fabric used by
Malays for making loose trousers.
a pear.
the fruit Nephelium litchi.
a Cantonese prostitute.
rumah loki, a brothel.
a riksha.
consumption, to fall into consumption.
to get into a r a g e : to get violently
angry, to he possessed,
the pulse.
flat strips of wheaten dough eaten
as macarroni.
vermicelli
a brazier for burning incense.
a collar.
a method of taking the auspices
in Chinese temples with the aid
of two kidney-shaped blocks of
bamboo root.
a Chinese game of cards resembling vingt et u n played with
European c a r d s : daun pakau—European playing cards,
a bedroom: a cubicle: a sleeping
bench.
a handkerchief: a napkin,
a Chinese gambling game played
with an oblong brass dice box.
J o u r n a l Malayan Branch [Vol.
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pohok or
po' ok
pechun
pekak

poh ho
*pe tsun
peh

kak
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peppermint used medicinally minyak po'ok.
the dragon boat festival (properly
pe leng t s u n ) .
aniseed.

*paikau

pai kau

Chinese dominoes.

*pechai

peh chhai

white cabbage (sayor p u t e h ) .

*pebin

peh bin

*pokoan

po koa n

*pit
*pa'

pit
phah bu

a gambling game played with a
teetotum (having 8 facets.
the croupier: the manager of a
gaming table.
the Chinese brush pen.
a mixture of boxing and tumbling
main pa' bu to tumble as an
acrobat.
a thin pancake.
a wicker shovel basket, with handle.-.
a wooden scoop used for barling.

bu

popia n

poh pia n

pongkis

pun hi

*poya

pu hia

sengse

sin se n

a Chinese doctor.

singke

sin kheh

a coolie fresh from China, a new
comer, a greenhorn.

som

*som

a Chinese herbal root used as a
tonic: akar som.

sampan

sam pan

sowah

soah

over, finished, ended, done with.

sipuwa

sng poa n

an abacus.

sehu

*sai hu

a. sampan : a small boat.

s m a r t : clever: an a d e p t : a skilled
workman: skilled in any particular art.

*samseng

sam seng

a professional rough.

*susek

su sek

*sen
*sian

se n
sia n

a Chinese card game played with
small cards of four colours.
a cognomen.

*siki

si hi

*sue

soe

1924] Royal Asiatic Society.

a basket consisting of several horizontal trays fitting into each
other.
mangkoh sia n an enamel tiffin
basket.
a Chinese card game.
misfortune: illstarred:
bringing bad luck.

anything
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teh po
te thang

teng
teng
thng si
tengsi
thang si
tangsi
teng Kong
tanglong
ton peh hong
t a p e k o n g or
to' pekong
or tokong
tek pi
*thih pi
tim

tim

towakang

loa khang

tauchang
toko
tauke

than tsang
tho kho
than ke

tauge
teh
tesi
tiyap

tan ge
te
te si
*thiap

*tekoh
*taiko
teyen
*toako

te ko
thai ko
te ten
toa ko

*taijin

tai jin

*tauyu
:
* tauhu
*
tawa

tau iu
fan hu
thdu a

tai kong
*Tekong
*toaha or toha toa ha
*toa n

thoan

vide po: in Chinese teh po means
to stake at po so that main po is
the correcter expression in Malay.
a padded rattan basket used as a
tea cosy.
a Chinese lantern : a lamp.
a soup spoon.

gut.
a Chinese lantern.
a Chinese joss: a Chinese temple.

a short trident used in hand to
hand righting.
to stew by cooking in a covered
receptacle.
a person puffed up with conceit:
superciliousness.
a queue: a pigtail.
a warehouse: a godown.
a towkay: a well to do Chinese:
an employer of labour: the head
of a business.
bean sprouts eaten as a vegetable.
tea.
a teaspoon.
a dose of medicine: a small bundle of Chinese drugs (ubat tiyap).
a European teapot,
leprosy.
to get up a subscription,
a large lighter built on the lines
of a sampan: a toakow.
a Protector of Chinese: opis taijin the 'Chinese Protectorate,
bean sauce: soz.
bean curd shaped but not pressed,
an informer: a gambling informer.
coxswain: steersman.
mourning: pakai toaha to be in
mourning dress.
the game of fan tan.
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*tekoan

te koan

a Chinese squat round teapot with
small spout.

*tian

thia n

the front hall of a Chinese house.

tahang

*thang

a t u b : a bath tub.

unchui

hun chhoe

a tobacco pipe.

usai

o' sai

opium dross.

upau

io pau

a small satchel or purse.

ui

hui

earthenware: pottery.

Probably derived from Chinese.
anglong

chawan

a pavilion : a summerhouse: ? from l o r g ' a covered
portico: a saloon the word any ' red ' the colour
of rejoicing, hut the combination is unknown in
Chinese.
a porcelain cup or howl? from the Cantonese child
wun.

locheng

a hell from cheng ' a hell or gong with a boss '+
the word lo = ' a gong without a boss' but the
combination lo cheng is 'unknown.

potiya

an overseer of labour; from po tiu" headman of
a ward in a town.

tengkoh

opium dross: ? from ko ' o p i u m d r o s s ' + t e n g ' a
lamp a combination unknown in Chinese.

ponteng

' to bilk ' is in use in local 'Chinese in the form
phun teng where phun means to ' r u n away and
escape.'

tong

' a tub ' from thong.

banchi

a census, from bin chek an official roll of people
belonging to a place or district.'

tolo

' the headman
tiu n lo.

chengki

a run of luck : to expose lottery tickets at a karamat
to find out the lucky num'ber; from seng ki to take
advantage of an opportunity.
a game like draugfhts, from chhiun ki.

chuki
chunza

of

a gamtoier plantation ,' from

daching

a small boat at B a t a v i a ; from tsun ' a small boat.'
a steelyard? from the Cantonese tai c h h e g or big
steel-yard.

perni

a C h i n e e bowl for gold fish ? - phun a bowl

1924] Royal Asiatic Society.
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kang

a wide mouthed tub ? from the Cantonese korg ' a
widemouthed earthenware jar.'

anchong

a glazed earthenware pot ? from Cantonese ham
chiong ' a covered earthenware pot.'

chiyau

' to row standing' ? from the Chinese chiun ' an
oar' but ' to row standing' is led chiun not chiun
alone.

dohut or
a peach ? from tho a peach, it may he from a
buah dohut mistaken use of tho hut ' a peach stone.'
kok

' a yoke ' ? from pi n ko.

kueh

cakes; koe 'soft cakes pastries.'

giat

to tease from giet ' to joke or jibe at a man.'
a Chinese drill worked with a bow, from keng tsng.

kencheng

Possibly derived from Chinese.
bichu
tajin
main top
main tuwi
tike
chowek
ka
kelenteng
kinchir
tongkang
Jong
lakyu
koyam
kuwi
koseng
kuwa
inchar
opar

a screw jack.
starch.
a Chinese game.
do.
a small pellet of opium prepared for a pipe,
a soup plate or bowl of Chinese make,
a Chinese game of cards,
a Chinese temple,
a waterwheel.
a tongkang.
a junk.
a chopper of Chinese make,
broth of flour meal,
a brazier's mould,
cleaned out at gambling,
a card game,
a drill bore,
plain cooking of meat, etc:

Journal Malayan Branch [Vol. II,

Three New Races of Sciurus vittatus
By

F.

N. C H A S E N and

C.

BODEN

KLOSS

(Records of the Raffles Museum, No. 1)
On the Malay Peninsula and its islands occur two groups of
the subspecies of Sciurus vittatus, the common red-bellied squirrel
of Malaysia:—the m i n i a t u s group, distinguished by a deep rufous
tail-tip without black annulations and by richly coloured underp a r t s ; and the vittatus group in which the tip of the tail is annulated
and at most suffused with red while the underside of the body and
limbs are paler: the latter may again be divided into two local subg r o u p , one represented by peninsularis (very close to the typical
vittatus of south-west Sumatra) with richer, more ferrugineous und e r p a y s ; the other consisting of forms like subluteus with paler,
more ochraceous underparts.
S. V. miniutus occupies the greater p a r t of the Malay Peninsula
a n d is based on specimens from T r a n g in Pen insular S i a m : it
extends south without interruption a t least as far as North Juhore
on the West and probably occupies all the country north of the
Pahang River in the east. I t also occurs sporadically in the extreme south of Johore (Gunong Pulai, shores of Johore Strait and
Sedili district).
S. v. peninsularis described from the mouth of t h e Endau
River, south-east Pahang, possibly extends north to the P a h a n g
River and even beyond: it is found throughout Johore except in
the north-east and in the extreme south-east corner where, south of
the Lebam River, occurs S. v. subluteus.
The races on the islands belong in nearly every case to the
group occupying the adjacent p a r t of the mainland. Thus the
squirrels of Penang and the islands off Kelantan and Trengganu
are of the miniatus g r o u p ; those of Tioman and Tinggi islands of
peninsularis type, as is the very variable and doubtfully distinct
squirrel of Singapore which has been named singapurensis. The
animals of most of the islands off the East Johore coast are yellowbellied, like subluteus: and though these islands (Pemangil, Aor,
etc.) are geographically 'nearer the peninsularis than the subluteus
area it may be noted that these three places lie farthest to the west
as does Mapor Island in the Rhio Arohipelago where another subluteus squirrel occurs. The remaining islands of the Rhio Archipelago are inhabited 'by peninsularis forms, as is South-east Sumatra.
Broadly speaking, the minialus forms are purely continental
while the rillatus forms occur elsewhere in Malavsia except in the
Javanese province.
I n going over the villains squirrels in the Raffles Museum we
have found examples from three islands that seem as worthy of
distinction as others that have been named.
1924 | Royal Asiatic Society.
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S c i u r u s v i t t a t u s l i g h t i subsp. nov.
Like nov. miniatus Miliar, but with the rufous area of the tail
less extensive, the dark lateral stripe shorter, less black and much
grizzled with tawny.
I n the minority of speeimens the dark side stripe is almost as
intense a black as in the mainland race, but in the majority it is
overlaid with the colour of the abdomen while in some examples it
scarcely differs in colour from the back. The island animals as a
series are quite distinct from a series of the mainland S. v, miniatus.
The degradation of the black stripes by the colour of the underparts is the first step towards their disappearance and the squirrel
of P e n a n g Island exhibits the same tendencies as those inhabiting
the Redang and Perhentian Islands in the same latitude on the east
coast of the Peninsula.
Type. Adult male collected at Telok Bahang, Penang Island,
West Coast, Malay Peninsula by E. Seimund on 13th March 1911.
Field No. 4119.
Specimens examined.

Nine from the same locality.

S c i u r u s v i t t a t u s s t e l l a r i s subsp. nov.
.A race of the peninsularis sub-group of subspecies, but with
the back darker, more blackened than any others.
Type. Adult male collected at Pasir Panjang, Bintang Id.,
Rhio Archipelago by H. C. Robinson and K. Seimund on 8th J u n e
1008. No. 1736/08.
Specimens examined.

Five from the type locality.

S c i u r u s v i t t a t u s l u n a r i s subsp. nov.
Like S. v. stellaris with a dark back, but the 'underparts a
little less deeply rufous, sides of the face greyer, pale lateral stripe
creamy rather than 'buff and the tail, especially beneath, paler on
account of the lighter colour of the creamy an nidations.
Type. Adult female collected on Bulan Island, Rhio Archipelago by F . N . Chasen on 3rd April 1924. Field No. 9.
Specimens examined. Seven from the type locality.

Notes on the Fauna of Pulau Bulan, Rhio
Archipelago.
By F .

N.

CHASEN.

(Records of the Raffles M useum, No. 2)
Pulau Bulan lying to the west of Batam and separated from
that larger island by a Aery narrow strait was not included in the
mammal survey of the Rhio-Archipelago made by the Federated
J o u r n a l Malayan Branch [Vol.
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Malay States Museums department in 1908. Previous to this date
the inland seems to have been visited once only by a naturalist, viz.,
Dr. W. L. Abbott in 1907.
The results of a short
the Paffles Museum at the
be worth recording. T h e
mammals but these proved
to obtain small collections

collecting trip of ten days on behalf of
beginning of April 1924 may therefore
main object of the visit was to collect
so scarce that the opportunity was taken
of other animals.

The whole island is leased by the Netherlands India Government to a rubber company and on account of the energy shewn by
the latter in opening up the country to grow rubber and coconuts
it would be difficult to imagine a more depressring place from a
naturalist's point of view. All those parts visited were either
plantations, or covered with a secondary growth difficult to penetrate. A certain amount of timber remains on the northern slopes
of the peak but this is not large and is too isolated to afford shelter
to many animals. There is supposed to be some jungle on the
western coast but it was not found possible to visit this area in the
time available. The highest point, Bulan Peak, rises about 800 ft.
and on account of its isolation and shape forms a conspicuous
landmark.
The history of Pulau Bulan would no doubt prove of considerable interest if investigated.
Tradition holds t h a t it was a
pirates' home; and a straight channel cut through the mangrove
area from sea to sea at the northern end is supposed to have been
dug as a means of escape and is still known as " Selat Acheh."
Kmalll cannon of rough workmanship have been discovered on the
island. The opportunity has 'been taken of incorporating in these
notes, several records of specimens sent to the Museum by Mr. and
Mrs. de Burgh Thomas, who live on the island, and to whom Ave
are very much indebted for assistance.
In the following lists of mammals and birds all those species
hitherto known from the island are included, but only those obtained in the collections made in April 1924 have a number prefixed.
MAMMALS
1.

Macaca irus (Cuv.).

2
Elliot has separated the animals from Bintang and Batam as
binlangensis which lis stated to differ from the .Singapore race
(dollmani) in larger size, different cranial characters and in colour,
having the top of the head redder, the arms more thickly speckled
with yellow and the legs much paler ( " a smoke-grey instead of
iron g r e y " ) .
The limited material at our disposal compared with a female
from Singapore island tends to bear out these colour differences but
animals from Bintang and Batam can be exactly matched by speci1924] Royal Asiatic Society.
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mens from the mainland of the Malay Peninsula and we therefore
leave the specimens listed above under a binominal.
P r e s b y t e s cristata (Baffles).
Small numbers of a dark monkey seen in the mangrove, but
not collected were probably P . c. pullata Thos. and Wr., of B i n t a n g
and Batam Islands. This langur as said to be common on the
island.
[The tiger, although recorded from Bintang, has never been
known to visit Bulan, a somewhat surprising fact considering the
abundance of pigs on the island.]
Arctogalidia t r i v i r g a t a fusca Miller
A specimen collected by Dr. W.L. Abbott is recorded by Lyon
under the above name but as the animals from Bintang and B a t a m
have since been separated re-examination of the specimen is desirable.
2.

T r a g u l u s j a v a n i c u s s t a n l e y a n u s Miller

3
Quite typical examples of this race described from Batam.
[The Kijang (Muntiacus muntjak) appears to be quite unknown on Bulan and no form of the smaller mouse-deer ( T . kanchil)
has been discovered. |
3.

S u s c r i s t a t u s a n d e r s o n i Thos. & Wr.

3
Unfortunately two of the specimens are not fully adult but
they appear to answer fairly well to the description given for this
subspecies. This pig, the " babi-utan," is very plentiful.
I t seems tolerably certain that the large Sus barbatus does not
occur in Bulan.
Ratufa affinis bulana Lyon
No giant-squirrels were met with on the present occasion.
4.

S c i u r u s v i t t a t u s lunaris Chasen and Kloss

5
, 2
.
A peculiar insular race, fairly numerous and at times very
destructive in the coconut plantations.
5.

R a t t u s c o n c o l o r (Blyth)

3
Best left under a bin, minal title until compared with topotypical material from Burma and Sumatra. Taken in the grass.
near an empty house.
6.

R a t t u s rattus diardi ( J e n t . )
3
Found side by side with the next form.
J o u r n a l Malayan Branch [Vol. I I ,
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8
,6
These specimens are probably best referred to rhionis, described
from Bintang and also found on Batam (the neighbouring island
. of Bulan) and Sauh Island. The}' are very dark above a n d differ
markedly from the grey-bellied diardi and from the usually lighter,
white-bellied form of " country-rat."
C y n o p t e r u s b r a c h y o t i s (Muller)
Emballonura monticola monticola Temm.
C h e i r o m e l e s t o r q u a t u s Horsf.
Not uncommon, but not obtained.
S c o t o p h i l u s c a s t a n e u s (Horsf.)

8.

2 ,1
N o t previously recorded from the Rhio-Arehipelago. With the
exception of the last-anentdoned species no bats were seen.on the
wing. The specimens lifted were obtained from a cluster of bats
found resting, during the day, on the underside of the leaf of a
coconut-palm.
M a n i s j a v a n i c a Desm.
Obtained by Dr. Abbott.
BIRDS.
The birds are of no particular interest being mostly representative of the common lowland fauna of the Malay Peninsula and
Sumatra..
The common birds of the island were very strung numerically:
pigeons and sunbirds were particularly plentiful.
The specimen of Treron fulvicollis is perhaps worthy of note,
as this species and Ptilinopus jambu seem to be the least common
of the local small pigeons. Leptocoma brasiliana was the common
sunbird in some parts of the island. The Java sparrow (Munia
oryzivora) seems to have established itself fairly well but the only
bird shot showed unmistakeable signs of having been kept in
captivity.
Turmix pugnax Temm.
1. Treron f. fulvicollis (Wagl.)
2. *Treron v. vernans ( L i n n . )
3. Treron olax ( L i n n . )
4. Dueula a. aenea ( L i n n . )
5. Streptopelia clhinensjs tigrina ( T e m m . and K n i p )
6.

Chalcophaps i. indica ( L i n n . )
Butorides striatus subsp.
Haliaetus leucogaster (Gmel.)
Haliastur indus intermedins Gurney.

1924] Royal Asiatic Society.
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Halcyon chloris subsp. cyanescens (Oberh.) ?
Anthraeoceros coronatus convexus (Temm.)
Caprimulgus macrourus bimaculatus Peale
Hemiproene longipennis harterti Stresem.
Mieropus affinis subfurcatus (Blyth)
Cacomantis sp.
Centropus bengalensis javanensis (Dumont)
Dinopium javanense (Ljung)
7. Dicaeum t. trigonostigma (Scop.)
Chalcostetha c. calcostetha (Jard.)
8. Aethopyga s. siparaja (Baffles)
9. Leptoeoma b. brasiliana (Gmel.)
Leptoeoma jugularis ornata (Less.)
10. Anthreptes m. malaccensis (Scop.)
11. *Hirundo j . javanica (Sparrm.)
Anthus richardi malayensis Eyton
12. Munia oryzivora (Linn.)
13. *Munia atricapilla ( Vieill)
14. Gracula j . javana (Cuv.)
15. *Aplonis panayensis strigata (Horsf.)
16. Orthotomus sepium cineraceus Blyth.
17. Orthotomus atrigularis Temm.
18. Dissemurus paradiseus platurus (Vieill.)
19. *.Rhipidura j . javanica (Sparrm.)
Pycnonotus goiaver analis (Horsf.)
20. Copsychus saularis musicus (Raffles)
21. Pycnonotus p. plumosus Blyth.
22. Chloropsis virirlis zosterops Vig.
23. Mixornis rubricapilla Pileata (Blyth)
The nests and eggs (or nestlings) of those species (marked with
an asterisk were seen or obtained. The birds of the above list
were, with few exceptions, common.

The Malaysian Members of the Genus Fregata
By F. N. CHASEN and

C. BODEN KLOSS

(Records of the Raffles Museum No. 3)

When Ogilvie-Grant dealt with the frigate-birds in 1898 (Cat.
Birds. Brit. Mus. XXVI., pp. 442-449) he recognised but two
species, a large and a small cue, Fregata aquila (Linn.), and F .
ariel (Gould); but Mathews has since shown (Austral Avian
Journal Malayan Branch [Vol. I I ,
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Record, II, pt. 6, 1914) that other species also exist and has furthermore described several new sub-species. Re-examination of all
specimens, especially those obtained prior to the publication of Mr.
Mathews' paper, is therefore desirable and we are indebted to Dr.
E. Mjoberg of Sarawak and Dr. K. W. Damnnermann of Buitenzorg
for the opportunity of examining the frigate-birds in the collections
under their charge.
Accepting the correction given by Rothschild (Nov. Zool.
XXII, p. 145, 1915) as to the provenance of F. minor (Gmel.),
we find that the following forms have to he included in the
Malaysian avifauna :—
F. aquila (Linn.)
F. andrewsi Math.
F. minor minor (Gmelin)
F. minor aldabrensis Math.
F . arid ariel (Gould)
Adapting the keys given by Rothschild (loc. cit. p. 146) we have
for the Malaysian forms:—
Adult males.
Large white patch on sides of abdomen
No white patch on sides of abdomen
2. Wings black
Wings with brown band
3. Abdomen and vent black
Abdomen and vent white
4. Smaller, wing 530-550 mm.
Larger, wing 580-600 mm.
Adult females.
Entirely dark below
1 Breast white
With distinct nuchal band
Abdomen dark
Abdomen white
Back pale brown
3. Back metallic

F. a. ariel
2.
F. aquila
3.

4.
F. andrewsi
F. m. minor
F . m. aldabrensis.
F.
2.
F.
3.
F.
F.
F.

aquila
a. ariel
andrewsi
m. minor
m. aldabrensis

Large species.
1. F. aquila (Linn.).
The skin of an adult
from "Malacca" (coll. W. Davison)
formerly in the Hume collection and now in the British Museum
(Cat. Birds XXVI., p. 447) is considered by Rothschild (loc. cit.)
to be indistinguishable from Ascension Island males and therefore
F. aquila. He suggests lit is a stray bird blown from its course or
possibly a mistake in labelling has occurred. Robinson and Kloss
(Journ. Nat. Hist. Soc. Siam, V., No. 1, p. 85 1921) state that
1924 Royal Asiatic Society.
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this specimen is obviously the bird from Pulau Nongsa in Singapore
Straits described by Hume (Stray Feathers, IX, p.119) under the
name F . minor (Gm.), but it must be; pointed out that Hume's
description of this specimen, which was actually obtained by
Kelham, is not that of an adult
F. aquila, but seems to be referable to an immature F . a. ariel which, as far as our limited material
shows, is the species most likely to occur in the Singapore Straits.
2. F. andrewsi Math.
Specimens examined:—Christmas Island (Indian Ocean) 7;
Buntal, Sarawak 1; Santubong, Sarawak, 1.
Wings,
638, 646, 647, 660.
Culmen,
110,
131, 132, 132, 134; imm. sex? 128, 129.
Not hitherto recorded from elsewhere than the type locality, i.e.,
Christmas Island.
Small species.
2. F. ariel ariel (Gould) fide Rothschild
(? F . ariel tunnyi Mathews)
Specimens examined:—Pulau Tioman, E. coast Johore 1;
Londong Kai Pt., Johore 1; Horsburgh Lighthouse, 33 miles E.
Singapore 3 : Edam, Bay of Batavia 2 ; Rembang, E. Java 3 ;
Sijinkal, Sarawak 1; (Buru, Moluccas 4.)
Wings,
508, 512, 519, 524, 529., 530, 535, 539, 550, 554.
526, 526, 555, 578 ( !).
Culmen.
81, 82, 84, 85, 85, 86, 87, 87, 87, 89, 90.
89, '89, 94, 95.
F. a. ariel is probably the frigate-bird occurring most commonly on the coasts of the Malay Peninsula.
4.

F. minor minor (Gm.) fide Rothschild
(F. minor listen Mathews)
Specimens examined:—Christmas Inland 2.
Wings,
551, 565.
Culmen,
92.
This bird can be readily distinguished from F. a. ariel by its
large beak, particularly the breadth at the base.
5. F. minor aldabrensis Math.
The skin of an adult
in the Sarawak Museum, obtained at
Buntal in Sarawak in 1899, must be attributed to this sub-species.
The thtoat and foreneck are distinctly greyish white, the rest of the
head and nedk blackish. Breast white, aibdomen, vent and under
tail coverts black. Back very dark brown with a metallic sheen.
A conspicuous pale brown wing bar.
Two other specimens from the Buitenzorg collection are also
referable to this form. The backs are so dark that they might
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almost be described as glossy black. The wing bars are a shade
darker than in the Sarawak bird. In one specimen the throat is
perhaps rather too dark to be described as " greyish white." These
three skins fall readily into aldabrensis if Rothschild's key is used.
The metallic blackish back immediately separates them from F . m.
minor which is stated to have this region "paler brown" than
" black brown " and which is the form one would expect to occur
in Malaysian waters.
Specimens examined:—Bimtai, Sarawak, 1; (Leksoela, Buru,
Moluccas 2.)
Wings,
Culmen,

562, 575, 588.
109, 115, 120.

This form was supposed to inhabit the Western Indian Ocean
only. If good and if our determinations are correct it wanders far
into the range of an allied subspecies.

Some Birds of Christmas Island (Indian Ocean).
By F. N. CHASEN and C. BODEN KLOSS

(Records of the Raffles Museum. No. 4)

A small collection of zoological specimens was made on Christmas Island in October and November 1923 by two Dayak collectors
of the Raffles Museum and Federated Malay States Museums
Department who spent about a month on the island. As there are
several species to record as new to the locality we have written this
note.
-Seven birds have been described as indigenous to Christmas
Island; Tardus erythropleurus and Carpophaga whartoni by Sharpe
in 1877, and Zosterops natalis, Collocalia natalis, Chalcophaps
natalis, Urospizias [Astur] natalis and Ninox natalis by Lister in
1888. The recently made collections show that all these species
persist to the present day though the last two are each represented
by a single specimen only.
Carpophaga whartoni, Turdus erythropleurus and Zosterops
natalis have been introduced into Cocos-Keeling atoll (" Coral and
Atolls", Wood Jones, 1910) but information as to their present
status is (lacking. The pigeon has possibly died out.
To the list of 31 birds given in the Monograph of Christmas
Island (Andrews, 1900) must be added the following species in the
Raffles Museum collection taken in 1904 by Hanitsch:—
Glottis nebularius (Gunn.)
Nettion gibberifrons (S. Mull)
Aethiopsar grandis javanicus (Cab.)
1924] Royal Asiatic Society.
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and vet four other species obtained during the visit of last year:—
Butorides striata amurensis (Sehrenck)
Gracula j . javana (Cuv.)
Munia oryzivora (Linn.)
Anthus richardi malayensis Eyton
For the sake of completeness a few measurements of specimens
taken in 1904 have been added to the list below.
1.

Eucula whartoni (Sharpe)
Wings
270, 270, 271, 271, 274; 9 265.
Irides very rich yellow, beak slaty black, feet dull red, (from
a pair brought alive to Singapore). All the specimens are
strongly washed with vinous below.

2.

Chalcophaps indica natalis Lister
Wings,
143, 145; 9 136, 137.
9 "Prides brown", 9 " irides brown and legs r e d " (coll.
Raffles Mus., R. Hanitsch, 1904). lister's original statement
that natalis has a stouter bill than indica is confirmed by a
series of ten (
) indica from Sarawak and the Malay
Peninsula in the Waffles Museum.

3.

Anous stolidus pileatus (Scop.)
Wings, 4 276 imm., 281 subad.;

270, 282, 282.

4.

Glareola maldivarum Forst.

5.

Charadrius leschenaulti Less.

6.

Demiegretta s. sacra (Gm.).

7.

Butorides s t r i a t a amurensis (Sehrenck),
Wing,
subad. 203.
The crown streaked with pale buff and the back washed with
brown.
The specimen of this large-winged northern form is perhaps
the most interesting addition to the Christmas Island list.

8.

Fregata andrewsi Math.,
ride p. 64.

9.

Sula leucogaster plotus (Forst.)
Sula sula ( L i n n . ) , Ogilvie Grant. Cat. B. Brit. Mus., XXVI,
p. 447 (1898).
Sula leucogaster (Bodd.), Mathews, A Manual of the Birds
of Australia, Vol. 1, P. 72 (1921).
Wings,
400; 396,
419 (Coll. 1904)
These rather large birds should no doubt be placed with plotus
("near New Caledonia").
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10.

Sula sula rubripes Gould
Sula piscator (Linn.), Ogilvie Grant, Cat. Brit. Mus., XXVI,
p. 432 (1898).
Piscatrir sula (Linn.), Mathews, A Manual of the Birds of
Australia, Vol. I, p. 74 (1921).
Wings
389, 9 392, imm.
377, hum. sex? 384 (other
specimens moulting).
These birds are referred to rubripes Gould, purely for geographical reasons. None of the birds in brown plumage in the
Raffles Museum have the serrated tomia of the older white
birds.

11.

Phaethon rubricauda westralis (Mathews)
Wings,
337, 9 334, 335.
Culmen, 65, 64.5, 61.
Showing the small bill attributed to westralis but perilously
near to typical rubricauda (Mauritius) in wing-range.

12.

Phaethon lepturus fulvus Brandt.
Wings,

271, 274, 295, 9 280, 282., 300, sex? 283.

Grant gives 32 .inches for the total length but one
exceeds this by 2.25 inches.
13.

collected

Astur natalis (lister)
One example only.

14.

Ninox natalis Lister
One example only.

15.

Collocalia neglecta natalis Lister
Wings, sex? 97; 9 97.5, 103.5 (1904)
An dnsularTace of C. neglecta, G. R. Gray (Timor)

16.

Turdus javanicus erythropleurus Sharpe
Wings,
108, 111, 113, 114, 116, 119, 9 112, sex? 114.
It seems to us that this thrush may well be regarded as a trace
of T. javanicus Horsfield.

17.

Gracula j . javana (Cuv.)
Wing, 9 189.
A large bird, but apparently of the typical form and not
approaching any of the races described from the islands off
the west coast of Sumatra. Obviously introduced as a cage
bird.

18.

Munia oryzivora (Linn.)
An immature
. Obviously introduced as a cage bird.

1924] Royal Asiatic Society.
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19.

Anthus richardi malayensis Eyton
Whig,
86.

20.

Zosterops natalis lister
Wings,
62, 9 59, 60, 61 (1923).
59, 60, 60,
57.5, 59, 59, 60, 6ft, 61, 61. (1904).
The specimens collected by Hanitsch in 1904 answer much
better to Lister's original description than do those taken in
1923 which are much whiter below with only the faintest of
buff wash on the flanks. Possibly they are young birds.,
Neither of the coloured figures given of this species are good
although that in " A Mon graph of Christmas Island " (1900)
Pl. VI is a great improvement on pl. XXVII, P. Z. S. 1888.

Bird Notes.
By P. X.

CHASEN.

(Records of the Raffles Museum, No. 5.)

(A)

On the occurrence of certain alien birds in Singapore.

A steady stream of live birds from the islands of the " Malay "
Archipelago, India, China and Australia finds its way into the birdshops of the Singapore bazaars. The greater proportion of this influx consists of doves, parrots and weaver-finches (Munia) but
occasionally species more interesting to the local ornithologist are to
be found.
Accidental escapes, coupled with the action of certain sections
of Asiatics who deliberately liberate cage-birds owing to a religious
belief, are responsible for the addition of several birds to the list
of those known from the Malay Peninsula. Thus Turdus naumanni
Temm. recorded by Hume ("Stray Feathers" V I I I , p. 156, 1879)
seems doubtful and with this can be bracketed Kelham's record of
T. ruficollis Pall. (Journ. Str. Br. R. A. S. No. 11, p. 9, 1883).
Neither of these birds are otherwise known from the Malay Peninsula or Archipelago.
That Hume appreciated the possibility of certain introduced
species becoming established in Singapore is evident from his note
regarding Estrelda (Amandava) amandava (L.) and A. a. flavidiventris Wallace:—" We procured specimens of both these species
in a thoroughly wild state on Singapore Island, but, as in the case
of Oryzirora leucotis, they appear to occur nowhere else in the
Peninsula, and plentiful as they may now be, in a wild state on
that Island, we believe that all three species have been introduced
there." (loc. cit. supra, IX, p. 118, 1880).
It is doubtful whether these words would have been written
on the strength of one or two specimens obtained locally and it
seems reasonable to conclude that about 1880 these two munias
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were well established. Neither form, however, is now found in
Singapore, except in the bird shops, but several cases analogous to
that of Amandava can be cited.
Mr. C. J. Wilson has recently recorded (The Singapore
Naturalist," No. 4, p. 86, 1924) the presence of Molpastes a. auri(jaster (Vieill.) of Sumatra and Java, in the Government House
Domain, Singapore, and to this record the writer can add a new
locality on the island (Sepoy Lines, Dec. 1923). In the field the
Conspicuously light rump and larger size distinguish aurigaster
from the common Pycnonotus goiaver (mails (Horsf.).
Otocompsa jocosa erythrotis (Bp.) [Otocompsa emeria auctt.]
of Burma, the northern part of the Malay Peninsula, Sumatra and
Java has likewise turned up in Singapore several times during the
last three years and although at one time birds could usually be seen
in one particular part of the island, the species is so commonly imported as a cage bird that no importance must be attached to the
occurrences.
Mania oryzirora (L.) is now one of the commonest birds in
Singapore. It is found in most parts of the island, has spread to
the neighbouring islets and also occurs in the Rhio Archipelago
where (Pulau Bulan), a specimen was shot from a flock in April
1924 and bore unmistakeable signs of having been in captivity.
In July 1920 an immature
example of Graculipica melanoptera tricolor (Horsf.) of East Java was obtained at Katong in
Singapore. The fact that the collector, Mr. P. de Fontaine, stated
that he killed the specimen from a flock of similar birds makes an
otherwise worthless occurrence worthy of record.
Here it may be remarked that the two specimens on which the
Singapore records of Sturnia m. malaharica (Gmel.) and S. m.
nemoricola Jerd. are founded (vide Hanitsch, Annual Report on the
Raffles Lib. and Mus. 1902, p. 7, et Robinson, A Handlist of the
Birds of the Malay Peninsula, p. 18, 1910) have been wrongly
identified and prove on examination to be immature examples of
Sturnia turdiformes (Wagl.) [S. sinensis auctt.]
Of considerably more importance than any of the above records is the discovery of Uroloncha leucogastroides (Horsf. and
Moore) in Singapore. This species, hitherto only known from
Sumatra and Java, but very closely allied to, if not a race of, Uroloncha leucogaster (Blyth) of the Malay Peninsula and Sumatra,
is now found in Singapore in small flocks consisting of six or more
birds. In M. leucogastroides the line of demarcation between the
black throat and white breast is straight; in leucogastra it is wedgeshaped. Within the last two years they have been seen in the
gardens of Fort Canning, in the Cathedral grounds, the Botanic
Gardens, the Museum compound and at various places in the Tanglin district. Specimens in the Raffles Museum were obtained in the
Botanic Gardens in March 1923. A bird in immature plumage
was obtained in November of the same year and several nests brought
1924] Royal Asiatic Society.
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in from Bukit Timah are believed to be of the same species. It
will be interesting to see whether this bird succeeds in maintaining
its hold on the newly acquired territory. Like Amandara it may
disappear.
(B)

Delichon urbica dasypus (Bp.) in the Malay Peninsula.

A specimen of this martin which breeds in Japan and has been
recorded as a migrant from Borneo and from a lighthouse in the
middle of the Straits of Malacca (Journ. F. M. S. Mus. Vol. X p
253, 1922), was obtained near the summit of Gunong Angsi in
Negri Sembilan (2000') on 29th November 1923. This species hasnot hitherto been recorded from the mainland of the Malay Peninsula. Measurements (in the flesh):—L. 126, W. 106, Tail 42,
Beak from gape 14, Tarsus 11.
(C) T h e local s t a t u s of Oceanodroma m. monorhis (Swinhoe).
No less than nine specimens of this petrel have been examined
from the Horsburgh Lighthouse (33 miles cast of Singapore
Island), since the publication of the short note in a previous number of this Journal ( Vol. 1. p. 255, 1923). Three obtained on 10th
May 1923 were brought to Singapore alive and another six which
struck the light at the beginning of May 1924 were formolized by
the Malay lighthouse keeper. Another skin, in bad condition and
without a label, has been found among some duplicates in the
Raffles Museum. There is reason to believe that it was obtained in
the Straits of Malacca, somewhere between Penang and Singapore,
a good many years ago.
The table below includes all the specimens of this petrel in the
Museum collection.

Beak
from
gape

Culmen

Middle
toe and
nail

Tarsus

Tail from
base of
featheis

Wing

Length

Sex

The first primary may be equal to or considerably shorter than
the third.

Locality.

Horsburgh Lighthouse,.
May 1923
May 1924
Locality ?
Horsburgh Lighthouse,.
May 1924
May 1923
May 1924

Oct. 1921
May 1923
near S'pore, May 1913
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The Forms of Criniger gularis and C. gutteralis.
By C.

BODEN-KLOSS.

(Records of the Raffles Museum, No. 6.)

The white-throated bulbuls of the genus Criniger inhabiting
Malaysia and Indo-China seem to fall into two species:—gularis
Horsf. and gutteralis Bp.
T tentatively arrange them as follows (the distribution given
is not in all cases complete) :—

C.
,,
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
,,

Species 1. Criniger gularis (Horsf.)
Subspecies:—
West Java
gularis gularis, (Horsf.)
East Java and Bali
„
balicus, Stresemann
Tonkin and Armani, N. Siam
„
henriei, Oust.
Hainan
,,
pallida, Swinh.
Yunnan; ? X. E. Shan States
„
grand is, Baker
Assam to Gharwal
„
fiaveolus, (Gould)
X. Pegu to Rangoon
„
griseiceps, Hume
Karennee to Mt. Muleyit
„
burmanicus, Oates
„
tephrogenys, (J. & S.) Malay Peninsula, Sumatra (lowlands)
„
sumatranus, W. Rams. Sumatra (mountains)
Palawan, Balabac, Calamaines
,,
frater, Sharpe
Islands

Species 2. Criniger gutturalis (Bp.)
Subspecies:—
Central and North Malay PeninC. gutturalis oehraeens, Moore
sula, N. and N. E. Siam,
Cambodia, Cochin China,
Tenasserim north to Moulmein
South Malay Peninsula (i.e.
,,
„
saceulatus, Robinson
Malay States)
Borneo (lowland & submontane)
.,,
,,
gutturalis (Bp.)
Borneo (mountains).
.,,
„
ruficrissus, Sharpe
I have not seen pallida, grandis, griseiceps and frater.
On this arrangement only in the Malay Peninsula and in
Indo-China are both species yet known to be represented.

1924] Royal Asiatic Society.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Chinese Divining Blocks and the " Pat Kwa " or eightsided diagram with text figures.
Divining blocks are generally made of a bamboo root split in
two, each piece resembling a large kidney in shape, one side convex,
the other flat. In size they are about 5" long and 3½" wide, and a
pair will be found in every temple. They are placed on the altar
where they are supposed to be imbued with the power of the deity.
(Fig. I).
Having offered up a prayer, and made due obeisance the (male
or female) worshipper lights a handful of joss sticks which are
placed in the censer on the altar; then taking a divining block in
each hand the worshipper passes them through the smoke of the
incense. Standing close to the altar, the worshipper asks his question and then throws both the blocks in the air. Their position
on the ground will determine the answer. Questions should be
put in such a manner as to obtain a definite answer, ' Yes' or
' No '
Both blocks falling convex side up is known as " Yin "
;
both falling flat side up is known as " Yang "
Both of these
positions denote a negative answer. The affirmative is denoted
by the Yin and Yang, that is one concave side up and one flat side
up:—Yin and Yang denote the male and female element in nature,
the perfect combination.
The mystic diagram Yin and Yang is very commonly used in
art. It is often seen in the centre of the Pat Kwa
or the
eight sided diagram. (Fig. I I ) . The " P a t K w a " is very common outside houses over doors or windows (Fig. I I ) .
It is
looked on as a potent charm against evil. It is to be found on
the geomancer's compass and in all forms of witchcraft. It is
embroidered on the robes of priests. Children wear it as a charm
wrought in silver or gold, or printed on paper or cloth. Legends
state that the Pat Kwa was revealed to Full Hi in B. C. 2850 on
the back of a tortoise and it is supposed by some to be the origin
of writing and mathematics. Throughout the ages it has been
looked on by the wise men of China as the outcome of profoundest
thought, and thus it has given the geomaneers ample means to
derive wise conclusions as to the selection of sites for houses,
temples and graves.
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On the compass the " Pat Kwa " is shown as follows.

Fig. 1
Divining Blocks.

Fig 2
The " Pat K w a " as usually seen over house doors.

The " P a t K w a " is divided into eight sections, each section
containing three lines so arranged that no two sections are the
same. The basis of these lines are Yin and Yang, the negative
and positive sides of life. Yang is denoted by a single line—,
, and literally means ' the sun, heaven, light, vigour, the male.'
Yin is denoted by a divided straight line — —,
, and mean s
'the moon, the earthy darkness, the female.' These two lines in
various positions, in groups of three, make up the " Pat Kwa,"
the centre of which is the Yin and Yang symbol (Fig. I I and Fig.
I I I ) . The Pat Kwa also answers to the eight points of the compass
which was invented by the Chinese, and again it refers to the four
seasons of the year.

1. Kin
2. Kwan
3. Chan
4.

Sun

5.
6.
7.
8.

Ham
Lei
Kan
Tui

(5) South, corresponds to strength, a father.
(1) North, corresponds to peace, Mother Earth.
(2) North East, indicates motion, the East, the
origin of knowledge.
(6) South West, indicates penetration, the eldest
daughter.
(7) West, signifies danger, the west, the moon.
(3) East, signifies brightness, tortoises.
(8) North West, means perverse, gates.
(4) South East, means pleasure, the tongue, a concubine.
W. G. STIRLING.

1924] Royal Asiatic Society.
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Fire-Walking at Ampang, Selangor.
Half a mile beyond the village of Ampang in the midst of
mining fields, six miles from Kuala L u m p u r is a small Chinese
temple in nowise remarkable. Here, on the ninth day of the ninth
moon by the lunar Chinese calendar, which corresponded to the
18th October 1923 in the J u l i a n , a curious ceremony is annually
held. 1 had lived in Kuala L u m p u r eighteen years and never seen
it. T had always meant to go but whenever I thought of it the ninth
moon had been far ahead or only recently passed. All who take
part and nearly all who look on are Chinese coolies, Hokkiens who
come from Fukien Province in Southern China. Some weeks previously large attap sheds are constructed around and in front of the
temple, and stalls spring up everywhere for the sale of food, drink,
handles, crackers, joss-sticks and other aids to devotion.
Those taking part are secluded for some weeks in the temple
precincts there undergoing a course of prayers and preparation.
A vegetarian diet is absolutely necessary.
On the morning of the ninth day of the ninth moon at eleven
o'clock the square before the temple was already inconveniently full,
the greater part of it being taken up by an empty roped-in circle.
To the north-west there was a pile of ashes five feet high where
firing of crackers had taken place continuously for days previously
to drive away evil spirits from the narrow entrance. I n front of
the temple facing west was a large temporary shrine bright with
candles, flowers in vases, burning joss-sticks, and gilt images.
Opposite on the other side of the ring were two pavilions, one
crowded with women and children, the other rilled with Chinese
musicians who played a music that has no harmony but which, I
am assured, is delightful to Chinese ears and has a technique as
intricate as ours. On the south side of the shrine but within the
ring there was a large mast painted red with a green faded bamboo
hanging across it like a spar. This was lowered, the leaves touched
with fire and sprinkled with water, and again hoisted up. In the
midst of the ring, which was some fifty or sixty feet in diameter,
was a pile of charcoal, which was gradually increased till it was
about twelve feet long and eighteen inches high. Large squares of
paper printed with gold and red devices were thrown on to it till
the charcoal was covered. A middle-aged hierophant dressed in
black sprinkled the pyre with a few drops of liquid (apparently
water) using as aspergillum a small twig with several dark green
leaves. H e shook in his left hand a bell and a dagger whilst doing
this, and muttered invocations. The pyre was then lit on the
southern side. Various assistants then threw on more paper and
scattered paper money stirring the mass with poles, and fanning
it with pieces of matting till the charcoal began to glow. As soon
as the paper was nearly consumed more would be thrown on, till at
last the whole pile was covered with white ashes, and sent out a
great glow so that the figures on the other side of the ring appeared
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to shimmer in the heat. By this time the crowd was densely
packed, the branch s of the trees that shade the temple were covered
with people, and looking behind me, 1 could see, above the background of booths, a high bank of spoil from a neighbouring mine
blazing in the sun and crowded with hundreds of spectators and
dozens of paper umbrellas. But those who had umbrellas in the
square were made to lower them by the grey-moustached master of
ceremonies and his assistants, who all wore yellow threads, as did
some of the crowd.
The candidates for the ordeal had gradually trickled through
the throng round the shrine, dressed in white coats and white
pants, mostly bare legged and all bare footed, with white handkerchiefs round their heads. They all carried something which
looked like a rolled-up Hag and all also had small bundles tied
up in yellow cloth.
An empty sedan chair flag-decorated and
gilded was carried around by some of them on their shoulders
swinging from side to side: this we were told contained the god,
Kow Wong Yeh by name, that is Respected Ninth King, but it
seemed to be quite empty.
Then two stands were similarly carried round, each supporting
two Chinese girls gorgeously apparelled standing on pedestals.
Then a fanatic, naked to the waist, with an axe in one hand and a
dagger in the other, leaped and shouted and cut himself on the
hack, long scratches which bled but not profusely. He refreshed
himself every few steps with tea from the spout of a tea-pot hold
by a friend.
At last noon struck and the way into the ring was cleared
with much shouting on the north-west side. Two men appeared
carrying spears, with black banners decorated in red with the
eight-sided sign of the Pa-kwa, which symbol in Chinese thought
expresses Heaven and Earth, wind and thunder, fire and water,
the sexes, " the elements of all metaphysical knowledge" and
much else. With these they barred the passage, whilst the music
played, cymbals crashed and a great drum boomed from near the
red-painted mast. The hierophant again appeared with bell and
dagger. With the latter, he traced in the earth on the north-west
and south-east sides of the pyre what apparently was a double Greek
cross. A great silence fell, one could almost hear the pigs grunting
in the squatters' gardens near by. Ubi Seres ibi sus. The sun,
the crowd, the fire, made the heat almost unbearable and sweat
poured down the circle of expectant faces. Suddenly handfuls of
paddy (husked rice) were thrown on to the glowing heap. A
great crackling arose, dense smoke, and here and there a little yellow
flame. One after the other the candidates ran across from northwest to south-east. Most took four steps, that is two with each foot,
but some cleared it in three. The sedan chair and the two stands,
the latter no longer supporting the girls, and two large red polygonal objects were carried over at a slower pace. As the last candidate passed the rope barrier was lowered. I walked up to the heap
of charcoal; it was still very hot. There were about one hundred
1924] Royal Asiatic Society.
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candidates, none seemed burnt or in any way hurt; some walked
away at once in the departing crowd.
We spoke to the ring-master. He was evidently very pleased
that everything had gone off well and, beaming, told us that all was
over, that each man who had walked through the fire would be well
for the next year, and that no woman was allowed to compete.
DAVID FREEMAN.

The Gypsies of Sarawak. (Punans.)
To find these interesting and delightful people you must
desert the highways and even byeways of Sarawak and delve into
the heart of jungle land, the haunt of the bear and barking deer,
the wild cat and argus pheasant; you must travel up and down many
little streams, the beginning perhaps of mighty rivers, whilst
overhead you may hear the sound of the great Hornbill
as he flies from his feeding ground back to the giant trees that
serve for his home. All the time you will have the feeling that
unseen eyes are watching you and so .indeed they may be—for
Punans are timid people and greatly fear the roving Sea Dyak and
it is said they have the art of camouflage in its most perfect form.
From behind trees motionless people will watch your progress and
later will astonish you, in their encampment, by informing you
that they saw you pass such and such a place the same morning
whilst you yourself and your followers have seen nothing. My
guide, on the occasion I have in mind, wras a Klabit who was a
friend of many Punans and he said that they knew his voice and
were not afraid of him. We had walked a whole day on the chance
of meeting some of these people, and had indeed passed many of
their former camping places discernible by the old sago trees that
had been worked over the small streams, and occasionally by a
rotting leaf shelter that had once been their home for a time. We
made our camp and spent a night on one of these small mountain
streams and the next morning discovered that the unseen eye had
examined us at night and timidly passed on, for there on the
sandlike banks of the stream were the newly made footprints of
a man. My Klabit friend sent up his rallying call but no response
was forthcoming. We walked on up and over the sources of small
streams and down the source of the streams the other side, not
once but many times, and towards evening my Klabit friend
suddenly said " I believe there are Punans near here." He darted
through a side track into the jungle and soon called for me to come
along. There perhaps 25 yards from the stream were five mushroom like shelters about 10 yards from each other, the home of
the gypsy. The headman, a kindly looking man of startling whiteness who wore a small beard, came down and led me to his house
which would barely hold three people. It was built about 15 feet
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from the ground and of very light material and about 5 feet across.
He told me in simple language that the white man had given his
people life and so they were delighted to receive a white man in
their home. Our medium of conversation was Klabit with which
we both had a nodding acquaintance.
Slowly the other members of his encampment lost their
shyness and the women and children came round and stood either
on the stairs, which was an ordinary pole, or round about below.
The women were wearing small slit skirts of red material
given them by Kayans and like the men were of a peculiar
white colouring. The men were stockily built and are great
hunters as they depend entirely on their blowpipes with their
poisoned darts for their existence. The women make sago from
the wild trees and collect jungle fruits, whilst the men go hunting;
and should there be a scarcity of game, dry sago is the only food
they rely on. There seemed to be no old people and this I have
found with other Punans and Ukits. Chest troubles seem to be
the enemy that takes them to other hunting grounds and I should
say they are fast dying out as a race. The Klabit say that until
quite recently when their chief came into this district the Punans
wore no clothing i.e. about 40 years ago.
The women wear fibre rings as leg supports, the same as men
in other tribes, and often accompany their men folk on their hunts.
They seem to have no set ideas about religion but believe big trees,
large stones, rivers and mountains are possessed of spirits. There
are also certain pigs that are said to have a spirit. They have a
few charms, amongst which is a certain wood that attracts game to
be blowpiped. When anyone dies they simply move on, leaving
him or her in the shelter where they lie.
The Muruts say that the first Punans were two Muruts who
were too lazy to work in the sun or the padi fields and ran away
into the jungle. The leader told me that his people had roamed
in this same district between two large rivers for many years,
certainly ever since his grandfather's time. They move as the
wild sago gets worked out, seeking fresh hunting lances.
A people of the jungle living very much like animals, hunting
and with the fear of the hunted in their hearts. One leaves
their primitive encampment with the thought that here is a link
with man's origin, but realizing what tremendous progress man has
made since our forefathers too lived the life of the hunter, and with
pity in one's heart for these simple people who are slowly, like the
wild beast, being exterminated by the ravages of man and disease.
In Sarawak, these people may be found between the Apoh and
Tutoh, in the Ulu Rejang, in the Bintillu District, and in the
jungle near Bukit Batu by way of the Mujong, amongst other
places. In the main their language I believe is the same. T have
had opportunity of comparing two only of these districts and they
are almost identical.
E.
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Some Land-Dayak Words.
Collected at Tabekang, in the Sadong district of Sarawak.
Aba
Adug
Aduh
Aji
Aku
Ama
Ami
Amu
Amu
Ana
Andu
Anga'
Angking
Ani
Anug
Anyan
Apui
Ttuh
Awa
Ba'a
Badur
Bahas
Batan
Batuh
Bauh
Bayu
Bebi
Bedapud
Bedinga
Be'ek
Belangi
Bengam
Beras
Bibih
Bisah
Bisaw
Bina
Bubong
Bubur
Bukun
Bukor
Buntan
Buran
Buru
Butuh
Buus

do not, let not.
chest.
is, are, has, have.
I, me.
mat.
we, us.
you.
long (of distance).
child.
day.
thirsty.
finger.
which, what.
fine, delicate.
steps, ladder.
fire.
end, extremity.
liver, seat of emotions.
head.
dry.
big, large.
throw away.
stone, rock.
new.
not vet.
cold:
to meet.
can, could, able.
bad, wicked.
to dance.
deaf.
rice.

lip.
wet.
satisfied.
very, exceedingly.
hill.
mouth.
it is not, there is not, no.
knife, chopper.
coconut.
moon.
hair, feathers.
eye.
sleep.
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Da'ih
Dari
Darud
Datu
Dawan
Dawur
Dayong
Dayur
Dembar
Desepa
Dingan
Dudut
Duhdeni
Du'uh

forehead.
male.
mountain.
high.
to dry in the sun.
leaf. "
female.
land, shore.
old (of things), long (of time).
outside.
companion.
soft.
where.
two.

Ega
Endi
finggam
Entayan
Enta'uh
Entian

refuse, will not.
one.
forearm.
footpath of logs, small bridge.
right hand side.
remember.

Gaga
Gamor
Gapi
Gelang
Genan
Gentu
Genus
Gera
Geru

beard.
bathe.
whither.
wristlet.
name.
strong, energy.
moustache.
coarse, rough.
upper arm.

Hong

much, many.

Ichuk
Iju
Ijur
Tnia
Ira
Irau
Iti
Iuh

small, little.
seven.
just now, a short time ago.
man, mankind.
wish, desire, want, like.
leaf ' atap.'
this.
yes.

Jagu
Jaju
Jamu
Jarat
Jepeh
Jepuh
Jeteh
Jukut

morning.
behind.
short skirt worn by women.
walk, proceed.
soft.
teeth.
tongue.
overgrown, entangled.
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Kabus
Kadohma
Kai
Kamut
Kasung
Kawi
Kayu
Keduk
Keja
Kena'
Keping
Kebai
Kimpang
Kinya
Kiran
Koko
Kokot
Kongo
Kopar
Kreja
Kreshik
Kudu
Kumani
Kumpuan
Kunuh kunuh

dead.
soon.
no, not.
mistake.
dog.
shoulder.
wood, things.
short.
foot.
correct.
ear.
do, make.
lame.
youth.
arrange, set in order.
neck.
burnt.
throat.
thick.
work.
gravel, sand.
how many.
how, in what manner.
ever.
in haste, with all speed.

Lagi
Lambat
Lapang
Lebeh
Ledeh
Luah
Lawar

again, more.
slow.
visible.
more.
thin.
emerge.
broad.

eat, food.
Ma'an
eight.
Mahi
left hand side.
Mahid
fool.
Malang
old farming land, young jungle.
Malur
go down river.
Maman
bathe.
Mamoh
bird.
Manok
return.
Maring
empty.
Mena
Menabormenam sick.
arrive.
Menuh
whence.
Mesuopi
eyebrow.
Miasu
stand up.
Mijaw
go up river.
Mudek
alive.,
Mudip
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Muhun
Murut
Mohun

descend,
enter.
Sa-mohun = ten. Sa-mohun endi = eleven, and so
on. For twenty, vide ' Puru.'

Na'i
Nanchak
Nano
Narang andu
Narid
Nawa
Nengkat
Ngadup
Ngaju
Ngarim
Ngenum
Ngudut

stomach.
order, command.
cook.
midday.
pull.
hunt.
pierce.
self.
go to (Malay ' a g a ' ) .
night.
six.
Bamboo pipe for tobacco (Malay 'serobok'). to
smoke a pipe,
to sit.
make.
count, calculate,
is not, are not.
daylight,
door.

Ngulu
Ngundah
Niab
Nyab
Nyawa
Nyegur
Nyendun-andu
nyendun
Nyendun nyamin
Nyuhup
Nyumah
Nyungkah
Nyungkun

day before yesterday.
drink.
climb.
request.
keep, retain.

Oboh
Obor
Odog

all.
finished, complete.
strike, incur.

Pa'agh
Padi
Pagi
Pagi sa'a
Pagi sani
Pagoh
Pantas
Paya
Payam
Payu
Pekat
Penga
Petuh
Penoh

deer.
unhusked rice.
to-morrow.
day after to-morrow.
day after day after to-morrow.
good.
quick, fast.
possible.
slowly, carefully.
deer.
come to an agreement.
Pig.
evening, dark.
full.

yesterday.
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Preksa
Pri'i
Puan
Pumpi
Pupah
Puru

examine,
nine,
know,
cheek.
palm of hand or foot.
a group of ten (Malay ' puloh'), but only used for
numbers twenty and over.

Ra'ang
Ramin
Ratus
Riang
Rimuh
Robang

chin.
house.
hundred.
hard.
five.
hole.

low.
tobacco.
narrow.
leg ornament, made of brass wire and worn on
calf of leg.
similar to ' sarat' but worn on arms,
Sarin
because, reason,
Sebab
hungry.
Seburu
Sedur or Sedeh enough,
speak,
Sena
afterwards.
Seni
collect, bring together,
Senindi
near,
Shinug
hot.
Shiru
up river,
Sijaw
elbow.
Sikuh
silver dollar.,
Silap
pole, walking stick,
Singkuhun
domestic
fowl,
Siok
breast,
Sisu
quarter,
Suku
obey.
Su'uh

Sagur
Sahun
Sakar
Sarat

Tabau
Tahup
Tai
Taguh
Tanah
Tarip ngarim
Taroh
Tarun
Tawan
Tayuh
Tebuk
Teda
Tekat

bring.
loin cloth.
hang.
hold.
earth, land.
midnight.
three.
jungle.
swamp.
before.
see.
middle, half.
lift, carry away.
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Tembang
Tengan
Tengun
Tiap
Tinang
Tiyuh
Tuang
Tumbit
Tumi
Tumu
Tu'u
Tu'uh

mad.
hand.
tree.
tell, inform.
wear, use.
that, those.
pour.
fetch.
necklace.
push.
old, aged.
careless.

Udu
Ui
Ujong
Umboh
Umpat
Umun
Undu
Ungut
Unuh
Uri

grass.
rotan.
prevaricate, untruth.
was, has been (Malay ' sudah').
four.
water.
nostril.
young.
nose.
medicine.

Wah
Wongmeni

inside,
when.
G.
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Malay Equivalents for Military Terms.
The following suggested Malay equivalents for English terms
denoting military rank may be of interest. Captain H. M. Said,
S.M.J., of the Johore Forces and Private Secretary to His Highness the Sultan of Johore has been good enough to make amendments or alterations.
Field Marshal
Dato' Panglima Prang.
General
Panglima Besar.
Lieutenant-General
Panglima Kanan.
Major-General
Panglima Kiri.
Brigadier-General
Panglima. Anchar.
Colonel
Panglima.
Lieutenant-Colonel
Panglima Kechik.
Major
Hulubalang Besar.
Captain
Hulubalang.
Lieutenant
Pahlawan.
Second Lieutenant
Pahlawan Muda.
Sergeant-Major . .
Pendikar Besar.
Sergeant
Pendikar.
. . Dekar.
Corporal . .
1924] Royal Asiatic Society.
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Lance Corporal . .
Private
Commander-in-Chief
Colonel-in-Chief . .
Staff Officer
Warrant Officer . .
Quarter Master . .
A. D. C
Land Forces
Sea Forces
Army Corps
Troops
Battalion
Begiment
Company . .
Wing

Platoon
Section
Standard
Colours

Alang Dekar.
Gagah.
Imam Prang.
Panglima Atas.
Pegawai Dalani.
Perwira.
Juru Pelabur.
Apit Limpang.
Tantra Darat.
Tantra Laut.
Bala Tantra.
Ketumbakan tantra.
Ketumbakan Agong.
Ketumbakan.
Pesokan.

Sayap.
Bahagian.
Sa-perbahagian.
Panji-panji.
Tonggol.
N. M. H A S H I M , CAPT.

Malayan Spiritual Sidelights.
Everyone recognises the feeling when traversing a new route
to a given destination : the distance seems to be longer than it
actually is, the time to drag; and of course the explanation is that
not knowing the destination except by name, one is apt to expect
every minute to arrive at the place—hence the idea" of lengthiness.
But on the return journey, when one recognises every turn or landmark on the route, one seems to get back to the starting point much
sooner than one had anticipated. The Malay puts down that feeling
to another cause: he says on the outward journey the spirit of the
traveller must address and make salutations to the spirit of
every tree and stone along the route, who are, of course, strangers
to him, and this hampers his progress, giving that sense of extra
lengthiness; but on the return journey all these spirits are like
old acquaintances so that salutations between them can be dispensed
with.
N. M. HASHIM, CAPT.

A Pig-eating Python.
Whilst travelling around the Ulu Rejang, some Dayaks told me
the following story about a python, which from their account must
have been about 22 feet long.
We had returned from hunting and were commencing to cook
our evening meal when our attention was attracted to a pig which
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emerged from the jungle on the opposite side of the river and
unconcernedly came down to the water to drink, without observing
us.
Our chief was contemplating slaughtering the beast when we
were surprised to see a python of exceptionally large dimensions,
slither from the undergrowth in the track of the pig. The python
drawing near to the pig suddenly made a charge, biting the neck
of the beast then quickly erected its body in coils on each side of
animal and slowly brought pressure to bear by forcing the coils
on the one side against the coils on the other—(the pig being in
between).
After a short interval, the pig which had been struggling
violently appeared incapacitated, but the python waited some
minutes.
The snake then proceeded to assure itself as to the
fighting capacity of the pig by jabbing with its tongue at the eyes,
ears, mouth, nostrils and other delicate portions of its body, but
being satisfied that there was no movement, released its hold.
The python then commenced to prepare its meal for convenient digestion by covering it evenly with its saliva, t u r n i n g the
pig over to prepare the other side—then having completed this
performance opened its jaws to an extraordinary extent and to our
amazement swallowed the whole animal, in what appeared to be
about five gulps.
The python now being surfeited and somnolent, we slaughtered
it, cut it open and obtained a large pig for our supper having been
saved the tiring necessity of hunting.
G.

Notes on the Internal Anatomy
batuensis, Abr.

T.

MACBRYAN.

of

Liphistius

[As stated in a former paper 1 , I was able to provide my friend
Mr. B. H . Buxton with a number of specimens of the B a t u Caves
spider Liphistius batuensis Abr. for the purpose of dissection and the
results of his investigations (which are mostly of a negative character, but none the less valuable on that account) are contained
in the following notes with which he has supplied me together with
his kind permission to publish them as I might think fit. T am very
much indebted to Mr. Buxton for tin's permission and gratefully
avail myself of i t . — H . C. Abraham |.
Four specimens of Liphistius batuensis for sectioning were
received in 192.°) from Mr. H . 0 . Abraham to whom my best thanks
are due.
I hoped to find some evidence that Liphistius is more primitive
than the Theraphosid spiders, but failed to do so.
1. Coxal Glands—The Therasophid spiders have two coxal
glands on each side of the thorax, each with its terminal saccule
1. Journal Malayan Branch, R. A. S. 1,1923, p. 14.
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and a collecting tubule leading into the labyrinth, a long coiled
tube lined with striated excretory epithelium, at the distal end of
which is an exit tubule with an outlet to the exterior.
The anterior of these two glands is in segment I I I , with an
outlet just behind the coxa of the third appendage; and the posterior gland is in segment V, it's outlet being behind the fifth
appendage.
The labyrinth tubes of the two glands run from segment I I I to
the middle of segment V I , interlacing and coiling over each other,
so that in sections it is impossible to determine to which of the
two systems the tubules actually belong.
I n the Araneae Verae the coxal gland of segment V has been
lost; that in segment I I I alone remaining. The coxal glands, of
Liphistius resemble those of the Theraphosid spiders in every
particular, and are not in any respect more primitive.
2. Ganglia—With regard to the ganglia of the nervous system,
in all adult and immature spiders there are five ganglia, belonging
to the abdominal region, which are missing, but in a larval
specimen of a Theraphosid (Chilobrachys sp. from S u m a t r a )
I found five transient ganglia on either side of the abdomen.
These ganglia can be observed just after hatching out from the
egg, but in a week, and long before the moult from larval to
immature, they disappear.
I hoped to find that these transient ganglia were more permanent in Liphistius, hut in none of the specimens examined (2
adult and 2 immature) is there any trace of them. It is possible
that they may persist longer in the larval Liphistius than in the
larval Theraphosid, but there is so far no evidence that this is the
case.
3. Other Structures—Examination of other organs and structures in Liphistius affords no indication that it is anatomically
more primitive than the Theraphosid spiders. Liphistius appears
to be much more nearly allied to the Theraphosids than are the
latter to the Araneae Verae.
B.

H.

BUXTON.
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